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DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

LAKSIRI PERERA, IRSHAD AHMED, ; 
and MICHAEL SARGEANT 
Individually and on behalf of others 
similarly situated,- 

Plaintiffs, 

vs, 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

LAKSIRI PERERA, IRSHAD AHMED and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 

individually and on behalf of others similarly situated, move this Court for an Order: 

Certifying this case as a class action for all of defendant's taxi'drivers pursuant 

to NRCP Rule 23(h)(2) for injunctive and equitable relief; certifying this ease as,,a class 

action for all of defendant's taxi drivers employed since July . 1,, 2007 through Mardi 

31, 2016 pursuant to NRCP Rule 23(b)(3) for damages that are owed to them as. a 

result of defendant's violations of the requirements of Nevada's Constitution, Article, 

15, Section 16; appointing Leon Greenberg and .Dana Sniegoeki as class counsel; and 

issuing an injunction prohibiting defendant from requiring its taxidrivers to pay for the 

cost of the fuel consumed in the defendant's taxi cabs, to the extent requiting them to 

pay such cost (or any other cost for the benefit of the defendant) reduces the wage paid , 
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Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: VII 

MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF AND CLASS 
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT 
TO NRCP RULE 23(b)(2) AND 
RULE 23(B)(3) 
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1 to them by defendant below the minimum wage required by Article 15, Section 16, of - 

Nevada's Constitution. Such injunction should also order defendant to undertake 

necessary record keeping, reporting, and enforcement protocols, including the 

appointment of a Special Master paid by the defendant, as are necessary - to vigorously. 

promote its enforcement. The Court should also award class counsel fees and costs for 

the making of this motion and success in securing injunctive relief. This motion is 

made based upon the Memorandum of Points and Authorities below, the annexed 

exhibits; and the other papers and pleadings in this action. 

Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

By: Is! Leon Greenberg  
Leon Oreenberg, Esq. 
Nevada Bar No.: 8094 
2965 South Jones Boulevard - Suite E3 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
(702) 383-6085 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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QJIçE OF MQI1QN 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT the plaintiff, by and through her attorneys of 

record, will bring the foregoing MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND 

CLASS CERTWICATION PURSUANT TO NRCP RULE 23(b)(2) AND 

RULE 23(B)(3), which was filed in the above-entitled case for hearing before this 

Court on 	 may 3 	2016, at the hour of 9:00am .  
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8 Dated: March 28, 2016 
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Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

By:  Is/ Leon Greenbero 

Leon Greenberg, Esq. 
Nevada Bar No.: 8094 
2965 South Jones Boulevard - Suite E3 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
(702) 383-6085 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 



MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
SUMMARY 

Defendant refuses to stop engaging in a practice that this Court 
• has already found, if occurring, violates Nevada's Constitution.  

4 	One of the allegations made in this case is that the defendant's taxi drivers are 

5 required by defendantto pay for the gasoline consumed by defendant's • taxi cabs and 

6 such payments reduce their wages below the minimum required by:Nevada's, 

7 Constitution. Ex. "A" .Third Amended Complaint, 16. This Court has already 

8 recognized that such allegations, if true, would constitute circumstances violating the 

9 minimum wage requirements of Nevada's Constitution, See, Ex. "B" Order of . 

10 December 1, 2015, p, 9, 1.28 - p. 10,1. 2. and Ex. "C" Order of June 1.6, 2015, p..12, - 1. 

14 - 19, granting plaintiffs leave to make those allegations of minimum wage violations 

12 in this case and rejecting defendant's contention that such allegationsfaitto state a. :  

13 minimum wage violation claim. The United States Department of Labor has also 

14 found that such policy by defendant violates the minimum wage requirements of 

15 federal law, the Fair Labor Standards Act (the "RSA"), and has found defendant owes 

16 594 of its taxi drivers over $877,000 inminimum wages under the FLSA as atesUlt • at 

17 least in part, of such illegal policy. Ex. "D." 

18 	Prior to presenting this motion plaintiffs' counsel wrote to defendant's counsel 

19 and requested that defendant refrain from making its taxi drivers pay for expenses, but 

20 only to the extent such forced expense payments would reduce their wages below the 

21 minimum required by Nevada's Constitution. Ex. "E." Defendant's counsel 

22 responded via a four page letter that at its conclusion confirmed defendant would not 

23 agree to that request. Ex. "F." Accordingly, .unless the Court issues the requested 

24 injunction defendant Will feel free to pay its taxi drivers less than the minimum hourly 

25 wage required by Nevada's Constitution and will do so at its whim. 

26 /// 

27 /// 

28 /// 
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ARGUMENT  

I. AN ORDER SIMULTANEOUSLY GRANTING CLASS 
CERTIFICATION UNDER NRCP RULE 23 CI )(2) AND 
ISSUING. AN  IMMEDIATE INJUNCTION IS PROPER 

A. 	Immediate injunctive relief is proper as defendant 
refuses to conform Its conduct to the requirements 
of Nevada's Constitution.  

Defendant admits it requires its taxi drivers to pay for the gasoline consumed by 

defendant's taxi cabs. Defendant refuses to limit that requirement to the extent , 

necessary to ensure that its taxi drivers receive in wages from the defendant, -after 

accounting for the payment of those expenses, at least the minimum hourly rate 

required by Nevada's Constitution. Ex. "E" and "F." This Court has already found 

that requiting such a payment of expenses would violate the minimum wage 

protections of Nevada's Constitution. See., Ex. "B" Order of December 1, 2015, p. 9,1. 

28 - p. 10,1. 2. and Ex. "C" Order of June 16, 2016, p. 12, 1. 14- 19. Such finding by 

this Court is consistent with the well established principle that employers cannot be 

allOwed to subvert or evade their minimum wage obligations by forcing employees to 

pay the employer's necessary expenses. See, Arriaga v. Florida Pacyic .Farms; LLC, 

305 F.3d 1228, 1236 (11' Cir. 2002): 

The Growers contend that the ELSA [the Federal minimum Wage 
law,_ the Fair Labor Standards Act] was satisfied because the 
Farmworkers' hourly wage rate was higher than the FLSA minimum 
wage rate and deductions Were not made for the posts the 
Farm-workers seek to recover. The distnet court correctly stated that 
there is no legal difference between deducting a cost directly from 
the worker's wages and shifting a cost, which they could not deduct, 
for the employee to bear, An employer may not deduct from 
employee wages the cost of facilities which primarily benefit the 
empltiyer if such deductions drive wages below the minimum wage. 
See 29.  C.F.R. § 531.36(b). This rule cannot be avoided by simply 
requiring employees to make such purchases on their Own, either in 
advance of or during the employment. See id. § 531.35; Ayres v, 
127 Rest, Corp., 12 -F. Supp.-2d 305, 310 (S.DN.Y.1998).' 

Defendant disputes this Court's holding on this point and is currently seeking its 

reversal (in conjunction with its objections to other rulings by this Court) via a Writ of 

Mandamus. That defendant insists this Court erred in its rulings is of no moment. It is 
28 

the law of the case that 'defendant cannot impose costs upon its taxi drivers that 
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decrease their earnings below the minimum hourly wage requiredby Nevada's, 

Constitution. Defendant, by refusing to agree to limit its condttet to comply with.the - 

Court's finding on that issue, has rendered proper the issuance of an injunction - 

compelling defendant to ,so limit its conduct. 

LB. 	injunctive relief is authorized by Nevada's Constitution 
and  plaintiffs have standing to seek that relief. '  

Article 15, Section 16;• Subsection "B" of Nevada's Constitution provides that 

"An employee claiming violation of this section may bring an action against his 
- or her employer in the courts of this State to enforce the provisions of MS 
section and shall be entitled to all remediesavailable under the law or ih:-  
egyity appropriate to remedy any violation.of this section, including but not 
limited to back pay, damages, reinstatement or injunctive relief (emphasis :  
provided) 

Employees are empowered to bring civil actions to "enforce the provisions" of 

Article 15, Section 16 of Nevada's Constitution and this ,Court must grant them all 

remedies appropriate to correct "any violation" of that section including injunctive • 

relief. Plaintiffs are 'not merely granted rights, individually, to damages orremedies 

for the injuries they have suffered but a right to "enforcer the Nevada Constitution's 

provisions against defendant and remedy all "violations" of those provisions • 

committed by defendant. Such language grants plaintiffs standing to seek the 

requested injunction on behalf of all of defendant's aggrieved taxi drivers, the 

members of the NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) class. 

Defendant will presumably argue that under Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes 131 

S. Ct. 2541, 2557 (2011) and similar cases plaintiffs lack standing to seek the requested • 

class certification and injunction since_ they are former employees who do not, 

individually, claim any prospect of future injury from defendant's conduct.. Such 

argument is without merit as 47a1-Mart is grounded in the "case Or controversy' 

limitations on federal jurisdiction found in Article III of the United States Constitution. 

See, Smook v. Minnehaha County 457 F.3d 806, 816 (8th  Cir. 2006) (Reviewing federal 

decisions and finding Article III deprives class of former juvenile facility inmates of 

standing to secure injunctive relief against future actions by facility towards inmates). 
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This Court's jurisdiction is not restricted by Article III standing limitations. The 

Nevada Supreme Court has held standing in this Court exists whenever rights are 

conferred with language that is broader than the standing conferred under a general 

constitutional standing analysis. See, Stoeknieier v. Nevada Dept. of  Corrections 

Psychological Review Panel, 135 P,3d 220, 226 (Nev. Sup. Cl. 2006) (Inmate need not 

meet Article III constitutional standing requirements of injury, causation, 

redressability, to have standing to seek remedy for violation of Nevada's Open Meeting 

law as such law confers standing more broadly by its own language) and 

Hantges v. City of Henderson, 113 P.3d 848, 850 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 2005) (The provisions 

of .NRS 279.609, by expressly authorizing challenges to agency decisions grants 

standing to make such challenges to all citizens, not just landowners who , might 

otherwise meet traditional constitutional standing limitations, despite statute's Silence' 

on who has standing). Accordingly, cases dealing with. PRCP Rule 23b)(2) class 

action standing limitations under federal law, such as Wal-Mart, are inapplicable. 

The language of Nevada's Constitution is clear. It grants, in the broadest 

possible term, a right by an employee to have this Court remedy all "violations" of its 

minimum Wage requirements. Holding that a former employee lacks standing to Seek 

class wide injunctive relief to correct minimum wage violations would, as a practical - 

matter, immunize Nevada employers from ever 'being subject to such injunctive retie .  

Any current employee bringing a class action lawsuit against defendant to restrain its 

unconstitutional "forced expenses" policy would be summarily fired by the. defendant,. 

stripping this Court of the. power to issue any injunction, ever, stopping that policy. In 

the real world no current employee is likely to ever bring such a lawsuit in the.first-

instance, fearing for their continued employment. Adopting such a "current employee: 

only".  standing requirement would make it effectively.impossible.to  secure injunctive - 

relief under Nevada's Constitution to restrain ongoing and continuing violations -  of its 

minimum wage requirements: 

Under the language of Nevada's Constitution the plaintiirTS'. status as employees - 
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of defendant imbibes them with sufficient standing to seek the requested injunction. 

They were also so employed during the period of time that defendant was utilizing its 

improper "forced expense payment" policy. Ex. "0," "Fl," and "I," declarations. 

C. The reqnfrements for class certification 
under NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) are met.  

Plaintiffs seek class certification for injunctive purposes, under NRCP Rule 

23(b)(2), Two forms of injunctive relief are contemplated. The first is an immediate 

injunction to prevent future injury to the class by restraining defendant's conduct, 

going forward, in respect to its "forced expense" (fuel payment) policy. The second is 

an injunction to remedy the injury already caused to the class by the false reporting 

(inflated W-2 statements) the defendant has furnished to the United States internal .  

Revenue Service that ascribe inflated, legally false, and non•existent, income to the - 

class members and increase their tax liabilities. Those inflated W T2 reports result from - 

the defendant reporting as "income" amounts that the class members were forced, 

illegally, to pay in expenses,, such expenses reducing the class members' true incomes 

below the required minimum wage and thus below the amounts reported by defendant 

on their W-2 forms. No injunction is sought at this time in respect to remedying the 

inimy caused by the defendant's already made, and erroneous, W-2 reports. Plaintiffs' 

counsel believes further proceedings should be conducted to aid in the determination of 

the form of injunction that should be fashioned to remedy that past injury. 

The requested class certification, and immediately requested injunction, would 

require defendant, going forward, to conform its conduct to the dictates of the law. • It 

would not facilitate, or concern, any award of damages to the class Members nor 

involve any potential compromise of their legal rights. The plaintiffs' appointment as 

class representatives, for the purposes of NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) and the securing Of the - 

requested class wide injunctive relief, wbuld involve no actual proffering of evidence 

at a trial by the plaintiffs or any fiduciary exercise by them. To the extent any 

advocacy or efforts need be made on behalf of the NRCP'Rule 23(b)(2) class, it will be 

made by class counsel. 
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The requirements to certify the proposed class under Rule 23(b)2) are Met.. That - 

2 includes the four elements of Rule 23(a), numerosity, common questions of law and 

3  fact, typicality, and adequacy of representation. It is not disputed that defendant 

4 employs hundreds of taxi drivers, Ex. "D" indicates over 590 taxi drivers have been ; 

5 exposed to, and injured by, defendant's forced expense payment policy. Accordingly, 

6 numerosity is established. See, Shuette v, Beazer Homes Holdings Corp., 121 Nev. 

7  837, 847 (2005) ("Although courts agree that numerosity prerequisites mandate no 

8  minimum number of individual members, a putative class of forty or More generally . 

9  will be found numerous"). 

10. 	There is a common question of law presented, one already ruled upon by this . 

Court against the defendant, which is the illegality of defendant's "forced expense" 

12 (pay for file!) policy, to the extent it reduces taxi drivers' wages below the Minimum 

13 hourly wage amount. The issue of fact is the same forall class members and 

14 undisputed;  which is the actual existence of that "forced expense" (pay for fuel) policy. 

15  The typicality and adequacy of representation requirements are also met by the named 

16 plaintiffs, who were actually subject to the policy at issue, and their counsel, _ who is 

17  highly experienced in the prosecution of class claims. Ex. "J" declaration. • Indeed, 

8 such counsel has already demonstrated its vigorous, and skilled, advocacy on behalf of 

19  Nevada's taxi drivers by successfully appealing the adverse determination in _Thomas v, 

20 Nevada Yellow Gab, 327 P.3d 518 (Nev. Sup. Ct-2014) and confirming the existence 

21 of the minimum wage rights asserted in this case. 

22 	The additional requirement of NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) is established in that 

23 defendant, by its own admission, "has acted" (and will continue to act) or "refused to 

24 act on. grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby making appropriate final 

25 injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the class as a • 

26 whole." See, Ex, "E" and "F" documenting defendant's refusal to conform its "forced 

27 expense payment" (fuel payment) policy to the dictates of the law. The form of 

28 injunction sought is common to all of the class members, which is to relieve them of 

9 



such illegal policy of the defendant, no individualized injunctive or other relief is 

proposed. 

D. 	The court should fashion robust protocols, including the 
appointment of a special master paid for by the defendant, • 
to enforce its injunction.  

The history of defendant's conduct is one of rank evasion of its known 

obligations under the minimum wage laws. It has refused to modify its policy of 

requiring taxi drivers to pay for gasoline even when those payments result in minimum 

wage violations. In fact, it instituted that. policy precisely so it could evade the 

minimum wage requirements of ihe law. 

Defendant's started its "drivers pay cash out of pocket for gas" policy in 2012, 

after a United States Department of Labor ("USDOL") audit required defendant to pay 

over $200,000 in unpaid minimum wages to its taxi drivers. Ex. "K." Defendant - 

could not just simply take the gasoline costs out of the driver's "gross pay" or from the - 

taxi meter receipts. Doing so "on the books" would leave a paper trail that would show. 

taxi drivers, after those deductions/payments were made for gasoline, were. receiving 

less than the minimum hourly wage. So rather than leave such an obvious "paper trail" 

to be found in a future audit by the USDOL defendant switched those expenses,- 

imposed. upon the drivers, to a "hidden trail" of cash, out of pocket by  

that it failed to record, - Such devious conduct by defendant proved unavailing, as the 

USDOL in 2013 uncovered defendant's nefarious scheme, found it to be illegal under 

the FLSA, and determined that defendant owed over $877,000 to over 590 tax.i.drivers 

for violating the FLSA's minimum wage provisions. Ex. "D" p. 3. 

In light of defendant's irrefutable bad faith, there is no reason to believe it can be 

trusted to comply with a bare injunctive directive. At a minimum, defendant must also 

be required to maintain accurate records of the expenses it is forcing its drivers to pay 

and those drivers' earnings and hours of work. Without such record keeping it weuld. 

be  impossible for defendant to comply with such an injunction and be sure it is paying 

its taxi drivers at least the minimum wage. It is also submitted that given defendant's 
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history of willful evasion of the minimum wage law, at least some form of independent 

audit of those records, for some period of time, is also warranted. Accordingly, a 

Special Master, paid for by the defendant, should be appointed to conduct Such 

periodic audits, In addition, defendant should be required to advise the 'class members 

of the injunction's requirements and the advise the class members of the contact 

information for the Special Master so the class members can advise the same of any 

violations of the injunction. 

E. 	An immediate award of attorney's fees to plaintiffs' 
counsel  forti injunctive relief should be made. 

In addition to granting equitable relief, Nevada's Constitution also grants 

prevailing .  plaintiffs an award of attorney's fees. Plaintiffs' counsel should be awarded 

fees for securing the requested equitable relief (injunction). There is no need to delay -- 

such an. award which has no bearing upon whether class counsel, should receive a fee • 

award for recovering actual damages for the class (the NRCP Rule 23(b)(3) "damages" 

class claims). Plaintiffs' - counsel, with their reply submission, will providea statement 

Of their hours of work upon which such a fee award should be based (currently in 

excess of 7 hours in connection with just the preparation of this motion and 

communications with defendant to avoid the making of this motion). 
18 
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h. 

IL THE COURT SHOULD CERTIFY THIS CASE AS A CLASS 
ACTION UNDER NRCP RULE 23(W(3) FOR ALL DAMAGES 
OWED - TO DEFENDANT'S TAXI DRIVER EMPLOYEES AS A 
RESULT OF DEFENDANT'S VIOLATIONS OF NEVADA'S 
CONSTIT'UTION THAT HAVE OCCURRED SINCE JULY 1, 2007 

A. The granting of NRCP 23(b)(3) class certification can be 
conditioned and revised jailor to trial and the Court should err 
in favor of granting such certification as long as the current 
record supports certification and resolve any uncertainties 
about  the wive of the class  ou&e_AJtsi_.___:overlitted,___ 

Defendant, in opposing class certification, is likely to dispute whether all of the 

common questions presented are truly "common" or "predominate" or can he tesolved 

in a "superior" fashion through a class proceeding. A determination that class 

certification is appropriate is, of course, not a finding about the merits of the claims. 

Nor does an order granting plaintiffs' motion, and certifying this case as a Class action „ 

under NRCP Rule 23(b)(3), have to finally determine what claims and issues will, ori,: 

will not, ultimately be resolved on a class action basis, as such class certifitation 

order can be "conditimal." 

The `.‘conditional class certification" process is expressly authorized - by:NRCP 

Rule 23(0(4 Under such an approach the Court indicates it may, prior to trial, • 

revoke, limit or revise the grant of class certification. -  Shuette urged district courts to '- 

utilize that conditional certification procedure, observing that "...in .cases that appear: • 

complex, a district court should grant conditional class action certification, if 

appropriate, and then reevaluate the certification in light of any problems that appear 

post-discovery or later in the proceedings." 124 P.3d at 544. Such finding in Shuette 

strongly supports the granting of class certification in this case even if the record,, at 

this point in these proceedings, does not foreclose the possibility that once discovery is 

complete the Court should narrow or limit the issues ultimately to be decided on a -class 

basis. 
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B. The necessary 1sTRCP 23 fa) conditions for class 	• 
certification. under NRCP 23 (lv. ) have been established. 

The typicality, numerosity, and adequacy of representation requirements of 

NRCP 23(a) for certification of the proposed damages (Rule 23(11)(3)) class involve 

identical considerations as the proposed equitable relief (Rule 23(b)(2)) 

discussed supra. For the reasons discussed sup'a those conditions are also thet for the 

proposed Rule 23(b)(3) class. The only one Of the Rule 23(a) rcquirementslieeding 

separate-analysis for the purpose of the proposed Rule 23(b)(3) ,  class certification is 

whether "questions of fact or law common to the class" exist that wan -ant the granting 

of such class certification. 

Shuette explains when the "Commonality" element of NRCP-Rule 23(a) is •  

satisfied: 

Questions are common to the class when their answers as to one class - 
. member hold true for all class members. Commonality 'does **require 
that "all questions of law and fact must be identical, but that an issue of - • 
law or fact exists that inheres in the complaints ofall the class members"
Thus, this prerequisite may be satisfied by a single. common question Of 
law or fact. 121 Nev. at 848: 

As discussed, infra, there exists more than one common, issue of law and fact for all of 

the proposed class members, meaning Rule 23(a)'s "commonality" requirement is met 

under Shuette. 

The ultimate "merits" issue in this case which is common to all class members 

whether the compensation paid by the defendant complied with Nevada's. 

Constitution's minimum wage requirements. Such issue will be resolved for each class 

member by .answering three questions: 

What were the number of how's the class, member Worked in each 

applicable pay period? 

What was the compensation the class member was paid during that pay 

period? 

What was the class member's applicable minimum wage rate during that 

pay period? 
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That each class member's damages under such an examination will differ is 

irrelevant to the predominance of common issues finding. See, Yokoyama and 

Newberg on Class Actions; Fifth EL, .§ 4:54 (Reviewing FRCP Rule 23 -advisory 

committee notes and observing "Courts in every circuit have therefore uniformly held 

that the 23(b)(3) predominance requirement is satisfied despite the need to make 

individualized damages determinations."). Except for mass tort or personal injury 

claims, -  cases where individualized damages issues will predominate and bar class 

certification "rarely, if ever, come along." See, Klay 11 Humana, Inc, 382 F.3d 1241., 

1260 (11' Cir. 2004) 

The formula used to determine defendant's liability for unpaid mininium wages, 

referencing only three relevant elements, will be identical. for every class member. 

Determining each of those three relevant elements (time worked; compensation paid, 

and applicable minimum wage Tate) involve issues of law and/or fact common to all of 

the class members. 

1. 	There are common issues that exist in respect 
to the hours worked by the class members.  

The USDOL found defendant did not keep accuiate records of the time worked • 

by the class members. Ex. "D" p. 4. At least four common issues exist in respect to 

determining the time worked by the class Members: 

• 	Defendants represented to the USDOL that the taxi drivers, despite 

their lack of accurate records, were working 12 hours per shift on 

average. Ex, "D," p. 3 ("Total hours  worked  column:  the agreed 

average shift length (confirmed by ER [employer] and through 

interviews of 12 hours multiplied by the number,of shifts (shifts 

column).") The veracity of that representation to the USDOL by the 

defendant, which was made about the drivers as a class and not any 

:1 4 



particular driver, can be resolved on a class basi“iti the event 

defendant wishes to dispute it); 

• Although the USDOL found that each shift worked by a taxi driver 

was 12 hours, the named plaintiff Perera states taxi drivers' work 

shifts often exceeded 12 hours in length. Ex. "0," 11- 5. According 

to Perera, that extra time was consumed with "end of shift' 

procedures required by defendant of its taxi drivers that often forced 

them to work 15 minutes, or more, longer than their official 12. hour 

shift. Id. The existence (or non-existence, if disputed by defendant) 

of those procedures, which Perera alleges existed for all of the taxi 

drivers, can be resolved on a class basis. 

• All of the plaintiffs assert that defendant used a "no break" policy 

during their scheduled 12 hour shifts, meaning that all taxi drivers 

were working, and should be paid for, at least 12 hours during each 

shift. Ex. "0" and "I" ¶ 6 and Ex. "H" IT 5. To the extent that 

defendant wishes to dispute the existence of such a "no break time" 

policy, and assert that as a result taxi drivers were not actually 

working at least 12 hours during their 12 hour shifts, that is a 

common issue. 

• Plaintiff Sargeant, who worked for defendant during a period of 

time that defendant was giving pay statements to taxi drivers 

pmporting to include a record of "hours worked," asserts that such 

"hours worked" record may not include time he was required to 

"show up" for work but never actually given a taxi to drive and 

15 



after two hours Sent home.- Ex. "I" If 7. The accuracy of the 

defendant's working time records is a common issue. 

2. 	There are common Issues that exist in respect to 
the compensation  that  the  class members wereimil 

Payroll, records exist documenting how much each class member was paid each 

pay period. Defendant's "forced payment of expenses" (fuel charge. payment) policy 

creates two common issues for all of the class members in respect to their "true" 

compensation: 

Is defendant's "forced payment of expenses" (fuel charge payment) 

policy relevant to determining its compliance with the Nevada 

Constitution's minimum wage requirements? Defendant insists it is 

not and is seeking mandamus review of this Court's contrary 

finding. This is a common question for all of the class members 

and one that the defendant, presumably, may wish to appeal_ if the 

merits of its .mandamus petition are never ruled upon. 

• 	In the absence of any actual records of the fuel payments that the 

class members were forced to pay "out of pocket" what is the 

proper method of determining the amount of those payments? 

Defendant may argue that those payments cannot be considered 

when a driver lacks the receipts establishing the amount of each • 

such payment. Plaintiffs would argue thatsuch amounts can be 

suitably determined by examining defendant's records of the . 

amount of miles driven for each taxi driver, the average miles per 

gallon of the type of vehicle each was driving, and the historical 

record of the average per gallon fuel cost in Clark County each 

month. The proper method of making this determination (or the 

inability of the Court to make any. such determination, as may be 
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argued by the defendant) involves a question common to all of the 

class members. 

3. 	There are common issues that exist in respect to 
•the proper Minirnnin wage rate  for the class members.  

Nevada's "two tiered" minimum wage rate specifies that "if the employer 

provides health benefits" the employee may be paid an hourly minimum wage that is 

$1.00 an hour less (currently $7.25 instead of $8.25 an hour). The relevant language 

of N.R.S. Const. Art, 15, § 16 (A) that needs to be interpreted and applied in this case 

is the thllowing: 

The rate shall be five dollars and fifteen cents ($5.15) [currently 
$7.25] per hour worked, if the employer provides health - benefits as 
described herein, or six dollars and fifteen cents ($6.15) [currently 
$8.25J per hour if the employer does not provide such benefits. 
Offering health benefits within the meaning of this section shall 
consist of making health insurance available to the employee for the 
employee and the employee's dependents at a total cost to the 
employee for premiums of not more than 10 percent of the 
employee's gross taxable income from the employer. 

The foregoing language presents a threshold issue of law as to When an employer 

is deemed to "provide health benefits" and can avail itself of paying the lower 

minimum wage. There are two approaches to this issue, each subject to modification - 

by the view taken of the relevancy of the employee's actual "dependent or Martial 

status": 

• Does "provide" mean "actually participate" in an employer's medical 

insurance benefit plan that meets all of the other requirements Of N.R.S • 

Conk Art. 1.5, § 16? If yes, this means the employee must (a) Agree to 

enroll in the medical insurance benefit plan and (h) The .medical insurance 

plan the employee enrolls (participates) in actually "provides" such. 

benefits "...to the employee for the employee and the employee's 

dependents at a total cost to the employee for premiums of not more than 

10 percent of the employee's gross taxable income, from the employer:" 
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This isthe approach adopted by Hancock v. Slate of Nevada, First Judicial 

District, Case No. 14 OC 00080 1B, Dept. IL Order 8/12/15, Ex. "L." 

• - Does "provide" mean to have the "option to participate" in an employer's 

medical insurance benefit plan that meets all of the ,other requirements of 

N.R.S. Const. Art. 15, § 16? If yes, this means the employee (a) Need not 

actually enroll (participate) in the employer's medical insurance .benefit 

plan and (b) Such medical insurance plan must, if the employee. •actually 

elected to enroll (participate) in the plan "provide" such benefits "..,to the 

employee for the employee and the employee's dependents ata total cost 

to the employee for premiums of not more than 10 percent of the 

employee's gross taxable income from the employer.' 

• Is the "provide" requirement met, under both the "option to participate" 

on "actually participate" standards, if the medical benefit's premium cost 

meets the actually existing dependent/martial status of the employee? If 

yes, the "for premiums [cost to the employee} of not more than 10 percent 

of the employee's gross taxable income from the employer" means the 

corresponding premium required for the employee's current family and 

martial status (single, married, and/or with dependent children) and not the 

premium that would be required for all potential dependent (spouse and 

children) coverage. 

. Once the Court resolves the meaning of the "to provide health benefits" issue it 

will make a common determination as to the which, if any, of defendants' taxi drivers': 

needed to only be paid the $7.25 an hour minimum wage. That determination will he 

based upon the employee premium cost for the relevant coverage, (either full family . 

coverage for all employees, irrespective of whether they have .dependents, or - based . 
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upon their "actual" status as single, married and/or with dependent children) and 

whether such cost exceeded 10% of the wages paid to them by defendants. 

Theresolution of this question is not currently before the Court, though plaintiffs

will argue the minimum wage standard is $8.25 an hour for all of defendants' taxi 

drivers based upon the need to apply the "full family coverage.' Standard (and 

associated employee premium . contribution costs) Irrespective of the employee's actual - 

marital or dependent status. Under that standard the employee premium lcontributions 

required .  by defendant (in excess of $450 a month, Ex. "G"114) would not Meet the 

10% of wages limit imposed by N.R.S. Const. Art. 15, § 16. If the Court.were.to  reject: 

that standard, certain taxi drivers, most likely only some of those who•were single and • 

without dependents, and as a result did not have to pay any insurance premium under' 

defendants' medical plan, might qualify for the lower $7.25 an hour minimanywa.ge.- 

4. 	Additional common questions of law and/or fact exist in - 
respect to the applicable statute of limitations, any tollof 

• that statute of limitations, and the damages that the class' 
members may recover.  

The Court has previously ruled that claims•made -under Nevada's Constitution 

for unpaid minimum wages are subject to a four year statute of limitations. Ex. "C" p 7  

6-10. It has also ruled that punitive damages cannot be recovered on those claims. Ex: 

"B" p. 8-9. - Those determinations of law are common to all of the class members who 

present identical claims and issues in respect to the applicable statute of limitations and 

the type of damages they may be entitled, tO seek. 

A common. issue to be resolved exists for all of the class members who worked • 

prior to the four year statute of limitations period as to whether any statute of 

limitations toll should apply in this case. Nevada's Courts will equitably estop the - 

statute Of limitations in appropriate cases. See, Copeland v. Desert inn Hotel, 637 

P.2d. 490, 493 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 1983). Such estoppel need not be pleaded in the 

complaint. See, Harrison v. Rodriguez, 701 P.2d 1015, 1017 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 1985). . A 

strong basis exists to apply such an estoppel in this case and that issue should be • 

determined for all of the class members. 
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The minimum wage requirements of Nevada's Constitution became effective on 

November 28, 2006, which is the earliest date on which any class meinbers'. claim may 

have accrued. Nevada's Constitution also provides for a yearly adjustment to its 

minimum Wage rate and imposes a mandatory duty upon employers to advise 

employees about the minimum wage rate: 

An employer shall provide written notification of the rate adjustments to each.. ofe. -. 
its employees and make the necessarypayroll adjustments by July 1 following - 
the publication of the bulletin. Art. 13, Sec. 16 (A). 

The first such rate adjustment bulletin was issued by the Nevada Labor Commissioner 

on April 1, 2007, effectuating an increase of the Nevada Constitution's minimum - 

hourly wage from $5.15 or $6.15 an hour to $5.30 or $6.33 per hour depending upon 

- whether qualifying health insurance was provided. Ex. "M." It is alleged defendant 

never provided any such written notification of any rate adjustment, or any - notice of • 

the applicable minimum wage rate, to each of the class members. Ex. "A" 411 15(a), 

Defendant was required to both pay the minimum hourly wage specified by the 

Constitution and provide to "each" class member "written notification" of any change 

in that minimum hourly wage. Defendant's violation of their written notification 

obligation should be subject to the most severe, and adverse to the defendant, 

consequences, as such written notice was constitutionally commanded. If defendant 

had complied with that obligation. this lawsuit would have been initiated years earlier. 

Such violation, either by itself or in conjunction with defendant's knowing violation of 

Nevada's Constitutional requirement to pay a minimum hourly wage, should toll the 

statute of limitations in this ease from July 1, 2007, the date defendant was first 

compelled to give such notice, until such time as they actually give that notice. 

The defendant's "non-advisement" to the class members of their minimum wage 

rights has been found to create an equitable statute of limitations toll in analogous cases 

under federal law. See. Bonham v. Dresser Industries, Inc., 569 F.2d 187, 193 (3rd, Cir. 

1977) (Holding, and finding suppoit for the conclusion in other authorities, that 

employer .  who fails to post statutorily required notice in workplace of employee rights 

under Age Discrimination in Employment Act is subject to equitable statute of 
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limitations toll); _Kamens v. Summit Stainless, Inc., 586 F. Stipp. 324, 328 (E.D.Pa 

1984) (Citing Bonham and recognizing such "notice violation" provides a basis to 

impose equitable estoppel on the statute of .limitations of a federal minimum wage 

claim under the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA")); Henchy v. City of Absecon, 148 

F. Sop. 2d 435, ,439 (Dist. NJ. 2001)(Citing Kamens and reaching same conclusion) 

and numerous other cases. 

The need to determine whether equitable tolling of the statute of limitations is an 

appropriate remedy for defendant's violation of the Nevada Constitution's minimum-. 

wage "notice" requirement also supports a finding that common issues predominate, 

warranting class certification. See, in Re Linerboard Antitrust Litigation, - 305.F.3d 

145, 163 (3rd  Cir. 2002) (Observing that a defendant's concealment of a conspiracy 

poses a common, predominant, issue for class certification in respect to whether a toll 

of the statute of limitations should be imposed). 

. C. The "predominance" of common questions and the "superiority" 
of resolving .those questions on a class' basis, as required by 
NRCP  21.0ve been establighed 	 

1. Ilig.. -rtance  of common issues - is established, 

Shuette explained the . predominance of common issues requirement of NRCP 

Rule 23(b)(3): 

While the NRCP 23(b)(3) predominance inquiry is related to the l'IRcy) 23(a) 
commonality and typicality requirements, it is more demanding. The importance 
of common questions must predominate over the i mportance of questions • 
peculiar.  to individual class members. For example, common cuestions 
predominate over individual questions if they significantly ark. directly impact 
each class member's effort to 'establish liability and .entitlement to relief, and 
their resolution "can be achieved through generalized proof." • 
124 P.3d at 540 (citations omitted). 

All of the above discussed common issues involve class wide practices and/or 

policies, or issues of law, that apply to all of the class members in the same fashion. 

The defendant's "break time" policies; how (or if) the driver's fuel charges should be 

determined in the absence of any records; how the defendant maintained their work 

time records; how the health benefits offered by the defendant either did or did not - 

"qualify" to allow defendant to pay a lower minimum wage under Nevada's 



Constitution, and so forth, all involve the same determinations: Liability (or lack of 

liability) for all class members will be determined in an identical fashion based upon 

those determinations. .Accordingly, the predominance requirement of NRCP Rule 

23(b) (3) is satisfied. 

2. The superiority of a class resolution is establisheiL 

The superiority of class resolution requirement of NRCP Rule 23 (b)(3) is 

satisfied. for three reasons, although any one of those reasons would 

(i) The superiority of class resolution is established 
IlLiht_Sinall  size of the individual claims.  

The class members received some pay and are only owed a portion Of the Very -

modest minimum wage; Even if this Court were to impose an equitable statute of 

limitations toll to July 1., 2007 there is no reason to conclude many, if any, of the . 

individual class members' claims are sufficiently large to make individual lawsuits by 

the class members sensible. 

The central purpose of the class action lawsuit is to afford justice to persons 

holding claims too small to be sensibly sued upon individually. See, Amchem Prod. 

Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 617 (1997) ("The policy at the very core of the class 

action mechanism, is to overcome the problem that small recoveries do not provide the 

-incentive for any individual to bring a. solo action prosecuting his or her rights.") The • 

class action procedure allows for the "vindication of the rights of groups of people Who 

individually would be without effective strength to bring their opponents into court at 

all." Id. The small size of the claim of each class member establishes the superiority. 

of class resolution in this case. See, also, Leyva v. Medline Industries Inc., -.116-1F.3d 

510, 515 (9' Cir. 2013) (Abuse of discretion to find class certification was not superior 

for class of approximately 500 workers owed wages "[flu light of the small size of the 

putative class members' potential individual monetary recovery, class .certification may 

be the only feasible means for them to adjudicate their claims.") 

ob The superiority of class resolution is established 
by the vulnerable Class population of current 
employees fearful of retaliation by the defendant.  
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The vulnerable status of the class members alsoestablishes the superiority of 

class resolution. Class resolution has been found superior for groups of persons with a 

limited understanding of the law, or limited English skills)  such. as migrant workers or 

prisoners, on the basis such persons are not likely or able to pursue legal action 

individually. See, Newburg, 5 th  Ed., § 4.65 and cases cited therein. The inherent 

difficulty employees face in vindicating their legal rights against their employer, who 

may terminate their employment in response, is also a reason to find the class 

resolution of claims to be superior. See, Scott v. Aetna Services, Inc., 210 F.R.D. 261, 

268 (D. Conn 2002) (Class resolution superior for minimum wage and overtime claims 

as "class members may fear reprisal and would. not be inclined to pursue individual 

claims.") and Noble v. 93 University Place Corp., 224 F.R.D. 330, 346 (S,D.N.Y. 

2004) (Class resolution of employee overtime pay claims superior given their fear of 

reprisal and lack of familiarity with. the legal system). 

The vulnerable nature of the class, consisting of many current employees of 

defendant who are too fearful of reprisal to pursue their individual legal claims, and 

who also have little ability to navigate the legal system or even any awareness of their 

legal claims, supports a finding that a class resolution is superior in this case. 

(iii) The supe.rtorily of class resolution is established 
by the need to have effective enforcement of the 
Nevada Constitution's minimum wage provisions.  

Government agencies are often unable to fully enforce substantive legal 

protections and the class action lawsuit has long been recognized as a means to fill that 

void. See, Deposit Guaranty National Bank v. Roper, 445 U.S. 326, 339-(1980) (Class 

actions are "...an evolutionary response to the existence of injuries unremedied by the 

regulatoiy action of government."). See, also Newburg, 5 1  Ed., § 4:66, and cases cited 

therein, noting that courts, particularly in contexts like antitrust and securities law, 

"regularly invoke the importance of class actions in enforcing the substantive law as 

one of the reasons that a class action is a superior method of adjudication." 

Article 15, Section 16, of the Nevada Constitution creates paramount legal rights 

and bars any waiver of those rights :by individual employees. it grants civil 'remedies 
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for violations of those rights, including equitable relief and attorney's fees; to the fall 

extent of this Court's power, There is, indisputably, an overwhelming public_ interest in 

having those rights vigorously enforced that renders superior the class reSolution, 

whenever possible, of claims brought under _Article 15, .Section 16. 

THE DECISIONS RENDERED BY THIS COURT IN TWO 
- HIGHLY ANALOGOUS CASES STRONGLY SUPPORT THE 
GRANTING OF CLASS CERTIFICATION IN 'THIS CASE• 

This Court, in two other taxi driver minimum wage cases, has granted motions 

for class certification. See, Thomas v. Nevada Yellow Cab, A-12-661726-C;, Order of 

Judge Israel entered November 25, 2015 and Murrezy v. A-Cak-A-127669926:,C, Order. 

of Judge Cory entered Fein-Italy 10, 2016 (Copies at Ex. "N").. The Court must render 

its decision in this case based upon the record in this case and cannot blindly defer to 

the decisions made by other jurists in other cases. But it should be noted that the 

USDOL's investigative findings, presented to the Court in 'Thomas and Murray, were - 

found, either alone or based upon the other presented evidence, sufficient towarrant - 

class certification in each of those cases. Those findings by the .USDOL in this case are 

quite similar to the ones presented in Thomas and Murray.' 
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' One striking "overlap" issue from the USDOL findings that, standing alone, 
warrants class certification is the "$8.25 an hour," or "$1.00 an hour difference," issue. 
The USDOL found over $877,000 in unpaid minimum wages, was owed to594 drivers 
at the FLSA's $7.25 an hour minimum wage rate. If the applicable Nevada minimum 
wage rate is $8,25 an hour, for the reasons discussed supra, and those findings by the 
USDOL are accurate, all of those 594 class members are owed additional Money 
beyond what was calculated by the USDOL (the extra $1.00 an hour the Nevada 
minimum wage requires). 
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1 IV. 	SUITABLE NOTICE SHOULD BE DISPATCHED 
MOST PROMPTLY TO THE CLASS MEMBERS 

A proposed notice of class certification is annexed as Ex. "0." Plaintiffs' 

counsel will assume the costs of printing and mailing that notice. The Court is urged to 

direct the defendants to most promptly, within 10 days of its Order, produce the names 

and addresses of the class members so that plaintiffs' counsel can have such notice 

mailed within 30 days thereafter. 

CONCLUSION 

• Wherefore, for all the foregoing reasons; the. plaintiffs' motion should be granted 

in its entirety together with such other further 'and different relief that the Court deems - 

just and proper. _ 

Dated this 28th day of March, 2016. 

Leon Greenberg Professional Coiporation , 

By: Is/1.401  cri-eenherg . ,  

LEON GREENBERG, Esq. 
Nevada Bar No.: • 8094 
2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite E3 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 -. 
Tel (702)'383-6085 
Fax (702) 3854827 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned certifies that on March 29, 2016, she served the within: 

Motion for Injunctive Relief and Class Certification Pursuant to Nrcp Rule 
23(b)(2) and Rule 23(b)(3) 

by court electronic service: 

TO: 
Malani ICotchka 
HEJMANOWSKI & MCCREA LLC 
520 S. 4th  St., Suite 320 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 

/s/ Dana Sniegocki  
Dana Sniegocki 
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I LAKSIK1 PERERA, IRSHAD:AITMEDI 
I .1.tid MICHAEL. SARGEANT 
i  Ipdivi(Lually.:._and onbetialf of:others: 	.) 
isimilarly-snuated.„ 	 •,-) 

1 
. Plaintifik ) 

): 
:)' 

.- 
I WESTERN, CAB.,COMPANY,. )1 
I 	 ) 
I 
I 	 

Defendant 

1-71ecisrorti6Mly F110: 
•12102i201.5 06:38:43 PM 

ACOM 
I LEON GREEN ERG, ESQ., NSB "8094 
DANA SNIEGOCKL ESQNSB 11715 
Leon Cireenberg Profc,t-sional CorporatiOn 
2965 .  South Jones Blyd- Suite E3 .  
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 

411 Tei (702) 383L6085 
Fax.  (702). 3854827 
iennwreettlx1raRlyertimelaw,com 

a 0 a (4gov ertim .8W,CO1U 

Attorneys:for:Plaintiff 

cl..0:KOF: ^en-cot-jar . 

Case No A44-.-707425,C, 

TITIRD AMENDED 
CQKPLAINT 

ARBITRATION EXEMPTION 
CLAIMED BECAUSE THIS IS 
A CLASS ACTION CASE 
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DISTRIer COURT 

CLARK COUNTY., NEVADA 

LAKSIR1 PEIZERA, IRSHAD AHMED and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 

individually and on be atfo.fo -thersimilarys.thmte4; by and Through their attorney, 

Leon Gi .tenberz Professional Corporation„ as and for a Third Amended Complaint 

ago.* the defendant, $tato and allege; as folloW$: 

,IIIRISINCTION, PARTIES „AND PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

1. The.plaintiffs; LAKSTRI PERERA,,IRSHAD AHMED, and•MICHAEL. 

SARGEANT (collet:IN-0y the "individual plaintiffs' or the "named plaintiffs") during 

all times :employed by Me defendant were residents of Clark County inthe-State of 

Nevada and are former otiptoyeos of the defendant, 

2, 	The defendant, WTSTERN . CAB COMPANY, (hereinafterref'btred to as 
28' 

') I 

•22 

23 

26 



I the Wwa of the State Of Nevada -with its Drihdot place of hu .siness in the:County of 

!Clark., State of Ne.Aiada .11:4 cOnduets business. in NoVeda. 

CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS- 

.3:-., 	The plaintiff§ bring this :action as a class:aaionputsuant to Nev., il, Ciy; 

IP.. §23 On. boh4110:t t.I •mselves. and ttelass.  Ofail 'Similarly - . iitttated persOn$ einplOyed. 

lbythe.defendant in the-State. of NeV.ada, 

4, 	The_ class of tlinitatly situated persons -  consists of al1 persons employed 

I by defendant in the State of -Nevada. during 	.applicable statute oflitnitations: Period 

prior 

 9 I , 
to the filing of this 0m -3:plaint .catitinuing undI date of jud.gtnenc such persons 

being employed as tax:i cab dti:y.ors (bori;thlaftr referred to as "cab drivers' or 
. 	. 

h "drivers") . .such empl)yment irryolvitig the driving of tax. ab$ 'for the defendant in the 

13 ! State Of Nevada, : 
i4 1 	5, 	The common circutustanee of the eah- dri -V0.) giNitig. ri$e 1.0. this uit.is that , 
151 while they were employed by defendant.they were: not paid. the minimum wage 

I 
16 t required by Nevada's Constitution,. Article 15, Section 16 for many or most:of tho days 

ri that they wolIed'in.that their b witty compenstition,"wheft cakulal-ed .pttrwatit to the 

Is I requimments 0-f said Nevada Constitutional Provision„ did not equal at least. the 

I minimum hourly wage provided for therein, 

20: 1 	6, 	1.11e named. plaintiffs are inforniedand bt4ieve, and:b*sed thereon allege: 

ithat. there are at least 100 putative :clas-s. action. =tubers, The aetuaInumber of-Class 

-22 members is readily ascertainable by a review of the defeudant'''s mord% through 

.23 .appropriate discovery. 

.247 	Mere 	weil-deemed community of interest* the questions ,of law and 

tac affecting the clags .  as a :hole, 

; 	8. 	Proof of .4) Otholorot singlq:Wt 0:11'4t.s ,M;11 0.00blish th right of each 

member of the class to recover. These common questio'ns. of law and fact vmdOtaillate 

. 2R11 oveiquesthns that erect only individual. class. members, The individual plaintiff's 

2 



I claims are typical of those of the class. 
I 9. A clasti action is 'su -etiorto Other IV -Illebtenietbodi:fOrlhe fair : and 

I efficient adjudit'atiOn Of the COntrOyersy„ Due to the typicality . of the class .members '  

4 l 	' I claims the interests- of judiciateconot* .Will be het.served by adjudication cifitils - 
1 	

. 	.. 
5 I lawsnitas a class action,. This type of (= cis uniquely -well,suitth for Class treatment • , 
6 I s

ince the employer's practices were uniformand the burden is on the employer to . 
1 

7 establish that its mettiodillTcompeusating the klass members complies with the 

8 i regiiimnerits Of Nevada law, 

9 	10, •Theiridividutil plaintiffs will faitly aact adoivately Tvme:seot thctilitOeS0 

. ,10 i of the clis.  and. havertO inierestS that. ,confliOt With or ate atitagonistie tO the . intereos. 
1 

11. of the clasS - and have:retained to .  repreSent.thom corapetent-Counel. experienced  in  the 

11 .prosecution of class action CaSeST and will thus be, able to -appropriately prosecute chi& 

13 lease On behalf of the dim,. . 

i4: 1 	1 I , •The individual Plaintiffs.andtheir counsel areaware of their fiduciary 
. 	I 

1 5. re!‘,91 .':risibilities 1-.O.  the ineniber;; of  the Proposed Class .01d are determ1n.ed to diligAtlY 

1 6 1 distberg0 those . dutie:g by, vigarooly seeking the MaNinAuri po.5sible reoOvery :for all 

17 .  imeinberS Of the propo$•ed . clas, 
i 13 	12. There is. no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy other than by maintenance. 

19 of this elms action, The .prosecution of individual remedies - by members of -the-class *  

20 

 

will tend to..establi4h inconsistent standai4s orconduct fi>r il:te defendant and i'mdt'in. 

the inipairment Ofelass members' rights and the dispoSition of their interests through 

22 adions, to 'which they were not partie,In additibn, the Class members' individual 

claims are small in amount and they have no substantial ability to '4'indicaie their 

. 24 IrightS, and secure the assistance .of competent counsel to do so, except by the 

prosecution ola class action ease, • 25 

T7 

2g 



AS AND 'FOR A-FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF ON II, EHALF. OF. THE NAMER . 	. . 
PERSONS  

. 	. 	. 	. 
PLAINTIFFS AND AU 	SIMILARLY SITUATED PURSUANT TO 

N..LyADAS ,CONS 1111.1 - 110IN 

3 	11 The rnair*i plaintiffs repeat all .of the allegations previously Made and 

4 hringthiS First Claim 'for Relief pursuant to Artielc 1 -5,-Scet1On16., of the Nevada .  

5 Consrituti on, 

-6 	14, 'Pursuant to Article: 15„,- Section 16 -, of the Nevada Constitution the named 

I plaintiffs and the class; members were entitled to an hourly minimum wage :for every 

hour that they worked fin!" defendant•and .  the named•plaintiffg Lu-id the class members 

9 I Were often not paid such required rniniiin woges, 

H) 1 	15.. The, defendpea,  violation of A.a.icle, 1.5; :SectiOn 1.6., of the. Nevada 

II constitution also invOlved Malicious and/or .dishonest and/or opPressive conduct by 

12 the defendant including the. follOwin& 

13 	 (a ):Defendant despite having, and being aware of an express obligation 

14:1 	under Article IS, Section 16., of the Nevada Constitution such obligation 

15 	 commencitig -no later than My 2007., tO advi:se the  pjf.,141tiffs atta thq 

1(iI 	class llictibeTs, in writing, of their etilitternent toile minimum :hourly 

wage specified in such constitutional Orovigioif, ftited'to provi.d:kleh 

ii 	written advisement; 

19 1 

20 I 
	

:(N Defendant was aware that the highost law enforcement officer of the 

:State of Ntvada :„ the Nevada :Attorney General: had isaued a public 

22 	 , opinion in 2005 that Ardele 15., Section 16, of the . Nevada ConstitntiOn; - 

23 	 upon itsictreetiVe date, would require .defendant and other tinployet* of 

24 
	

taxi Cab drivers to compensate :wolf employees with the minimum hourly 

wage specified in such constitutional provision. Defendant. consciously 

26 	 elected to ignore that opinion and notpay - the minimal wage required by 

Article 15, Section 161, o.fthe Nevada Constitution to i.ts taxi driver" 

2. 	 employees in. the lippethat it wOuld be sticceasful, iflegal action was 



13 I 	1.6, Delndant also engaged in the fetlowing illegal, dishonest and bad :faith 

14 I aNiduct wit-0 was intended to conceal its violations Article 15, Section 1 (3, of the 

1 .Nevada ConstiltiliOri and caused additional injury to the plaintiffs- for hich they 'seek: 

I redress; 

31 

IA 

19 

20 1 

2$ = 

24 

.26 

27 

in about January of 2012, defendant started requiting.-the plaintiffs and 

the OAKS rttelnbers to pay from such plaintiffs' and,class members!' OWIk 

personal funds, 100% olthe.cog of the fuel 'consumed :in the operation of 

the taxicabs they dixwe for the de4pdant `.1114 fu.e1 was essential for :the 

operat1on:45f defendates taxi:cab: busjnes's and plaintiffs could not Work: 

fOr defendant ittiless..they,agte0d to pay fOr that ft:30 frOm theit . petsdnal 

finds, By requiring the plaintiakind :the 	 pers.onally pay 

for the: coSt of such. fuel, the: defendanfwaS -reducing the wages. it. actually 

paid the: plaintiffs: and. the Class members: to an amount below the 

:minimum bytirly wagerequired by .Artiele. I.5, Section 16, of ate Nevada 

Constitution, That was beoatse. after deducting from the "on the- porrol 

records" wages. op.id  by the defendant to the rilaintiffs and the his 

brought against:it: in avoiding paying's-aim or all of sixth -minimum 

wages.; 

:.(41)efendant,: . to.'the extent it believed it hada Colorable hasiato. 

legitimately contest the applicability of Article 1.5, Section 1.ti of the 

Nevada Constitution: to its taxi ;driVer employeesonade no eftbrt : to seek. 

any ,judicial declaration of its obligation, or laek of obligation ,-under such 

constitutiOnal proOsion aild to pay into an escro.'w fund any .aingunts it 

disputed were so owed under that conStittOional prorNorrullkil 's.mti.;t1 

final judicial. determination was Made, 

2 

3- 1 
4 

6 



ittraberS dip cog of the lax i.c'ab fuel They wem forted by the dcferidant to 

pay, the rOOltitig ru&wage -• paid. to such persons by the defendant was 

below the Minimum hourly wage re4iiired by i IdA I 5.„ Seetion ,16 1. of 

the Nevada Constitution. De;fendantsWillittly engaged inthiS conduct to 

make itappear to any he wise uninibrined person who was examining 

its payroll Tecords that it was paying the minimum wage required by 

Article 15, ..ectiort..16..„of the *Nevada Constitution :001 it 'was not 

Defendant instituted .•thic. policy specifically to de.oeive 'eertain 

)-.4overninent agencies ;  including but not tiecosarily limited to the vrtiu.d 

.State .1:Xpilitttheot. of LOW which bad t).j.te,O.ougy feund the defendant in 

violation of the minimum -wage law enfOreed .  by web agency. Such 

conduct by the defendant also msuited in the defendant :issuing knowingly 

false and4riaccurate :statements of thc.-plaintiffS' and the. classAnembers' 

income to the 'United States internal Revenue Service and. the:Social 

:Security AdminiStration„ such "statements Milating and exaggerating. the 

actual income orpod, by such persons and resulting itt them being 

recitti*I.to pay additiOnal taxes that they did nor actually owe. 

117. Defendant engaged in the acts andier °Missions detailed in paragraphs15 

an.d 16 in an intentional: scheme to maliciously ., oppressively and dishonestly deprive 

its -  taxi : drive r. employees: of the hourly ..niiiiiiimin- Wage.S. that .m..iffe guaranteed to thOse. 

eriVlOyees - y Artiele 	Seetion.1.6„ Of the Nevada 	befendant soacted. 

in. the hope that by the -passage.- of time whatever rights such 'taxi driver employees had 

to. sueh minimum hourly. wak&s. owed-tothem by the -  defendant would expire n whole 

or in part by operation:Of law. Defendant: so.  actedtonsciously,.:willfully, and 

intentionalfy to depriVe such taxi driveremployees of any knowledge That they might. 

be-entitled.:.to such minintum.howly wages, despite the defendane.s Obligationoder 

Attiele 	Suction 1.6, of the Nevada Qonstitution In adVise web taxi driver - 

4 

'5 11 
6 

7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

i7 

1.8 

19 

20 

24. 

26 
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• 

employees of their right to those minimum hourly. wages, Defendant's malicious, 

oppressive. and dishoneg conduct is atV tiemongtrated by its :fili10te -to make any 
i 	• 3 allOwan.ce to pay such:min:intim hourly wages if they were founto be,.Oud,•such 

4 through an. CSCrOW aceount, while se lc' q. • 	 ,% 1 	 't- , 	. 	, 	1.11t; 	JW. Ma, C41111,1nation O., its 0 

to make those payments, 

61 

• 18, The Domed plaintirfs seek all relief available to them and the alleged doss 

under Nevad0 Constitution, Attiele 	Section 6 ineluding.appropriate injunctive 

and equitable relief to make the defendant cease its *lotions of fq:pvt .104!,s 

Constit4tiob. 

14. The -I:lamed plaintiffs on.behalf of. the.m.Selves and the proposed. plaintiff 

.13 class members:, seek,. on this Pirst-Claim for Relief, a judgment. against the defendant 

4. I for minimum wages, owed for the applicable .stature of limitations period, Which the 

15 . 

 

Court has prey:ion:sly specified in thisas i. four  years ond Wonld oonnwnc on  

1.0 ' September 23; 2010, and continuing into the future, such Sums .to be determined based 

upon anaccounting. of the hours worked by And. wages actually paid.to , the plaintiff: 

11 l and the class :members. along With an: award of damages for the inereased, .and.fal se, 

19 tax liability the defendant bas cau .sed the ,plaintiffS and the class members to sustain, a 

2:0 suitable injunction and otherequitahle relief barrittg :the defendant from. continuing to 

A'.;i00-te-NeVacki.COns,ti.hati.on:and requiring - thodetebdtta to retpocly; at its .e.x.penfo, 

the injury to the dais metribers it has crioN by falsely reporting .to the 'United • sts.a. 
11 l

intel-nal Revenue Setvice and the Social Security Administron •tr .11 incoute. f' the 

class members, and an award of attorneys' fees, interest andcosts, as provided. for by 

'Nevada's: Constitution and otherapplicablelaws, 

WKEREFORE:, plaintiff,Oetband the relief as alleged afiosaid .. 

9 

10 

11 
.7. 	 .1. 

12 

• "f):A 

25 

26 

27 

28: 
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demmicif 	by jury on a t 

Dat,Od 	day of D-cx.tmb..or.:„ 

Leon GrctabemPlpfeagfc001:-COrpototioxi 

SRY:1$11404....01Tgabfrg....... 

LEON GREENLIERa •sq. • 
Nevada.BariNo,.. -  8094 	, 
2965 South Sones- 	SOW E3 

Nevada .:891. 46 
Tel (704383,60:85' 
Fag.:(71. )2):.3.-1 827 
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EXHIBIT "B" 
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT CLERK or THE'COURT. .2 

3 
	 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

4 

5 LAKsun PERERA, individually and on behalf of 
others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff, 

	

Case No. 	A-14-707425-C 
vs. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 
	 Depl Na. 	VII 

Defendant. 

DECISION AND ORDER 

This case arises from the employment relationship between Defendant Western Cab 

Company ("Western") and its former employee taxi driver, Plaintiff Perera The motions 

addressed in this Order are Western's Motion for Reconsideration regarding this Courts - 

June 16, 2015 Decision and Order, Western's Motion to Dismiss Second Amended 

Complaint,. and Perera's Counterrnotion to Amend Complaint. The Court heard oral - 

arguments on August 27, 2015 and October 8, 2015. After consideration of all submitted 

documents and oral arguments, the Court denies Perera's Motion for Reconsideration, 

grants Western's Motion to Dismiss in part, and grants Perera's Motion to Amend. 

I. 	Procedural Background 

Perera filed his first Complaint in this ease on September 23, 2014. He alleges that 

Western violated the Minimum Wage Amendment of the Nevada Constitution by paying 

less than the required minimum wage and violated MRS § 698.040 by not paying former 

employees their earned but unpaid wages. Perera filed his First Amended complaint on 

October 20. 2014, asserting the same two causes of action. Western filed a Motion to 

Dismiss the First Amended Complaint on December 8, 2014. Western argued that Perera 

failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted. Perera filed an Opposition: and 
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3 

Countermotion to Amend the Complaint on January 26, 2015. The Court issued a Decision 

on June 16, 2015. The Court held that Perera could assert a violation of the Minimum Wage 

Amendment against Western and that the statute of limitations to bring the action is four 

years. The Court granted Perera's Motion to Amend "to add a claim related to cab drivers 

5 being required to pay for fuel costs." (June 16, 2015 Decision and Order at 2: 12-13.) 

	

6 	Perera filed a Second Amended Complaint on June 16, 2015. The Second Amended 

Complaint added an allegation that cab drivers were required to pay for their fuel, thus 

8 decreasing the amount of their wages. It also added Irshad Ahmed as a named Plaintiff in 

the action. 

	

10 	Western filed a Motion for Reconsideration on July 1, 2015. Western asks the Court 

11 to reconsider its ruling regarding the applicable statute of limitations. Western cites to 

12 several federal and lower state court cases that held that a two-year statute of limitations 

13 applies in these types of cases. Western does not cite to any binding legal authority or 

14 evidence that the Court had failed to consider in its Order or that had arisen after the Order 

	

15 	issued. 

	

16 	Western filed a Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint on July '7, 2015. 

17 Western argues that the Second Amended Complaint does not comply with the Court's 

18 June 16, 2015 Order, because it adds a named Plaintiff, (Western's Mot. to Dismiss at 3; 3- 

19 12.) Next, Western moves to dismiss Paragraph 19 from the Second Amended Complaint 

20 because it seeks damages for minimum wages owed since 2006, four years before the four 

21 year statute of limitations period. (Id„ at 2: 13-21) Western also moves to dismiss Perera's 

22 MRS § 608.040 claim on the grounds that Perera was paid the correct amount when he 

23 stopped working for Western and Perera did not complete the statutory process for seeking 

24 a remedy under MRS § 608.040. In addition, Western argues that the MilliM111111 Wage 

25 Amendment of the Nevada Constitution is preempted by the Employee Retirement Income 

26 Security Act ("ERISA"), the Affordable Care Act ("ACA"), and the Due Process Clause of the 

27 United States and Nevada Constitution. Finally, Western argues that Perera cannot seek 

28 punitive damages in this action because his claims are based on contract law. 

FA PI: 1 	> 

D., 
C:4 
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Perera filed an Opposition and Countermotion to Amend and for Sanctions on 

2 August 14, 2015. Perera argues that Western's preemption claims are based on incorrect 

3 readings of the law or are irrelevant. (Perera's Opp'n and Countermot. at pp. 4-9.) Perera 

4 further argues that he has standing under NRS §608.040 to bring a private right of action 

5 at this time. (Id.  at pp. 10-16.) Next, Perera argues that his claims are based On the Nevada 

6 Constitution rather than contract, so punitive damages are proper. (a at 16: 10-14.) Perera 

7 also argues that he has agreed to withdraw the Second Amended Complaint and treat the 

8 First Amended Complaint as the operative complaint in this action, (Lel e  at 3: 16-at.) This 

9 would resolve the issue of adding a named plaintiff Perera moves to amend his Second 

10 Amended Complaint to add Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargeant as plaintiffs. (isl e  at EL A.) 

11 	Finally , Perera asks for sanctions against Western's counsel, alleging that its Motion to 

12 Dismiss' only purpose was to delay the ease. (i4 . 
22: 20-21.) 

13 	 II. Discussion 

14 	. Western's notion to Reconsider June 16, 2015 Decision and Order 

15 	Pursuant to EDCR 2.24, a court may reconsider a matter upon a motion filed by a 

16 party and served within ten days of notice of entry of order. Reconsideration is only 

17 appropriate when "substantially different evidence is subsequently introduced or the 

18 decision is clearly erroneous." Masonry & Title Contractor  iss'n of S. Nev. v. Jolley. Urge 

19 & Wirth,  113 Nev- 737,  741 , 941  P.2d 486, 489 ( 1997). Established practice does not allow 

20 litigants to raise new issues on rehearing. Cannon  v. Taylor, 88 Nev. 89, 92, 493 P.2d 1313, 

21 1314 (1972). "Rehearings are not granted as a matter of right, and are not allowed for the 

22 purposes of reargument . ." Geller v. McCowan,  64 Nev. 1°6, 108, 178 P.ad 380, 381 

23 (1947), As Western has provided no basis for reconsideration other than a , conflicting 

24 decision from another District Court Judge (which this Court was aware of at 	time of 

k-4 25 the ruling), the Motion for Reconsideration is denied. 
tu p.4 

8  26 B. Western's Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint 

27 	
Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(5) authorizes dismissal of a claim if it fails to 

2o 
n state a claim upon which relief can be granted. When considering a motion to dismiss, a 

3 



court must accept the allegations of the complaint as true and draw all inferences in favor of 

the non-moving party, Buzz Stew, LLC v. City of N. Las Vegas,  124 Nev. 224, 228, 181 P.3d 

3 670, 672 (2008). "Dismissal is proper where the allegations are insufficient to establish the 

4 elements of a claim for relief." Harripe v.  Foote, 118 Nev. 405, 408, 47 P.3d 438, 439 

	

5 
	

(2002). 

	

6 
	

1. Minimum Wages from 2006 

	

7 	 Western argues in its Motion to Dismiss that Paragraph 19 from the Second 

8 Amended Complaint should be removed because it seeks damages for minimum wages 

9 owed since 2006, four years before the four-year statute of limitations period. This Court 

10 ruled on June 16, 2015 that the statute of limitations in this action was four years. The 

11 original Complaint in this case was filed on September 23, 2014. 

	

12 	Perera does not address Western's argument regarding the statute of limitations in 

13 its Opposition. The Court. may construe failure to oppose a motion as admission to the 

14 merits or consent to grant the motion. See EDCR 2.20(e), Therefore, the Court orders that 

15 Perera will issue a Third Amended Complaint. Paragraph 19 of Pererais Third Amended 

16 Complaint must be amended to change the date "November 28, 2006" to "September 23, 

17 2010." September 23, 2010 is the earliest date to fall within the statute of limitations in this 

	

18 	action. 

	

19 	2. NRS § 608.040 

	

20 
	

Western also argues that Perera's NRS § 608.040 claim must be dismissed 

21 because Perera was paid the amount Western owed him under his employment agreement 

22 when he stopped working for Western. Perera argues that he can bring suit under NRS § 

23 608.040 for the wages allegedly due under the Minimum Wage Amendment.' 

	

24 
	

Assuming Perera has a private right to action under NRS § 608.040, the Complaint 

25 fails to state a cause of action. NRS § 608.140 refers to suits for "wages earned and 'due 

26 according to the terms of—employment." NRS § 608.012 defines wages as the "amount 

27 which an employer agrees to pay an employee." Perera's Second Amended Complaint does 

28 not allege that Western failed to pay the amount it owed Perera under his terms of 

4 



employment. Perera alleges that the amount Western agreed to pay hini in his terms, of 

employment violates the Nevada Constitution. Though the Second Amended Complaint 

must be read liberally on a Motion to Dismiss, its causes of action rest on the allegation that 

Western required its employees to pay the cost of fuel, a term of their employment, thereby 

reducing their true minimum wage in violation of the Nevada Constitution. This allegation 

6 gives evidence that Western was abiding by the terms of its wage agreement with Perera, 

not that it was violating those terms. 

	

8 	The Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim for a violation of NRS 608.040 

upon which relief can be granted. Its allegations are insufficient to establish the elements 

10 of that claim. Therefore, the Court orders that Perers.'s second cause of action pursuant to 

11 NRS § 608.040 be dismissed. 

	

12 	3. 	Federal Preemption 

	

13 	 In addition, Western argues that the Minimum Wage Amendment of the 

1 4 Nevada Constitution is preempted. by ERISA, the ACA, and the Due Process Clause of the 

15 United States and Nevada Constitution. According to Western ERISA and the ACA are 

16 comprehensive federal statutory systems that preempt state laws that "relate to' ?_ employee 

17 benefit plans (Western's Mot, to Dismiss at 8: 18) or "[pose] and obstacle to the ACA's 

18 purposes and objectives (Id.  at 9: 16-17). Western also states that the, Minimum Wage 

19 Amendment and related Nevada Administrative Code ("MAC") additions violate due 

20 process "because they do not give fair notice of what is required or prohibited under them 

21 or provide reasonable standards for compliance, thereby encouraging arbitrary, and 

22 discriminatory enforcement" ( at 18: 21-25.) Perera argues that the Minimum Wage Act 

23 does not interfere with employer's ability to provide ERISA plans or follow -  the ACA and 

24 that the provisions of the Minimum Wage Act and MAC are not unconstitutionally vague. 

	

25 	(Perera's Opp'n at 7: 28-8: 10, 8: 20-23.) 

	

26 	The Minimum Wage Amendment, Art, 15, Sec. 16(A) of the Nevada Constitution, 

	

27 	states: 

28 
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Each employer shall pay a wage to each employee of not less than 
the hourly rates set forth in this section. The rate shall- be five 
dollars and fifteen cents ($5.15) per hour worked, if the employer 
provides health benefits as described herein, or six dollars and 
fifteen cents ($6.15) per hour if the employer does not provide such 
benefits. Offering health benefits within the meaning of this section 
shall consist of making health insurance available to the employee 
for the employee and the employee's dependents at a total cost to 
the employee for premiums of not more than 10 percent of the 
employee's gross taxable income from the employer. 

The Minimum Wage Amendment does not define what is meant by 'health benefits" or 

"health insurance." The Labor Commissioner added NAC §§ 608.100-.108 to address the 

Amendment. NAC § 608.102 lists requirements for what health insurance qualifies an 

employer to pay the lower tier minimum wage. One typo of health plan which qualifies an 

employer for the lower tier minimum wage is a plan that provides health benefits pursuant 

to a Taft-Hartley trust and qualifies as an employee welfare benefit plan under ERISA. 

a. ERISA and the ACA 

"ERNA section 514(a) preempts all state laws that 'relate to' any 

employee benefit plan." Cervantes v. Health Plan of Nevada,. inc.,  127 Nev. Adv, Op. 70, 263 

P.3d 261, 265 (2011) The "basic purpose of ERISA section 514(a) was to avoid multiplicity 

of regulation," Isetl at 265. "A law references an ERISA plan when it acts immediately amid 

exclusively upon ERISA plans or where the existence of ERISA plans is essential to the law's 

operation." Id.  at 266 (internal citations omitted). "Matutes that mandate employee 

benefit structures or their administration are preempted by ERISA section 514(a)." 

(internal citations omitted). 

The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 .do not act immediately or 

exclusively upon ERISA plans, not are ERTSA plans essential to the laws' operation. 

Providing ERISA plans are one way that employers can qualify to pay the lower tier 

minimum wage. Providing an ERISA plan is not the only circumstance that brings the 

Minimum. Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 into effect. Furthermore, the Minimum 

Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not mandate that employers provide certain 



employee benefit structures. The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 are 

primarily about Nevada's minimum wage. Employers can provide any health insurance 

3 they deem appropriate, as long as they comply with Nevada's minimum wage laws. Making 

4 health insurance a condition of minimum wage will not create a multiplicity of regulation - 

5 regarding health insurance. In fact, because NAC § 608.102 directly references ERISA 

6 plans, it allows employers to look to BRIM for guidance and reduces the need to develop 

7 different health insurance regulations. 

	

8 	The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not implicate the ACA. The 

9 consequence of not providing a qualified health insurance plan to employees under the 

10 Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 is to pay a higher minimum Wage, Is an 

11 employer does not comply with the ACA, it may be required to make an Employer .Shared 

12 Responsibility Payment under 26 U.S.C. § 498011. The requirements and consequences 

13 under these separate laws do not conflict. The Minimum Wage Amendment and MAC § 

008.102 do not pose an obstacle to the ACA's purposes or objectives. Employers Should, 

15 and must, be aware that they are required to adhere to both federal and state regulations. 

The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not impermissibly 

17 implicate or interfere with ERISA or the ACA. The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 

18 608.102 are primarily concerned with the minimum wage, while ERISA and the ACA deal 

19 with health insurance. Though health insurance is a condition of what minimum wage an 

20 employer must pay, the Nevada laws do not seek to redefine or pose an obstacle to any 

21 federal statutes. Therefore, the Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 are not 

22 preempted by ERISA or the ACA. 

	

23 	 b. The Due Process Clause 

	

24 	 "The criterion under which we examine the assertion of vagueness is 

25 whether the statute either forbids or requires the doing olany act- in terms so vague that 

26 men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and -differ as to its 

27 application." State, v. Glusman,  98 Nev. 412, 420, 651 11.2d 639, 644 (1982) (internal 

28 citation omitted). "[S]tatutes are presumed to be valid, and the burden is on the challenger 

7 



to make a clear showing of their unconstitutionality." Douglas Disposal. Inc. v. We Haul, 

114c, 323 NM 552, 557, 170 P.3d 508, 512 (2007). 

	

3 	The Minimum Wage Amendment does not define what is meant by "health benefits" 

4 or "health insurance? NAC § 608,102 lists requirements for what health insurance qualifies 

5 an employer to pay the lower tier minimum wage It states that employers must offer plans 

	

6 	that either conform with requirements pursuant to 26 	§ 213, guidelines in the 

	

7 	Internal Revenue Service, or 29 	§ loot et seq. 

	

8 	Western argues that the Labor Commissioner does not have the authority to define 

9 what the Minimum Wage Amendment meant by "health benefits," (Western's Mot, to 

10 Dismiss 19: 5-11.) NRS § 607.160 states that the "Labor Commissioner: (a) Shall enforce all 

11 labor laws of the State of Nevada...The enforcement of which is not specifically and 

12 exclusively vested in any other officer...(b) May adopt regulations to carry out the 

13 provisions of paragraph (a)." The Minimum Wage Amendment is a labor law of the state of 

14 Nevada, As Western states, "the Minimum Wage Amendment does not authorize any 

15 person, board, entity or division of the State government to enforce, administer, or regulate 

16 what is meant by 'health benefits," (Western's Mot, to Dismiss 19: 5-7.) When the power to 

17 enforce a labor law is not specifically delegated to another party, the Labor Commissioner 

18 has the authority to create regulations regarding that law in order to enforce it, That precise 

19 procedure has been followed in the creation of NAC § 608.102. 

	

20 	NAC § 608.102 defines What health benefits will qualify an employer for the lower 

21 tier minimum wage under the Minimum Wage Amendment NAC § 608.102 was properly 

22 made into law by the Labor Commissioner. Therefore, the Minimum Wage Act is riot 

23 unconstitutionally vague, The Court denies Western's Motion to Dismiss on the ground of 

24 preemption. 

	

25 	4. Punitive Damages 

	

26 	 Finally, Western argues that Perera cannot seek punitive damages in this 

27 action because his claims are based on contract law. NRS § 42.005 provides that "in an 

28 

8 



action for the breach of an obligation not arising from contract," the plaintiff may recover 

punitive damages. NRS 608,010 defines an employee as a person under a "contract of hire." 

	

3 
	

Perera is not claiming that Western violated the terms of its employment contract. 

4 Perera is claiming that the terms violate the Nevada Constitution; however, Western's 

5 obligation to pay Perera as an employee arose under an employment contract. The Nevada 

6 Constitution did not create the obligation for Western to pay Perera. It merely set the 

7 amount of the obligation. 

	

8 
	

Western's alleged wrongdoing breached an obligation arising from an employment 

9 contract. Punitive damages are not available in this type of action. Therefore, the Court 

grants Western's Motion to Dismiss on this ground. Perera's Third Amended Complaint 

11 must be amended to remove all claims for punitive damages. 

1!) C. Perera's Countermotion to Amend Complaint 

	

13 	Leave to amend shall be freely given when justice so requires. See NRCP 15(a). 

"Weave to amend should not be granted if the proposed amendment would be futile. A 

15 proposed amendment may be deemed futile if the plaintiff seeks to amend the complaint in 

16 order to plead an impermissible claim." Halcrowe   Inc. v. Eighth Jucl,  Dist, Ct. 129 Nev..Adv. 

17 Op. 42, 302 P.3d 1148, 1152 (2013), as corrected (Aug. 14, 2o13) (internal citations 

	

18 	omitted). 

Perera argues in its Countermotion to Amend that Irs. had Ahmed and Michael 

20 Sargeant were in situations similar to Perera: they are former employees of Western that 

21 had to pay for fuel out of their personal finances. Western argues that Irshad Ahmed and 

22 Michael Sergeant should not be added as plaintiffs for several reasons, all of which Are 

23 discussed below. 

	

24 
	

1. 	Failure to State a Cause of Action 

	

25 	 Western argues that both Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sergeant were paid 

26 above the upper tier minimum wage. Therefore, they cannot claim a violation of Nevada's - 

27 Minimum Wage Amendment. Western already made this argument in relation to Perera. 

28 The Court rejects this argument. The proposed plaintiffs' claims is that paying for fuel. 

9 



decreased their wages from the amount shown on Western's records, Therefore, this is not 

a valid ground for the Court to deny Perera's Counterrnotion to Amend, 

3 2. 	Jurisdiction 

4 Article 6, Section 6(1) of the Nevada Constitution states, "The District Courts 

in the several Judicial Districts of this State have original jurisdiction in all nases excluded 

6 by law from the original jurisdiction of justices' courts." Justice Court has original 

7 jurisdiction over cases seeking damages "iiin actions arising on contract for the recovery of 

8 money only" if the damages claimed does not exceed $10,000. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 4.370(1)(b). 

9  A 'request for injunctive relief provide[sl an independent basis for the district court's 

10 jurisdiction." Edwards yaDirect Access,  TLC,  121 Nev. 929, 933, 124 P.3d 1158, 1161 (2005) 

ii abrogated on other grounds by  Buzz Stews  LLC  v, city of N. Las Vegas,  124 Nev. 224, 181 

12 P.3d 670 (2008), 

13 	Western argues that Laksiri Perera, irshad Ahmed, and Michael Sargeant's claims 

14 fail to meet the jurisdictional requirement of District Court, Western asserts that (i) no 

15 individual's claim exceeds $10,000.00, (2) the claims' values cannot be aggregated, and (3) 

16 the plaintiffs lack standing to bring claims for injunctive relief. Thus, any amendment to 

17 add the proposed plaintiffs would be futile. 

18 	For the purpose of his Countermotion to Amend, Perera does not argue that any 

19 individual plaintiffs claim exceeds $10,000.00. Perera argues that claim aggregation is. 

20 permitted to met a jurisdictional limit. The Court does not rule on the issue of aggregation 

21 and the claims' monetary value because the Court finds the issue of injunctive relief to be 

22 dispositive of this issue. 

23 	NILS 4.370 does not grant original jurisdiction to Justice Court for actions seeking 

24 injunctive relief based on breaches of contract. Generally, requests for injunctive relief are 

25 properly heard in district court as stated above. "An injunction may be granted...[Ahen it 

26 shall appear by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and such 

27 relief or any part thereof consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the act 

gi 28 complained of, either for a limited period or perpetually." NRS 33:010. 

10 



Perera's Second Amended Complaint asks for: 

a suitable injunction and other equitable relief barring the defendant 

from continuing to violate Nevada's Constitution and requiring the 

defendant to remedy at its expense the injury to the class members it 

has caused by falsely reporting to the United States Internal Revenue 

Service and the Social Security Administration the income of the class 

members... 

(At 19.) For the purposes of Pererass Countermotion to Amend, an amendment to add 

Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargeant as plaintiffs does not appear to be futile. Perera has 

stated -a claim for relief that would restrain the continuance of the act at issue in Perera's 

complaint. Perera asserts that Western's method of calculating wages is incorrect. These 

calculations do not only impact Western's employees and former employees. These 

calculations also affect the Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security 

Administration. Perera seeks the Court's assistance in having Western correct any incorrect 

calculations that have been reported to the Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security 

Administration. 

Perera states a facially valid injunctive relief claim in his Second Amended 

Complaint. This properly places the case in District Court. Adding Irshad Ahmed and 

Michael Sargeant with identical injunctive relief claims would not be futile. Therefore, this 

is not a valid ground for the Court to deny Perera's Countermotion to Amend. 

3. Preemption by National Labor Relations Act 

Western argues that because the AFL-CIO drafted the Minimum Wage 

Amendment, according to the declaration of the AFL-CIO's Executive Secretary-Treasurer 

in a separate case, the Minimum Wage Amendment is preempted by federal law. 29 U.S.C. 

§ 151 states: 

It is declared to be the policy of the United States to eliminate the 
causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerce 
arid to mitigate and eliminate these obstructions when they have 
occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective 
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bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full freedom nf 
association, self-  organization, and designation of representatives of 
their own choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the terms and 
conditions of their employment or other mutual aid or protection. 

Assuming that the AFL-CIO completely and. without any outside assistance drafted 

the Minimum Wage Amendment, the Court does not find that it is preempted by the 

National Labor Relations Act. The AFL•CIO 's purpose may have been to help "level the 

playing field between non-union employers and unionized employers "  (Western 's Opp 'n to 

Countermot. to Amend at Ex. 1, 2: 3-4); however, there is no - language demonstrating this 

intent in the Amendment itself. The Amendment applies a minimum wage to all . workers. 

"[C]ourts should not add things to what a statutory text states or reasonably. implies. "  

.P.9.10A5 v. State,  130 Nev. Adv. Op. 31,327 P.3d  492,498  (20 14). 

There is one section of the Minimum Wage Amendment that favors unionized 

workers. The provisions of the Amendment may be waived by a collective bargaining 

agreement.. Nev. Const., Art, 15, Sec. 16(B). The provisions cannot be waived by an 

agreement between an individual worker and employer. Id, Whether this portion of the 

Minimum Wage Amendment is preempted by federal law is not relative to this case. 

If any provision of [the Minimum Wage Amendment] is declared 
illegal, invalid or inoperative, in whole or in part, by the final decision 
of any court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions and all 
portions not declared illegal, invalid or inoperative shall remain in full 
force or effect, and no such determination shall invalidate the 
remaining sections or portions of the sections of this section. 

Nev. Const., Art. 15, Sec. 16 (D). This case has no relation to collective bargaining or 

unionized employees. If this Court were to find that See. 16(B) is invalid; the rest of the 

Minimum Wage Amendment would remain in effect. Therefore, this is not a valid ground 

for the Court to deny Perera 's Countermotion to Amend. 

4. Separation of Powers 

Western again argues that the Labor Commissioner does not have the 

authority to define what the Minimum Wage Amendment meant by "health benefits, "  Now, 
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3 

4 

5 

Western asserts that the interpretation should be left to the judiciary branch "through the 

resolution of the individual's claims." (Western's Opp'n to Countermot to Amend 18: 26- 

27.) As previously discussed, NRS § 607.160 states that the "Labor Commissioner: (a) Shall 

enforce all labor laws of the State of Nevada.-The enforcement of which- is not specifically 

and exclusively vested in any other officer...(b) May adopt regulations to carry out the 

6 provisions of paragraph (a)." The Minimum Wage Amendment is a labor law of the state of 

7 iNewada. When the power to enforce a labor law is not specifically delegated to another : 

8 party; the Labor Commissioner has the authority to create regulations regarding that law in 

order to enforce it That precise procedure has been followed in the creation of MAC § - 

10 	608.1.02. 

11 	The Labor Commissioner has followed statutory procedures for interpreting the 

12 Minimum Wage Amendment. Therefore, this is not a valid ground for the Court to deny 

Perera's Countermotion to Amend. 

14 	The Court should liberally grant leave to amend when justice requires. Perera has 

15 shown how granting leave to amend his Second amended Complaint to add Irshad Ahmed 

16 and Michael Sargeant as plaintiffs would serve justice. Western failed to raise a valid 

17 ground to deny Perera's Countermotion. . Therefore; the Court grants Perera's 

18 Countermotion to Amend. 

:19 D. Perera's Motion for Sanctions 

The Court denies Perera's motion for sanctions. There is no evidence that Western 

filed its Motion to Dismiss purely to delay the case. Western responded to the operative 

Complaint in this action, despite Perera's argument that he was willing to withdraw it. 

ilL Conclusion 

The Court denies Perera's Motion for Reconsideration. The Court grants Western's 

Motion to Dismiss in part. The Court grants Perera's Motion to Amend Complaint. The 

Court denies Perera's Couritermotion for Sanctions against Western. 
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The Court orders Perera to file a Third Amended Complaint. The Third Amended 

Complaint will have three individuals as named plaintiffs: Laksiri Perera, Irshad Ahmed 

and Michael Sargeant. Paragraph 19 of Perera's Third Amended Complaint must be 

amended to reflect the correct statute of limitations as discussed above. The Third 

Amended Complaint must also be amended to remove any claim for punitive damages. 

Perera's second claim for relief pursuant to NRS § 608.040 is dismissed, and it cannot be 

included in Perera's Third Amended Complaint. 

.t 

DATED this  I  day ofi- 	toer, 2015. 

	 - 
LINDA MARIE BELL 
DIsfRICT COURT JUDGE 
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Slimy it„, DAHL 
LAW CLERK, DEPARTMENT VII 

tIFLCTLQF SERVICE 

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the date of filing, a copy of this Order was 

3 electronically served through the Eighth Judicial District Court EIT system or, if no e-mail 

4 was provided, by facsimile, U.S. Mail and/or placed in the Clerk's Office attorney folder(s). 
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for: 

6 

7 
	 Name 

	 Party 

8 	Leon Greenberg, Esq. 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

Counsel for Plaintiff 
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15 

17 

Malard 1. Kotelika, Esq. 
Hejmanowski St McCrea 1,1,C 

Counsel for Defendant 
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AFFIRMATION 
Pursuant to NNS 2B.O3O 

The undersigned does hereby aftimi that the preceding Dectsjelpad pull( Ned 
in District Court case number A7.12712,ft DOES NOT contain the social security 

number of any person. 

LS/ 	 Date 	1103115 

District Court Judge 
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EXHIBIT ‘C" 



0111)R 

Case Tio. A- 1 4-707425-0 
DeptNo. VII 

Flepiron44iy Filss,d- 
06/16/201.5 08;47.0:15AM 

EIGHTH: JUMCIAL DISTRier COURT curia OF tff COO RT 

MARX COUNT1(, NEVADA 

6 

4 

5 LAMM PITRERA, individually and On behaWof 
others 	 larly•situated, 

Plaintiff, 

VL 

WESMIN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

jaggiSDI AND ORM  

Thts attt,,e s an dMdw . and proposCd class action brotikht by a , taxieab driver 

against his- former tInployer-taxi company to recover unpaid hourly frkiTli111 .11111 wage. On 

December 8, 2°14, Defendant , :Western Cab. Company filed. a Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff 

1.011<siri Perera's First Amended Complaint for failure to sites elaim upon which relief can 

be granted. 'Wegterri.Cith aygue4 that . disznissal apppopriate because ThoThas-v ,  NaP4-.4 

XV1191tialtt Qagat (ttlQ 1A PPlies ProVectivelY 6111-Y. 1 .30 Ne  MY,  Op 2 327 P.3d 

519-21 (2014), relq denied (Sept, ,24, 204). Mr; PereriAdaths Jrivolve tb0. time Mter 

:Passage:di:he Witann Wage Ainendment but ptior to Tbppa-:a.,. 'WeOern Cab also argues 

that under a. two-year Statute of.litnitatious, Perera was always peld.minimum wage. 

in the alternative,. Western Cab moves to pmemptiVely .decertify the class and :obtain 

summary judgment in its fa vor. 

-Perera filod, ag ixosition and Counterrnotion on January 26, 2015. Mt 

Porera's Counterrobtion moves ro amend. MS Complaint, adding ab additional ground for 

relid Mr. Petra also seeks leave to (..oriduct Nevada Rule of Civil Privedure 56a) 

1 

-B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

20 

.21 

9+3 

23 

r 

26 

27 

28 



discovery girding the appropriateness at eJas nertiliCati6n and tolling of the statute of 

litnitation& Western Cah fileda Reply and:Opposition on February 1Qt, 2015. 

The Court heard these motions an March 42, .2015, The Court finds tixicah drivers' 

right to bring an action to enforce the proviSions of the Mini mum Wage Amendment at:' ,ose • 

5 on .NoYenther 28, 2006, when the Axnendrnent w* raffle& elaiins far ViolatiOnsoE the 

6 provisions of the Athendinent Tuna he brought Within four year's of the cause of aotion 

having aeeruad; 'genuine issues of Material .fact ,regaiAing Mr. :PererVa. wages i and wage rate 

8 pmclude summary judgment of this can; aml preemptive decertification of the class. would 

9 be premature .bec..ause discovery has not commenced, Tue Court therefore denies 

Defendant Western Cab COmpany's Motion to Disinis.s First Amended ,Complaint in its 

entimty, and grants Plaintiff Lakshi Pererki's Countermotion only as . to his request for leave 

to emend hiS.eotrfPlaint to add a claim related to•cah drivers Wit% required to pay for fuel 

costs. 13 

1) 

12 

DiScussion 

15 A. Defendant's Wition to Dismiss 

Nevada Rule of :04 Procedure 12(b)(5) authorlie&distriissal of a elan:if it fails to 

17 state a claim upon which relief can he granted. When considering an NRCP t2(b)(5) 

18 motion, a court mat accept the allegations of the complaint as true, and draw all infetvoces 

19 in favor of -0-le• nor.-moving party. gu4...itt_ttY.ALc..̀ „v„Citv  cfl'iLlas:Yem, 124 Nev 

 28 Ii P d 67q, 672 (2608) Dism1ssal i proper where the allegations are:insnfficient 

24 to establish the elements of a claim for rellef:' litiong„Ligatt, 118 Nev. 4O5, 408,.47 P.3d 

22  438, 439 (2002), When the defense of the Statute of itinitations appears from the 

23 complaint itself,a MOtiOrl to diSMi&t is proper." Kellar:v.  Snowden,  87 Nev,488 491, 489 

24 Pd 90,92 (1970- 

The primary question presented is whether the Nevada Supreme Cpures t -ieti8ion in 

26 ',111.0124E..,y4NkLcigligitgl ign applies the fi11 forte and effect of Artide 

27 Section 71.6 of the Nevada Constitution (the Minimum Wage Amendment) frozn the date of 

43:5 

28 the Arnendinenfs enactment Or -Ron) the Aftte:of theCui 	igioi, Th 	held that the 



• Minimum Wage i.‘..nietidment "revised Nevada's therp-stattitery; minimum Wage schemer 

and repealed the statutory minimum wage exemptions enumerated.m NRS 6O8,.25u(2), 

ifteluditg. the exemption for talcieah driveM Daorna, o No% Adhr: op! ,52,. 327 l'.).3d .* 

4 .519-24 see also NO 6o0 .25P(2)09, tu reaching -040 *legion., the tbint examines the 

5 mlatiouship bet*:Ten statutory miniinum 'wage and eonstitntional mini :mint wag e>  the 

6 effect Of litotn*,. and the claims limitation perimit applicable to this 

in-Nenda: 

Prior to enactment of the Minimum Wage. Amendment,: minimum wage in Nevada 

was ,purely a creature of statutory authority and adininiqrative regulation ; born from 

10 Chapter 608 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, MinirriliM Wagg as set and regulated -within 

11 the Nevada Adreinist:rative -COde. tigk.NRS 	o8 zo 290, 	Nev. Admin. Code-§§ 

12 608 oso- t6o Chapter 008 ..s.,?eted.  the power to establish the. Minimum: wage in the .; Labor 

CortimiSsione.r i. who was required to prescribe the minimun wage by administrative 

14 .mgulation. S'ee NitS 680.250(1), 

Chapter 608 did not offer all employees the right: to receive :minimum wage.: 

16 :Specifically, 105 6o8.250(2) denied • the protections of minimum: wage regulations to 

17 certain kinds rterriployees. Those employees not entitled to mirdopitwage under Chanter 

18 60$ imilude.  4 (a) "easual babysitters;.7 (h)"donaest. le service employees ho reside io the 

19 hottseheild where they work;" (e) "outside aa'leepersonf.,;* whose earnings are: based on 

2.0 	CO#111)...ISSi0.413;*' (4) Some agriOultinal W(...)tkers; (e) "taxiesb and limonSine driversr and (f.) 

21 certain "persons with sewn" dWihi 	[that] - baye diminished their prod:iv...five capacity,' 

NRs 60$<256(0(a)4f), 

the Minimum Wage Amendment vh ,as: proposed by initiative petition,: approved and: 

24 ratified by the people, and heearne elle:dive on November 28 2006. The AtTleiidliTleAt 

provided a new. formula for setting: Inininntm wage and extended nininnun wage 

oi protections to nearly aft employees in the State, 'The. Minimum Wage Amendment 

.27 I expressly and broadly defines: employee, exempting only certain groups," Thom'  130 

28 I Nev. Adv. Op. 52., az7 P.3d at 521 37ho pniy 01,ploya . exern,otad by the Minimum Wage 



Amendment are employees who are 'ciaxidtr eighteen (la) years of age, employed by a 

nonprofit organizatior.1 for alter school or summer employnient or as a tratnee for a period 

npt lortg,er than ninety (9o) days!' Nev, Coat. art, 15 .,.§ 

	

4 	On Jwie.  26, 204, the. Nevada .  'Supreme: Coutt held that the Minitnuip Wage 

A..mendment "superedes and supplantS" Chapter 608's exCeptions. Itorm3g, 130 Nev. MY> 

6 Op. 52,327 P...3d at 522. The Court reasoned that, twause the °expression of one thing is 

the excitusion of another the text [of the ; ,:kmetidrnent] necessarily huplies that all 

employees not exempted. by the Amendment, including taxicab drivers, must be. wail the 

minimum  wageSet.ouUn the Amendment? ld..; 130 Nev, Op..52, 327 P.3d. at 52.1. The 

1.0 Court ultimately heid that:"the legislative exception for taxicab drivers established. by N15 

6o8.2.56(2)(e) .s implidJy .epealed by the constitutional araendment.," 

	

12 	Z Applicatio.n.OfnIfItaLAS: 

Afterlhonm, the lue5t1071 becomcs when the muse of action for Ablations. of the 

14 Minimum Wage Amendment came into existence foTe taxicab dilves f the enactment of 

15 the 1winimum We Amendment alone gave birth to the cue of action, the ealle of action 

16 has been available since the Amendments efffttive date of iNovetnber 28, 2006, On the 

other hand, if 11:11pmaq Created -a new, otherwiSe -  atirecogni.4ed (xinstitutional rule, Mr. 

Perera.'s elating did 110theoPme tiyailable until June 26, 201+ 

	

19 	The inquiry begins with whether Thom announced a new ritle or merely clarified 

20 the law, aft mitphell V$tate, 122 Nev. 1269, 1276, 149 P,3d 311, 37-38 (2006).. (vaeating 

21 habeas corpus petitioner's attempted murder eonvictiop rn light of  the CA)ur6 decision. 

22 eJanfying the men reareluired for aiding and abetting attempted Murder), 

	

23 	 There is no bright-line rule.fordeternaining whether a rule is new, but 
there are basic -  guicielina to :fAtqw , When a dec.ision merely 

	

24 	 integrals And (44tiffes an existing rule , and does not announce an 
altogether new rule of laW, the point's interpretation is. merely a 

	

25 	 restatement of existing taw;" Sitnillitlyi  declop is riot new if "it has 
lmpl3appiie0 a wolI-ostablisb0 constitutional principle to govern a 

case which is closely analogous to. those .which have been previouSly 

	

27. 	 c*Ositiered in the prior itaSei TAW.' 	.I-Iowever, a rule is new, for 
example, when the dmision announcing tt everruks: precedent, or 

4 

3 

5 

9 



disapprovers] a: practice this Court had arguably sanctioned in prior 
eases, or overturn[s] a longstanding practice that lower courts had 
uniformly approved." 

If:L.122 Nev. at 1276, 149 P.3d at 37-38 Nu0Litt% .C...0..MILK....atate, 118 Nev. 807, 819-20 59 

P„ad 463, 472  (2002)); a liridowater v. Wardeni_NevAda State Prison, 109 Nev. 1.159 ?  

z 

4 

	

5 
	1161, 865 Pm]: 1166, 1167 (i998) (holding that Cl.' -ntrt's recent decision Ckftted a new 

"unforeseeable definition' Of deadly 'weapon Which waS not of 'Coat ittitional moluent,' so 

7 tbe new definition did not. apply retroactively), 

	

8 
	'111witas did not espouse a new conatitutional principle; it squared the readily 

9 apparent definition of 'employee contained in the Minimum Wage Amendment:with the 

exemption amirained m NRS (5o8 .25o(2). clariting the -Minimum Wage Antendment, 

MOM simply applied a, well-established constitutional principle. The plinniplei of-

constitutional supremacy prevents the Nevada Legislature from creating ev..eptions to the 

rights andl privileges prot.ecterl N00.1.zit. c‘mtititutiqn:" rhoiriaa, t3o :Nev.. Adv.; Op, 52, 

',427•11....0 at 522. ?Statutps are cmistn.tecl accord with eonstitutionsi mit vice versa."  14 

..13o Nev, M. Op. 52, 327 Kad at 521 (gift: Pak"'v.1441.tlfi1Y.,. 110 :Nev.:1295, 1300, 885 

P,2d 583, 586 (1994)). The Nevada Supreme Court deteraiined the broad definition of. 

employee in the Minimum Wage Amendment augmented: the statutory definitipm The 

IS Amendment's broad definition. ofemployee and very SPeetfic exeraptiOns necesSarily and 

19 dirv.etly conflict th the legiSlative exception fOr t4xicab drivers: established. by MRS 

	

20 
	 Thicirna, 130 Nev  Ad :v. Op, 52, 32.7 P.3d. at 521. Moreover, Thom§ did 

not overrule precedent or ove.rturn a longstanding practice that lower courts haduniformly 

22 approved. 3.11pqms merely interpreted. and Clarified existing law. 

	

23 
	Weaem Cab argues that the Nevada Supreme Court intended to limit Thomas based 

24 
upon the Court's use of present tne language instead of, prestunahly, using strietly pia; 

25 tense langnne: But this Court: is not pemtiaded that the Nevada Supreme -.Court WkA 

-seeking to limit the application of-Thom by its 4se ofpresent-tense language, in fact, in 

the first sentence of the declaim!, theNevada SuprerA0 Court &q.cribed "Artle4e1 .5> 

Section ifi• of thx; Nevada.  Constitution, Fds] nwistitutiourd ainetaiment that. tg-1§..ttd 

-11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

27 



Nerada's then-statutory Inilligittrik . waV scheme, Thomas, tso Nev. Adv Op, 5Z 3p 1) .3r1 

519 (emphasis added), The Nevada Supremo Coint's' use. ottheword ''reViSeT tile fir4 

Zeitericeof rho .  sugg;ests the Chkitt had no intention of limiting the decOn: 

4 

	

	lkutherne,: the Ninth areuit Court of Appeals: has tejeettd the argornent that 

Tholnas . aPlAie$ only tOtrOantively, 510:Greene  v.,ExeCutiVe Coach  -LC.ardmi. 51i '. App'x 

6 550 .  (gttb. Cir. 2015); 	crA9 Rule 	(unpublished decons of the Ninth Circuit 

;ire not precedent, but may: be. cited) ,  In :ff.votlyttscoth earage,, the Ninth Circuit held 

8 "RN district court erml. in dimissing Grwaes claim under the Nevada Minimum Wage 

Amendment [bjecause the repeal of § 6o$,25o(2) oeCtirte4 in 2006 when the 

einem/Meat was ratified. ' -lkecutive Coach fcr Carring, 591 F. App `x 550. 

The Minhunin  Wage Amendment announced a new, straightforward constitutional 

12 right Tborma simply Clarified .  that nothing in Chapter 6o8 ditninished that right: The 

Minimum Wage Amendment became:law on Nmtember 28. 2oo6, and required: nothing 

more to establidi the rights emitained within it. TberefOre, huleab drivers right to 'Mogan 

15 action to enforto the provi$ions of the Minimum Wage Amendment arose on November <18, 

16 	2006 ,-  

3. Statute of Litnitations ,  

18 	The next issue the Court must address is the, applicable stature of litithations, Mr. 

19 PeTera- .argues the fOur -year "catch ar statute of limitations orliktg 11.220 applies; Western 

20 Cab argues the twoyearstatute a limitations of Chapter.608 applies: The Minimum Wage 

21 Amendment provided taxieab drivers the constitAional tight to rertive:minimurn Wage, a 

22 right pi*Viously denied under the Chapter 668 statutoty :framework. 'Our constitution  ean; 

23 be amended only after a long time and much labor. When an. amendment is:made it is 

neasdnable to conclude ihat in the ininds of the people, thereia good reason for the change; 

• 25 that it ia -wiSe to avoid possible recurrence of vi1 borne in the past, or the hemming of 
ttg  th thOV which threaten t.lieni in the future., or, it may be both. '  Stat,  v. Halloek, 16  Nev: ,  S73, 
• kl; • ;:2 

	

	27 :379 (882), `rhorefore, when a taxicab driver inings a minimum wage claim, the taxicab 

28 
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driver brings that claim under the provisions of the Minimum: Wage Anfendment not 

Chapter 6ott.. 

The Minimum Wage. AMenclinent expressly provide0 a private right of action: for an 

employee claiming violation of the Minimum Wage •Arneridtnent. 	.ifically, the 

Minimum Wage Ainendrnent proVides: 
• 

An employee .0.4.1ming ktionALttij,,s_kaiAn may bring an action 
against his or her employer in the courts of this State tainf(,. re.elbe 
pnykigus:gf ts.liksp.ction and Shall he entitled to all remedies available 
under the law or inequity appropriate to remedy any violatiOn of this 
section, ineluding but not limited to back pay, .damages, -reinstatement 
or injunctive relief An employee who prevails in ariy action to enforce 
this section :shall be awarded hiS or her reasonable attorney's fees:and 
costs. 

Nev. Const. art.116(fl). (emphasis added). 

Oa the contrary, Chapter 608 provides's• private right of action Only for an. employee:. 

claiming Violation of regulations pionrolgatedunderINR$ 6084150.; 

If any employer pays any employee a lesseramount than the minimum. 
y.age • by r ulation of the box o iss:ioner rsuant • 
the Proxigions of NRS. hgP.4.04  the employee may, at anytime within 2 
years., bring a civil action to mover the differenee.betwenthe amount 
paid to the employee and the Orion* Of the minitaurnwage. 

NRS 6°8.260 (emphasisaddea 

The distinction 'between -minimum wage presetibeci by .regulation of the tabor 

ConunisSioner pursuant to. the proVisions of 'MRS 0080 and rnininumtmage•044140Pd- 

by the Minimum •Ntage, Amendment is the method by which the miiiiinnto wage is, 

established:. Chapter 608 grants the Labor CortrraiSOoner authori# to set and iii:i5protlokto :  

raise the minimum v ,ago through. adadniArative inlxiation;; while the Minimum Wage 

Amendment establishes a two-tiered minimum, wage floor that is automatically adjusted 

upward without administrative discretion. see NT:S.6841.250W; .batit... Nev.: Const. art, 1• , 

Under Chapter 6oa's statutory frameworkathe tabor Commissioner shall .prescribe 

illenlasea.th the. minimum wage in"aetordance with tbase prescribed by federal law, unless 

5. 

6 

7 

19 

20 

22 

.24 

25 

26 

:28 



the Labor CoMmitsioner determine* that: those increases: .  are con:trig to the pAblie 

interest!' 14R8 608,256(0. Chapter 6o8 affords the Labor Commissioner discretion to 

refuse: minimum wage increases ppeseribed by federg law .  if the Labor :Commissioner 

4 determines such :min:Munn wage increases are 'contrary to the public intered-2' 

In contrust, under the Minimum Wage: Amendments formula, the :minimum wage 

floor is to be Adjusted uOvard by "the amotalt ,  of lincre** in the federal ininimirm Wage 

Oyer $5,1-5 per hour, ø, if \pater, by tbn ctunulatiVe increkk n the. cOst Of liVing:*  Nev. 

8 Const, art., ts, §16(A),. Any Cost :of living n-ere*  is "measured by the . 1,:amad:IPOlvergage 

9 	ificrease..... of the Consurner P1de.„.„as published by theIureauofLabor Statistics, 

:to U. )epartment. of Labor or the sticee$sor index or federal agency,'' The only involvemeht. 

the States executive branch has in establis.hing the minimum wage set by the Minimum 

la-  Wage .Amendmentis-that 'Who Governoror the state agem.4esigpate0iwthe Governor 

13 shall publish a bulletin each yearannouneingthe adjted rateS.7 Ici 

1 4 . 	The . Minimtitit Wage Amendinent and Cbapter 694 prescribe different InOthod.S for 

IS establishing the minirnurn wage, and so too, .for privately enforeing the InirihnuM wage, 

Thus, au Piclibri brOUght to erifOree an •employee's tight to niinj mum wage: established by the 

17 Minimum Wage Amendment is. wholly different than an action brought to recover 

18 Minimum wage as•prescribed by regulation of the -  Labor :Ciammissioner pursuant to the 

iç provisiotts of :NkS 6.08.250. This is not it new notion; in, fact, the Attorney General of 

o Nevada issued an atiehil opinion decitticipg as much betokt the Minimum Wage 

21 .AllitattneUt• had been rati6ed. Then Attorney General Brian Sandoval A.zYpin0:' 

23 

f‘A 

27 

Each competing minimum wage scheme provides 4 complete, civil 
court remedy for evasion of its requirements ilia the - prowsed 
amendment has  complete:4 covered the tOPie of 4 civil court mnedy, 
providing for even greater relief, Its remedy would supplant and repeal 

implicAtion the existing civil remedy provision at .Ng,13 6o8,2.6o, 

.2005 Nov: Op. Att 'Y Pen , No  :64 (M.ar. 2: 2005); se„....1....-ACIArbblA 13Prailing.11,Y-S2f-Ua 

Ita9„.MUDIA,D41:0411I, 1P0 NeV, 1213, 418,14: P430 Ifm, 1279 (2000) (Opinions: of the 

Attorney Peilel* are not binding legal authority or precedent"). 



Flerei Mr; Percra was expressly prohibited from receiving minimum wage under - the 

pixtdsions of NRS 6o8,250, therefore Mr. Perm was also expressly prohibited from 

3  eXereising the :private right of adion made available in 'NTS:60,26a so too 61*, :tiEgra 

:prohibited from exercise an implied private right of action .undei.! NRS r608.260.  Even /41 

light Of the repeal of the NRS . 680.asp exeeptions., -  an *plied private right of action is not 

6 available to taxicab drivep .under NRS 08.2.66 because the legslature did not intend to 

extend 4 private right of action to individUals. who weri . expressly exuded 'from the 

protections.of the statute. .See,.,Allgaltei,Aatto. 123 Nev,  565 5Th 170 P.34 989i 

9 993 (2oo7) .  ("We look to :legislative intent when the statute does not expmasly create 

10 M1lSt actiorel, MoreoV.e; Labor. t:24mtilissio.nefs statutory arithmity to establish 

regulations: related to the enfrito.lnent of the mininaire wage does. not Create a ptivate tight 

Of natiOn for taxicab drivers. ThOUgh the intent displayed: in -regulations may determine 

13 whether the regulation is privately enforceable ;  the language of a regulation cannot conjure 

up a pr ate right of action that ha' not ht,..vn authorised by the legislature., .t3,eg Are*ancler v,  

Sandozt, 5321 LS. 275, 291, 121. S. Ct. 1511, 1522,140 Ed. 2d 517 (soot) ("Agencies may 

pkty the sorcerer! apprentice but not the sorcerer 'himself"), Therefore; Mr. :Perera does 

17 not have: a.private right of action under :the pavisions ()f Chapter:408, 

The Minimum Wage Amendment provides the exclusive. private right olaction for 

19 taxicab drivers to enforce :Nevada's minimum wage law. Aecordingly, the Ihnitation on a 

20 taxicab driver's right to enforce the minirninat:wage law iadefined by the limitations: oothe 

21 Minimum Wage :Amendment ,itself. Although the Minimum Wage .Amendment does not 

22 provide a claims limitation :period for - an employee claiming violation of the Amenchnien 

23 Nevada Revised Statute section rt.;22o provides that lain action for relief„ not hereinbefOre 

prOvided for, must be conunenced within 4 years after The .mse of 4MM) 4:han have 

aoctuad:.' NR:3.11,2to, So without specific. sratutozy :prescription stating otherwise, clWins 

for violations of the provisione of the Minimum Wage Aruendinent must be brought within 

four years of the muse of action having acerwl. Therefore, Mr, Pererel.-i action to -enforce 
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14 
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24 

-Nevada minimum wmc law .putsuant to the Minimum Wage Amendment is subject to the 

fout\-year claims limitation period provided under NftS • 11.220„ 

Ilnefenaant'$. AltetnatiVo . 104tign: tor Stkunnliar31 Judgnt nt and to 
PreetnOtii/ely Decertify. the Class 

Western cab loves for summary Judginent in its favor prenlis.ed >i itS.argin .nent 

that Mr.. Perera was always paid .  over. $7.25 per hour-INorked, the'Oage rate for emplaYees 

receiving qualifying health insurance at the time, Western Cab further argues that Mr. 

Perera is not a proper class representative bemuse Mr. Perera has no individual claina-and 

issues of commonality exist, 

Ploiptifrs Claints 

4tunmary :judgment is appMpriate 'if the pleadito, depositions, 6.n*ets 

interrOgatorieS, and: adruissionk on fife, together - with the. affidavits, if any, show that there 

ik no genuine issue as to.. any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 

judgment as a -matter of law.'' 	56(el An: fssue is 'genuine' if suflicient.evidence 

exists such that a reasonable fact finder. could find for i:he nonmoving party.. Atotx1 v. 

ja,„qate..yoxIng,„ 1211'16'.74 731, 121 .0.4(1 1026 )  i031 (2005). Ile bude.rlyitig -10stantAver 

!aw pftlie.,mug,eot 	tr 	h factual disputgi are material. Id. 

The Minimum Wage .  Anienchnent e.stablished tainimuni wage as a-two-tiered floor; 

employees with access to csrtabi„ heahlrinsuranee be.nefits are entitled to lower minimum 

Wage than employees without access, to: such benefits. .Nev. Const. art, 15, § 16(A)„ Only 

certain: health insurance benefits: qualify under the Amendment 'healthinsurance imadej 

available for the emplo.yee. and the employees dependents at a total cost . for 

pretaintnsof not more than 10 percent of the ethployees grosa tavAile inednie froni the 

eMplOyer." Pining the dine perVoil bove04 by Igt, Penra'aclai.ms, 'the miflilpwfl wage 

f14$0.r was seven dollars and:twenty4i) ,e cents ($7 . 2)-:(mr. hour worked if the employer made 

opalified health insurance :available; otherwise, the minimum wage floor was eight dollars 

twkAltY-Pvt cents (.$8.2 .5) pet hour :worked. ..RegardleSs Of the Ininitnuan wage tier,. 
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"[flips orratuities mecived byeuvloyees shall not be credited as beiq any part of or 

offset against the:wage rates required by this KeetiOlt" JiL 
Here, summary ju Alent is inappropriate in light of the genuine issues of material 

fact that mist. .A genuine Wile of Material factexistS as to *Who We$tern Cab provided 

Ni'ein and his dependents -  access to health inattronce: at a total cost for premiums of. 

not More than ten percent of the Mr. Perera ts gross taxable income, if nOt, Mr. Percra 

would have a right to the higher tier: of minimum wage. Additiclually„a genuine issue of 

material fact exists as to :whether. Mr.. Pereas earnings were overstated due to his tip or I 

expenses being accounted for incorrectly. Therefor% stanrnary iudgfitent ShAll not be 

granted at this time, and soi  Mr. Perera's indWidual:claitus survive? 

2i.•MSS Cortificatioirt 

Seeing as - sununaty judgment is not apptxprinte and Mr. Perera's claims survive, 

Western. Cab has a remaining argument for preemptive decertification of the class; 

Western Cab argues the Court ihmild .  preemptively decertik the class because this tase is 

unsuitable for dass,:certifioation based upon issues of commonality that exiSt: between Mr. 

Perera, the class representative, anti pther ,  prospective rienibers• of the class, 

Nevada Rule Of OA Pt*Oure 23(c):(1) provides that "falls soon aS:  practicable after 

the commencement of action bmught, as a class action, the court shall det:ermine by 

order whether it is to be, so maintained.' 

[ejless aliegatiians: 'may: be Strieken at the pleading -  stage, (but] the 
granting of motions tr,) diS111iAss, class allegations hefore::dist.,)ovelY has 
commenced i rare, indeed, while them is little authmity QR this issue 
within the Ninth Cimuit, deds.ions .from opurts in other jurisdiction* 
have made dear that `'dismissal of class allegations t the pleading: 
stage should be done web' and that the better course is to d_ony steh 
motion because 'the shape and form .  of a- class action evolves only 
through the process Ofdi$cOvely,' 

lii t' Wahmart, :Store. Inc, Wage. Sr Hom: Utig.,,,.5o5 l Sum 2d (09 615 (MD ,  Cal ,  2007) 

(waing MtQniLjBIL... No.:05-4608, 200- WL 3751210, 44 CD .N..J .20°0 t.6-11 

ritinz Abdo:Rah v  C,. No Civak, 1:980V3679,--AW, 1999 WL 527835 

28 I (N.D.Ga.1999) (dismissal of dassailegationk; prior to discovery Is Pretneureli.7AA Charles 
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20 

Alan Wright, Arthur R. 	& Mary K. Kane IP le Practice a 

1785,3 (3d 2005) (the practice employed in the ovemhelming 11U-dority tf class tetiOnS tO 

resolve:class certification only after an appropritOperiat diScOvety.)). 

Here,. Wit:ere discovery has not commenced, preemptive dOcertifitmtion of the .claS$ 

would be minat.ure,.. DetertiticatiOn of the class should_ be left for the Court ,  to consider 

atter discovery has. sUffidently cominetseed. TherefOre, Defendant Western CA Company's 

Motion tO decertify the Class denied. without prejudice., 

C. Plaintiff's Onuntermotionsfor Leave to Amtnil Complaint and Conclitlet 
Discovety 

Mr. Perern seeks leave•tn file a Second Amended Comphflnt ML Perera also seeks 

leoe to wridpet discOvery under .Nevada RUM of UM). ProCedure 56(f) regardfrvg glass 

crtifidatioti and toil* cif the gatute of lirnitatiotw. 

,t4zi‘litttDAntdCnp1ahfl 

Leave to amend shall be freely given when jttstice so requires., 1 ...aCP '50): Mr. 

Perera seeks to add aground for•relief alleging that littestern Cab.requirtxl Mr:Perera to pay 

for :Neil:costs, causing '11,1r, .Perera's hourly wap to drop below the minimum wage. Vinding 

no rountisto instify denial, Mr ixerera shall be freely -grgurtW.)e4yo to amend his 

Complaint. Therefore, Mr; Perer0 Countennotion is granted as to his requeSt for 

mend his Complaint 

2. -1pavt to COntItta NRCP:56(f) Olaeovtry 

Mr. Perera further ixpeks co.riduct - discovery pat'suant to NitCP 56 :(f). Specifizallyf. 

Mr. • Pereta seeics to conduct. discovely relevant:to the Westexo Cabs sumtnary judgrrient 

motion regarding certification of the class And whether. the two-year statute of Iitations 

• that Western Clb a . ,rgued for Should be equitablytolled, 

'Nevada RWeifCvfl. Procedum 50(f) Provide, 
Should.it appear ' front the affidavits of a party opposing:the motion [for sunnna7 
Judgment] that the party cannot for Mt1S01111stated - preseuf. by affidavit  -facts essential 
cljustify the patty's opposition; the court may 'refuse t.he,applit:atioxi: for judgment or 

may order e .continuam to permit affidavits to be obtained or deposition to he 
taken Or discovery to be had Or rsay inalteuch other Order as ispSt. 

12 

22 

4 

25 

26 
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.N.R..CP 56(0, to light of the Court's denial of Western Cab's motion for stinimarY judgriwnt, 

Mr. Pereas request to conduct .NRcip 56(f) discovery is moot. Therefore, Mr. Perera's 

Countermotion is denied. 

cottiolusibri 

The Cdurt finds the Nevada Supreme Coin* decision in ThonvV. N Lill• 

Co 1,io Nev. Adv, op. Is*, 327 Pad 518, 514-21 (.2 .0.14),. rehl denied (Sept. 24, 2014 

did ricYl. introduce a new rule of law and :the Minimum Wage Amendment to the Nevada 

Constitiati6n became effective November. 28 2006, The Court further finds that Mr. Perera 

brings his claims under the preAsions of .  the Minimum,: 'Wage At end, as 606h, 

Mr. Perera's•dpairns are subject to the. four-year statute c,ff limitntiOns period -prcwided in 

Nevada •Revist-xl statute tion 112:2:o4 At this pointi. genuine issnes of. fact xistregrding  

• the presence :of a legitintitec.tlasS. Consequently, depertification of the •class prior to•

diseOvery would he prtmatur& Mr. Perera's request for MRCP di very stherefom 

mq.ot ,  The Court  graPt$  Mr  Per0a  leave to amend his Conaplaint„ Therefore, Defendant 

WOtern Cab Cornpairts Mcition to Distill% First Amended Complaint if5 denied it its 

entirety, and Plaintiff Laksiti Perera's Counterniotion is granted only. ;Is to his request for 

leave to amend his complaint. 

DATED this -tstk day of 400,...a.45, 

I. 
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CIERIME OF SERVICE  

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the _„1 5-1"-\•of June, 2015, he caused to be 

served the foregoing Dmision and Order by faxing, mailing, or electronically 8erving a copy 

to counsel as listed below: 
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Period of investip,ation: This• 	inw.stlie.ation_is fro 

2010- 
2011 
2012 

n 09126120 0.14; 

, Western Cab Company 
Case 1649ó31 

V•Testern Cab Company 
Dba WeStail Cab Company 
801 Main St. 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 .  
Tel: (702)382.'7100 
EN: 20-8981212 
Point gam:act: Martha Sarver 

Representative: 
Moran Law Firm, 1.,LC 
john T. 1:4oran, Jr.. AUOrtley at Law 
630 S. 4th  Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Te1#:702•384-8424 
Fax4; 702-3U-6568 

MIKA:Agog sl'ALTA05. 6.52ENDEATJ 

Subject firm iS kical taxicab company, The finn provides local transit services via taxicab to 
customers. The jinn was incorporated in the state of Nevada in September 1950.

'1  
it , • ourehased 

by the late ts,v1r T , obrmin in 1967. The company currently ol•vns and operates aroun(Us'takicabS 
aiA a limo service.. witl . :e4W40.1irno J I'tCth 	t ecnnpany employs approximately 
employees, including taxicab and limo drivers, mechanics, dispatchers, and office staff. 

The corporate officers of the firm are Helen Tobtnan Martin, Director; Marylin Thbman Moran, 
Director; Janie Tobinatt Moore, President; and Jean Tobrnan, Secretary .  & Treasurer, Mrs, Jean 
Tobman is retired and is the mother of Helen. Marilyn, and Jean. 

IQfl 3(0)smpli,lyers: The General Manager, Martha &a-ver, and Director, Helen TObiTiark 
Martin- thIndle all the day to day operations of the business, including hiring and firing of all staff, 
Ms. Martin and Ms. Sarver are both the 3(d) employers (see Exhibits B-1-B94), 

(See Exhibit C-2.) 



Western Cab Company .2 
Case # 1649631 

EXEMPTIONS 

(b)(17) Appiicable to; Taxicab drivers are exempt from overtime ptoions 

1.,i',EAM: 0E CIDIPEAANCA 

Histarr 1I$4. ELSA. Section 6- taxicab drivers were net being paid the minimum wage. , 
434 employees Ibund to be due $285,229.89 in back wages (Exhibit F•). - 

1601867. FM LA. ER failed to offer PMLA. ER  AM and pay lost wages. Concluded' 
01/1/11, 

MODO barttetiona:: Las Vegas District Office is the MODO. 

Section 6: There were violations found under this Section, as the firin failed to come into 
compliance for the leriod that was not included in the previous investigation, but was a. time 
imirne while WHINtakt; still, actively had the pre.v ions investig;atio a, frol.n. 10/1110- 01/09112 
(See Exhibit 1F,•2), Additionally, on February 5, 2012, the firm implemented a new policy 
requiring all drivers to pay for their own gasoline used for their taxicabs out of pocket, This 
thane caused drivers to fall below the S7 	 "5 minimum wage for di hours worked (See Exhibits 

When computing their total wages earned, the firm counted the amount of tips reported to the 
IRS as wages. On March 30, 2011 the IRS entered into a "Tip Rate Determination Agreement" 
with the firm which subjects them to .reporting a pre-determined percentage of the driver's meter. 
as the tipped earnings for their shirt (See Exhibit D-4), This agreements subjeets the firm to 
reporting nine percent of the driver's meter from 01/01/2011-12131/2012 for "participants" end 
ten percent for "nonTarticipants" (See - Exhibit D-4). 'The firm relied on this reporting rate to 
COWAv . the Oliiployees tips for their shift. Section :3 (m) porinits an canployer to take a 1ip credit 



Western Cab Conymy 3 
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toward its minimurn wage obligation for tipped employees equal to the difference between he . 
required cash Wkige; and the minimum wage, The firm failed to fulfill the tip credit requirements, 
thus invalidating their ability to take credit for the tips an employee receives'. in referencing, the 
to credit requirements of Fact Sheet -#15 rev, 03/2011, the firm filled to provide any of the tip 
credit information to the employees prior to them making use of the tip credit. The violation's 
found under this section were found as the :inn failed to have a valid tip credit agreement with 
the taxicab drivers„Additionally, the drivers were not guaranteed a V.13 cash- wage and were . 
paid solely based off commission, A total of $877,791,84 was found in, back wages due to 594 
employees. The back wages molted in an illegal gas deduction and invalid tip credit that 
brought the. drivers below the f'ederal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour. 

An Excel sP.NiktigiNgiW:laAled- lllllllllllll the minimum  wail&d:10 	l (- 11019.Y.U.§..(Exhibit, 
A-2- A-154'y 

PaY,Nripd,&14/Egsolwr,in: the bi--weekly pay period in which Mill:TIMM wage violations were 
fonnd (note: drivers are exempt from Section 7 off1SA; therefOre, computations remained at 
the biweekly pay period instead of separating shifts per work week) 
Telli! column: The 'Taxicab Authority issued employee identification number 
Expigyee  wine cfthiMil:  the employee's name 
Shilnwt,:  the number of shifts in the biweekly pay period 
LigssiAnnn„: the number of recorded 3hiftS in the biweekly pay period 
ily.4,,c(thomis  the total groSS anI01,111t of their book for tk.:e. biweekly pay period 
Tips. f.:olunin: the total number of tips automatically reported to the IRS per the TRDA (9% or - 

according to firm 
Gros.v waves 6-o1inni; the total amount of Koss wages received by the employee for the biweekly 
pay period. This amount is the final number after the trip charges ($1.25 prior to 2/5/12, $1.00 
after 2/5/12.) and commission percentage (30% of first :i:100.00, then 50% of any earnings 
thereafter prior to 2/5f12; 50% of book after 2/5/12), 
DO 	. !I:A/MIT the daily gus the drivers paid Out of pocket and were Pot rthribursed 
(deduction). The 3iumbe.r is the average daily cost to refuel the car spent by each drivers. it is 
computed using Exhibit:D.—I. To establish the averav,e tak§.: the total gEl spent ((hts column) 
divided by the - number of shifts  column (Shills column) to develop the daily average per each 
driver. For drivers where the TA# was undecipherable or the full gas amount reported appeared - 
to be incorrect, an average of the other employee's daily gas averages was applied and used for 
this computation. The average was $24.33 per shift. 
:(,7(1 deduction column: the daily gas column multiplied by the shifts column 
.cress oiler deduciipit 0::$1 .1.4M:  the gat? dtiductio.0 cohunn subtracted from the gi•oss wages 

I column. This column displays the actual -gross received by the employee as they had a daily . 
deduction when paying for their taxical..='s gas from their own wages 

I 1 .(s!i. hours worked e0hann:  the agreed average shift length ( .COnfi rmed 1-3y ER. and through 
interviews) of 12 hours multiplied by the number of shifts (shifts column) 
AggisEI:gij! . obot2L,The "gross after deduction" column divided by the "total hours worked" 
column. Providing the hourly regular rate of pay 	 
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Minimum  wag ciVierence, column:  the difference between the federal $7.25 minimum wage and 
the "regular rate column", thus giving the amount due that will bring the employee up to 
minimum wage for all the hours worked 
lkavilinuOn 4/1013, WU 	ias provided informationlitr the drivers 
switch to eight hour shifts around the holidays. A request of such information was provided to 
the firm and the response to the letter returned failed to include specific information that would 
have changed the average of 12 hours used for the computations to represent the alleged eight 
hour shifts during that time period. The back wage computations were not changed and remained 
at 12 hour shifts. (See Exhibit D-7, D-8). 

Section 'n There were no violations found under this section as drivers are exempt from Section 
7 overtime under Section 13 (b)(17) of the Fair Labor Standards Act. 

Section 111 The firm failed to accurately enforce and maintain an accurate record of hours 
worked. The firm has a policy requiring drivers to cloak in, but the trip sheets were not reliable 
as not all employees accurately use the time clock to clock in and out on the trip sheet. The trip 
sheet is the only location where bents worked are recorded, so their failure of records being 
complete caused the investigator to deem their trip sheets for the investigative period inaccurate 
(See Exhibits A-0,13-1-94), (See Exhibit D-6 for sample of trip sheets), 

Section 	No violations were found under this section. The firm only employs workers above 
the age of 18 (See Exhibits 134-94), 

oisrpstivri 

A final conference was held at the firm's attorney's law office on April 25, 2013. Present at the 
meeting representing the firm was Attorney TAt 	Ir., Marilyn Moran, Helen Tobitan: 
Martha Sarver, Wage Hour Investigatorkek* 	and Assistant District Director Richard 
Quezada (See Exhibit E.,1), 

The basis of Enterprise Coverage. was discussed with the firm as their annual dollar volume , 
exceeds $500,000 annually. The firm was notified this investigation was limited to the drivers - 
only as it appears compliance has not been achieved regarding this group of employees since the 
previous investigation. The investigative period was notified to be from October 1,.2010 through 
December 16, 2012. 

The firm was notified there were no Section 12 child labor violations found as the firm does not 
employ any drivers under the age o121. 

The firm was notified the drivers are exempt from the Section 7 overtime requirements of the • 
Fair Labor Standards Act in Section 13 (b)(13), 

The Section 11 recordkeeping requirements were then discussed with the firm. Will 
notified them their records were found to be inaccurate as they were missing information 

4 
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regarding the "clock in" or "clock out" time on several &the trip sheets that were reviewed, Ms. 
Sarver acknowledged this is a problem that they continuously fact as their drivers are lazy and - - 
.GOOletiOWS 	110t elOiZIC. Oa She stated the firm has attempted to work on this issue since the 
kowilzaLinvestigation and it occurs very infrequently now, around 3.-4% of the time 'WM 

xpressed the in1p0IlatiCe of all trip sheets .being accurate as the firm is unable to 
el—AFR.TITclotertnine the hours worked if they do not have the time the employee stopped work , 
and returned to the shop. Ms. Moran stated that one can imate by the last •tclags ikl -= trip sheet 

nthrined 

equiring the drivers to pay out of poc -et tor the gas to drive, the taxicabs. WH 

VWMprovided 1'110: Sheet #16 and referred to section 3(m) of the provided Fair Labor 
tanoards Act- publieation. The firm has a requirement that drivers are to return their vehicles to 

the shop at the end of the shift with a figi tank of gas. This requirement brings the drivers below 
mum wage, Many of the attendees representing the tinn 	Sanle notion that they 

were informed they were allowed to do this practice from 	during the final 
conference of the previous case. C:141574184. Ms, Sarver stata( .. at the initial conference of the 
previous case, they were intbrmed they would be givez .i a $20.00 rday gas - credit to:Vat._ 

tileo at the final conference after discussing it with her Saryc:Viqor disallowed the ORN.lit 
mittimum wsp since the tom paid thy the gils lthe drivers at the time. Sie stated 

an employer expense, -Ms, Sarver stated she at .iiutd they could take crttdit for 
U for the. 	- 	- rk.ed if they would be allowed tA.'f.i'Z 't‘ne drivers pay lkir their own gas, 

d i 1  She gated WHI it is rm.o.n.ilic_navroll.,.h.docsivisamel-111—' UvaltulatthIht 

,.\Nmanalantwat „ 
WHI 	Oa -  hen discussed the requiren:ents of taking a lip Credit. WI- , reel-T0{.1
Iviotan to Final Rule April 5, 2011 that references such enfereement. Additionally, a print out of 

‘.1.et Sheet #15 and Fact Sheet 41Sa were provided to the firai'S tepresentatives 
WI I 	inlbrined the attendees the firm did not nofify tht .ir employees tht-y- would make 
"e at t.ie tp credit. Additionally, the film does not provide a cash wage of 3;213 to the 	• 
employees as the. employees work solely on commission plus tips. Such commission is based on 
the ibrmula mentioned above. The firm was also notified the tips that are received .  by the : 
employees are not retained by the employee as they are required to pay for their own gas out of 

the amount oftime it took the driver to return to the shop after the shift MI 
the firm that is :lot an accurate way to determine hours worked because they crkiii.CW -  the 
circumstances that occurred after that last trip (traffic, waiting time at 'a location, car problems, 
etc) that could cause the driver to exceed or work less than the average 12 hour shift. The firm 
stated they will comply in the future with such requirements, but expressed tho difficulty of 
perfecting such recordkee., ping based on the industry arid type of drivers they have. 

titatitOi* The Section 6 Minimum wage violations were discussed with the firm. Will gla!t. informed -- 
the firm there wcm two areas of concern affectinp t aliniraisin Wage of tin, drivers: the gas 
deduction and the invalid tip credit. Willitraimocirst discussed the deduction that arose from 
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pocket, 	'4.p:rat Informed thernOXVIeht",, 	it was discovered many of the drivers 
1.3.ay for their gas wit ie.! tips they came( rem that day and if they did not make enongh tips., 
they \vil get money out of th p r' 	 oo ensurt. the tank is full upon returning it 
to  the  shop, Based  on  the iik factors, viliww,,,,,kilittbrined the firm they could not use the 
tip ezedit provisions for the period of investigation and therefore must pay the tipped employeeS 

least S7,25 per hottr ,wages and allow the tipped employee to ketv ail tips rweived..• The Itirra 
lbund many problems with 	Turtion f,vovided to them. Ms, Month stated during the 
previOUS -iMT.Stigation, W1.11. ;Mt actually provided them with a btx:k wage amotint of around 
$900k- and that amountdid not give the company credit for the tipS. She stated skier they found 
niany mistakes in her computations and the fact. they weren't giveil 	 , tips, the ainount. 
went down to the final back wage amount of $285,000. She stated crt!.dit (or 
the tips, so the do not understand why it is not granted an now (See Exhibit E-2). Ms. Sarver 
stated the firm and all other local taxicab companies entered intoim agreen -tent I inRate 
Determination Agreement with the IRS in 2007 that requires the firm to report an agreed 
percentage of tips to the IRS (See Exhibit D-4). Ms Sarver stated the firm has the drivers sign 
document acknowledging participating; in such agreement and she does not understand why that 
document does not count for the Department Of Labor. Additionally, she stated the tip percentage 
of 9% or 10% is reported to the IRS and considered as wages, so she does not understand why .  
the Department of Labor does not as well. 

The firm mentioned several other items during the meeting that did not pertain to the current - 
investigation, but the previous investigation, Mr. Moran stated this investigation added totheir 
confusion as to why there was a second investigation-as they were under the r 	)ri they 
came into compliance under the previous investigation and were told by V 	bere 
would not be it subsequent investigati .‘"=—•'• fie back wages were paid. Ms, harver stated .- , during the final conference with 	wrIVA hey asked what they should do about individuals. VS:* 
they felt were overpaid by the back wages as t ley were underperibriners. Sire stated many of the 
emPl -A? .P` ' r.reelderly and were workers they have had for years. Ms. Sarver stated they asked 
WHlk

• ....wo,:kr 
k 	what the,y should do, mentkIning filing the ;;;,mpIoy-,1::,: and she responded "if they .  

are not penorming, then you should get rid of thent," Mo. Moran also inquired as to•why they 
were: not provided such publications provided at the present meeting during the previous 
investigation and were under the assumption this investigation .Was to "cover up bet mistakes". 
Ms. Tolman inentiotml she felt as -though the Department was.uSing this investigation as afoot 
and Western Cab was the "guinea pig" for the entire Las Vegas taxicab industry. They felt as• 
though they have been mi:siead and the Department is picking on them since they are the only 
"mom and pOp" company left in the taxicab business. 

When asked whether they a(qeed to 'come into compliance regarding paying the minimum ‘ ,..vage 
Mr. Moran stated the firm needed additional time to review the information provided at the 
meeting. He mentioned the firm may have to retain a ‘h 	ney and planned to contact • 
elected officials to notify them i of their concern, WI-11. 	Ind ADD Quezada agreed to 
allow time -for the firm to review the publications and in. ormabon provided at the meeting and 
intbrrned the firm to notify when they were prepared to give their compliance status and their 
plans i*anning into compliance. 
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TIke.  back wag-arnounl was not disclosed at thia inoetibg s COMplifinee .W:sz.S not agreed. 
Posaibi ties of CMF's or liquidated damages were not disomed with the fion at.thefinal 
conference. 

PAillijOtieS ,st N492:10bInan and Ms. Sarver were provided the 9.,SA Handy Reff,:renee Guide, 
Fair Labor Standards Act publicatiQn s  Part " 	- .77s- Overtime. Baetin, Part .  541, and Faot . 
Sheet ItIfi at the initiai ttonference by WIE .W"m.'""  on January 8, 2013, At the final conference, 
AttOrneY John Moran Jr. :, Ms, Sarver, Ms, Iobroan, and Mrs, Moran W2re provided the Fl...SA 

Fact Sbee€ g16, and a copy of CPR 531.59. 

Wage and Hour Inv eatiga tar 
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LEON GREENEKLIG 
Attorney at Law 

2965 SOUth JOries . Boulevard Suite E-4 
Las Yew, Nevada 89146 

• (702) 3_83-6085 
Leon Greenberg 
Member NeValhi, California 
New York, PentisyIva)* And New 3 .0-sq Bars 
Admitted to the United' States District Court:of:Colorado 

.Dana Sniegocki 
Member Nevada and CaliforriinErs 

Fax: (702) 385-1827 

February 26, 2016 

flermanowski & MoCrea LLC 
520 South Fourth Street - Suite 320 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 

Attention: Malani L. Kotchka, Esq. 

VIA EMAIL AND FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Re: Perera v, Western Cab Company 
Request for voluntary agreement by your client to 
refrain :from haying taxi :driver paid expenses reduce 
wage payments below the minimum wage raIc. 

Dear Ms. Kotchka: 

This office is in receipt of the defendant's answer in this case. I thank you 
for the same. 

As you are aware, one of the •outstanding issues in this liti gation is the 

alleged "minimum wage violation expenses7' .  paid by the putative class: of taxi 
driver employees of the defendant well understand your position that no such . 
claims can be stated, as 4 matter of law, in this case, Yoi are also aware that the 
Court has disagreed with that position and .expressly ruled that a claim for 
Minimum Wage violations can be stated by such alleged circumstances, 

I am writing to see whether the defend= will agree to re.frain from 

Page:1 of . 2 
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requiring its taxi drivers pay for expense. 	at. the petit titne I understand 
are limited to gasoline for taxi Cabs) to the extent such expenses reduce those taxi 
drivers' wage, paid:by your client, below the minimum hourly wage rate:specified 
by Nevada's Constitution. To clarify and reiterate ::.I rn not calling- upon the 
defendant to refrain fro-ni impOsing all expenses-  it may require its 'mkt drivers to 
pay; only those expenses that won:Id:reduce their hourly wage below the minimum 
hourly wage rate. 

In the Absence of an agreement by the defendant to limit the expenses it. 
requires its taxi diivers to pay I intend to seek appropriate injunctive relief from 
the Court imposing such a limitation upon the defendant I would also seek class 
certification for 	h:injunctive relief under .R(P Rule 23(b)(2), intend to 
include in that request for injunctive relief the imposition of a suitable regimen to 
ensure defendant's compliance 'With .that injunction, perhaps tivough the 
appointment of a speeial Master paid for by the defendant. If 1 am fatted to 
proceed in such .a fashion I will also ask that the Court grant me an award of 
attorney's fees in, connection with my work in securing such au injunction. 

While defendant need not agree to IV request, it seems; incumbent upon me 
to communicate this request to defendant; and attempt to secure defendant's 
voluntary compliance with the same, before seeking injunctive relief from the 
Court. It is for that reason r. now Write you t. 	forth this request; 

I trust youwill review my fdregoingmquest with your client and advise me, 
no later then Mar(th 8-, 2016, whether your client will agree tom request. In the 
event your client declines to so agree I would: greatly appreciate being advised of 
that:fact. I also, of course, remain available to discuss this and would be pleased 
to do so, 

1 remain, 

Very truly yours, 

7,1 
r``e--ofi Greenbelt 

Page.20 2 
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March 8, 2016 

MALAN) L KUICHKA 
Manager/Membar 

• m;Klb. ;Imuviv.com  
74.7415 

HEJMANOWSKi 
& McCREA uc 

5 .20 South F'burth Strtt 
Suite 

NV t3•(101 . • 
4miwv0,,t.arn 

Leon Greenberg 
Greenberg, PC, 
2965 S. Jones Blvd, Suite E4 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 

Re; Western Cab 

Dear Mr. Greeitherg: 

This case began on September 23, 2014, upon the filing of a purported. class action 

complaint by a single plaintiff, Lakshi Perera, a former employee of Western Cab. :By the 

December 2,, 2015, Thhd. Amended Complaint, Mr, Perm was joined •by two other firmer 

employees of Western Cab., Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargent, in asserting a.demand for class 

relief to achieve the following remedies, all according to ,119 of that p1 ding; 

(1) "a judgment , for tainimum wages... to be determined based upon • 
en ucounting of the bouts worked by, and wager, ae -tuaily paid to, the plaintiff. 

(2) '4ari award of damages for the inatt.sased, and false, tax liability the 

defendant „ , caused the plaintiffs and the class members to sustain-4" 

(3) "a suitable injunction and other equitable relief barring [Western 
Cab] from continuing to violate Nevada's Comfit:talon arid requiring Western Cab 
to remedy, at its expense, the injury to the class members it has caused by falsely 

• reporting to the United States internal :Revenue Service and the Social Security 
• Administration the income of the class nit:above and 

(4) 	"an award of attorneys fees, interest and costs, as provided for by 

Nevada's Constitution and other applicable laws." 

Although the fact that this ease has been pending since September 2014 and that multiple -- 

CMS concerning the interpretation and constitutionality of the Minimum Wage Amendment are 
now ivilding before tbZ ,'Nevada Supreme C.-outt, with some hearings sot for as soon as :knit 2016,. - 

you have now Proposed by your February 26, 2016, letter that Western Cab immediately stipulate 

to relief that has not even been pled or demanded by your most recent filing: - 

ARDENT Al:.VoCACY.•:3ERIO+JS COMMIT MB NT. 
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March 8, 2016 
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Moreover, you do not even cite what provision(s) of the Nevada C.:onstitution, the Nevada 
Revised Statutes, the Nevada Administrative Code, or any other law, regulation or ease supports 
your new demand, which is not even part Of your latest .  pleading, the months-Old Third Amended 
Complaint It is clearly unreasonable to expect a defendant to stipulate to relief not. even f;; pad of 
the pending pleading brought solely by former, not current, Western. Cab employees.. Banat 

Hums Holding Corp. v. Maria court, 128 Nov, Adv, Op. 66, 291 P.3d 128, 133 (2012), thus 
explains as to representative actions under NR.C.s.? 23; 

Under Nevada law, an action must be commenced by the real party it 
interest — 'one who possesses the right to tmforce the claim and has a significant 
interest in the litigation.' Sginogyi v. Tem, 99 Nev, 834, 838, 673 P,2d 495, 498 
(1983); see NRCP17(a). Due to this limitation, a party genaraiiy hav standing to 
wen` only its own rights and. cannot raise the claims qf a third pay not beam 
the court. See .Ded, 94 .i\km at 304, 579 P „2d at 777: see also Ifitrth v. Sehlin, n2 

us. 490, - 499, 95 S 2197, 451.. Ed .2d 343 (1975)...  added.] - 

See also, id, at n. 4, quoting Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 564 U.S. at 338 poll), and 
explaining: 

Under WI' 23(b)(3), the class action plaintiff must. prove 'that the 
questions of law or het common to the members of the class predominate OWT any 
questions affecting only indiVidual members, and that a eltiSs action is [Eitel superior 
[inothod of adjudicating the case,' Individualized claims for monetary relief are - 
subject to this subsection. 

Dukes itself begins with the admonition that class actions are the rare exception to the 
general rule that oases must be conducted on behalf of -named parties and that in order to justify a 
departure from the general ride, "a class representative Irina be part of the class and 'possess the. 
same intelVA and suffer the same injury' as the class members," Id, 564 US. at 2550, citing 
Calijano v. l'amasaki, 442 U.S. 682, 700 7Q2 (1979), and East Tex. Motor Freight SI)stetn, 
Rodriguez., 431 U.S. 395 (.1977), 

Dukes then notes that while Federal Rule 23(b) allows class certification in a wider „set a 
circumstances, it. nonetheless requires "'greater procedural protections," Id at 2558-59, explaining 
Rule 23(b)'s inapplicability to the circumstances raised by your letter: 
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the monetary olaims do not predominate, the. serious possibility that it may he so • 
provides an. addithmal reason not ti.) read Rule 23(b)(2) to include the monetary . 
claims here. [Emphasis .sapplied] 

Next, according to your letter, should Western Cab have the temerity to refuse to consent 
immediately (your February 26 latex demands response by March 8, the r working day) to such 
extraordinary relief which is not even part of the pleadings, you state that you seek 
"appropriate injunctive relief from the Court imposing such a limitation" on Western Cab, seek 
class certification for such relief and request implementation of a "sultahje regimen" ,  over Western' 
Cabls business, such as the "f.praYintment of a special - master paid fox by" Western Cab. In Other 
words, withouteven pleading a claim for the extraordinary class injunctive relief demanded, you 
propose to seek. the Court's atvointment of a "master" to oversee Western Cab's business based 
On S clahn for relief you did not plead on behalf of class members you have not identified alf of 
it in disregard of fundamental duo process. 

Your February 26 request does not comport with the mo st 	elementatrequirements of due 
process or with NRCP 23 or 57i(b). In fact, Rule 63 acknowledges the Nevada courts' use of 
special masters, but according to subsection (b) of the kale, only as "the exception and not The 
rule," arid in actions to be tried by a jury, as you demand in this case, 'only When the issues are 
complicated..." and not to ertfbroe some 'final disposition of claims never 'brought or litigated. 

The Nevada Supreme Court is currently considering the issue "that fuel costs need not be 
deducted from non--tipped wages prior to determining minimum wage," Western Cab does not 
belie-ve there are any expenses that would -reduce its drivers' hourly -wage below the minimum 
hourly wage rate. Western Cab does not consent to your February 26, 2016, request, 

Sincerely, 

Malani L. Ketchka 

MbK :rg 
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DEO, 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., NSB 8094 - 
DANA SNIEGOC.KI?  LSQ,, NSB 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 
2965 South jones•Blvd- Suite E4 
Las Vegas, Nevada.89146 	. 
Tel (702) 383-6085 
Fax (702) 385-1827 
leongreenbergORVtrknelaw,com  
clmalovertiniaaw.com  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

LAKSIR1 PERERA z  Individually and on 
behalf of others similarly situated, 

Plairitiff 

vs. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: V 

DECLARATION OF LAKSIRI 
PERERA 

Laksiri-Perera hereby affirms and declares under penalty of perjury the 

following: 

1. 1 dm the named plaintiff in this lawsuit seeking unpaid minimum wages from 

the defendant. 

2. I was employed by defendant, Western Cab Company, as a taxi cab driver 

from January 2010 until October 2012. 

3: Taxicab drivers did not receive an "hourly wage" from defendant at any time 

during the years I was employed. My method of compensation as a. taxicab driver ,for. 

defendant consisted of a 50% "split" of the fares I collected each day. Often, that 50%• 

commission split would result in my receiving less than the required minimum wage of 
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-$8.25 per hour for each hour Worked, During my entire period of employment, 

defendant never furnished me with any written document stating I was entitled to any 

Nevada mandated minimum hourly wage for my work for defendant; Nei-  did 

defendant ever orally advise me that. I was entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum 

hourly . wage. 

4. Defendant offered its taxicab driver employees health benefits, hut such 

 benefits were not "qualified" health benefits under the Nevada Constitution. 

Defendant required drivers to wait a minimum of one year after they_ became employed 

to become eligible to receive health insurance benefits. After one year, defendant - 

would provide such health insurance benefits for free to its taxi drivers. However, -  

defendant did not extend such free coverage to the family members of its taxi drivers,. 

I know this is true because after I became eligible for health insurance coverage after 

one year of employment, I inquired with defendant's general manager, Martha, about 

obtaining coverage for myself and my wife and children, Martha told me that while • 

The health coverage for myself was free, if I wanted to also include my wife and two 

children in my plan, I would have to pay $460.00-per month. Because I could not - 

afford such a great expense each month, I was forced to forego obtaining -health 

insurance coverage for my family. 

5. Myself and all of defendant's taxicab drivers were required to work a. 12 

shift. - I typically worked six (6) days per week every week. _Although each shift was 

scheduled for 12 hours, often my shifts exceeded 12 hours in length. This was because 

at the end of the shift when drivers were required to report back to defendant's 

premises, it could often take 15 minutes or more to return our taxicabs, as defendant's 

procedure required the drivers to line their cabs up inside defendant's yard, and a - 

mechanic would check each individual taxicab to see whether our gasoline tankswere 

full, Ifa taxicab was found to not have a full tank of gasoline, the iriechanic .- would fill 

the tank to capacity using defendant's gasoline. At that point, the next taxicab inline 

would be checked by the mechanic, 

2 



6, Throughout the entirety of my 12 hour shift, I was never allowed to be "off 

duty" and was instead required to work a continuous shift. By that I mean, I remained. 

"on call" throughout the entirety of my shift and remained eligible to pick up a fare 

should one be assigned to me. The only regular break time I had throughout my 12 

hour shift was two 10 minute breaks per day during which I would leave my cab to use 

the restroorn at a store or gas station and pick up fast food or food from a Convenience 

store. I always ate my food in my cab while waiting for a fare, and "did not turn off 

my radio (which dispatch used to get a hold of taxicab drivers) at any time. There 

were many occasions during which I was sitting in my cab eatingmy food when . i was 

required to stop eating and pick up a fare that was assigned to me by dispatch. . 

7. Prior to January 2012, the gasoline used to operate all of defendant's taxicabs 

was provided by defendant. Drivers were not required to pay for gasoline. Beginning 

in January 2012, defendant changed its policy and mandated that taxicab drivers 

purchase and pay for gasoline at outside gas stations. Since defendant started 

mandating drivers to pay for their own gasoline, I recorded the cost of such gasoline 

on the trip sheets that I was required to fill out and utilize daily. Thosetrip sheets 

contain an accurate statement of the total cost of gasoline I was required to pay out of 

My own pocket each shift I drove since January 2012. In the event that myself or • 

another driver did not bring the taxicab back to defendant's facility with a full tank of 

gas, the drivers were required to pay defendant to fill up the gas - tank on the 

defendant's property. I recall one occasion during which my cab broke down during 

my shift. It was towed back to defendant's property. Because the cab had to be . towed, 

I could not fill up the gas tank prior to the cab returning to defendant's property. The 

next day when I reported for my shift, I was approached by one of defendant's 

supervisors, Tammy, who told me I owed defendant $22.00 for 6 gallons of gasoline 

which had to be put into my cab upon its return to defendant's property from the prior 

shift. I paid that $22.00 to Tammy, and requested a receipt from her. She gave me a 

post-it note, which is included as Exhibit "A" hereto, which Confirmed my payment to 

3 



I her for the gasoline used to fill up the gasoline tank of my broken down cab. 

3 	have read the foregoing and affirm under penalty of perjury that the same is 

4 true and correct, 
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EXHIBIT "H" 



I DECL 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., _NSB 8094 

2 DANA SNIEGOCKI, 	NSB 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

3 2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite E4 
Las Vegas ,,Nevada 89146 
Tel (702) 383..6085 
Fax (702) 385-1827 • 

5 leon,oreenbem@overtithelaw.com  
cianaovertimelaW.com  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

11 LAKSIRI PERERAI  Individually and on 	Case No.: A-14-707425-C 
behalf of others similarly situated., 

12 	 Dept.: V 
Plaintiff, 

13 	 DECLARATION OF IRSHAD 
AHMED 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 	Irshad Ahmed hereby affirms and declares under penalty of perjury the 

20 following: 

21 	1. I am a former taxicab driver for the defendant, Western Cab Company. I am 

22 offering this declaration in support of the plaintiff's motion to amend the complaint to 

23 add me as a named plaintiff and to explain the nattire of my work for the defendant. 

24 	2. I was employed by Western Cab Company for more than oneyear, unfit 

25 approximately July of 2013 when my employment ended. 

26 	3. Taxicab drivers did not receive an "hourly wage" from defendant at any time 

27 during the time I was employed. My method of compensation as a taxicab driver for 

28 defendant consisted of a 50% "split" of the fares I collected each day, minus.certain 

6 

7 

8 

9 

vs. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

1 



deductions known as "trip charges." Often, that commission split would result in my 

receiving less than the required minimum wage of $8,25 per hour.for each hour I 

worked. Daring my entire period of employment, defendant never furnished me With - 

any written document stating I was entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly 

wage for my work for defendant. Nor did defendant ever orally advise me that I was 

entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly wage. 

4. Myself and all of defendant's taxicab drivers were required to work a 12 

shift. During most of my employment with defendant, I was required to work (7) days 

per week. Towards the end of my employment, I would sometimes only work (6) days 

per week. 

5. Throughout the entirety of my 12 hour shift, I was never allowed to be "off 

duty" and was instead required to work a continuous shift. By that I mean, I remained 

"on call" throughout the entirety of my shift and remained eligible to pick up 4 fare 

Should one be assigned to me. The only regular "break time" I had throughout my 12 

hour shift was for a few minutes to use the restroom or to pick up fast food. I always 

ate my food in my cab -Mille waiting for a fare, and I did not turn off my radio (which 

dispatch used to get a hold of taxicab drivers) at any time. There were many occasions 

during which I was sitting in my cab eating my food when I. was required to stop 

eating and pick up a fare that was assigned to me by dispatch. 

6. During the entire time I was employed by the defendant, defendant mandated 

that all taxicab drivers purchase and pay for gasoline from their Own personal funds 

for use in the taxicab. At no point did Western Cab Company pay for the gasoline, or 

reimburse taxicab drivers for the cost of gasoline. All drivers were required to return 

the taxicabs back to defendant's yard with a full tank of gas that was purchased from 

the taxicab drivers' own personal funds. 

7. I understand that this case was commenced by the plaintiff as a class action 

for the purpose of collecting unpaid minimum wages owed to all of the taxicab drivers 

employed by the defendant who did not receive at least the constitutionally required .  

2 



ii 

Datd 

minimum wage for each hour they worked. I understand that if this case is certified as 

a. class-action, and I am appointed as a representative plaintiff for the class, I will have 

a responsibility to take action in this case that is in the best interest of all the class 

members, meaning all of the taxicab drivers who are part of the class. I cannot act 

only in what I believe is my best interest. I understand that responsibility and am 

comfortable performing that duty. 

I have read the foregoing and affirm under penalty of perjury that the same is 

true and correct. 

At4 Oie-Of- 
Irshad Ain't

V  
eel . 
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EXHIBIT 



1 DECL 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., NSB 8094 

2 DANA SNIEGOCKI, ESQ., NSB 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

3 2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite £4 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 

4 Tel (702) 383-6085 
Fax (702) 385-1827 

S leonereenbem@overtimelaw.com  
danargovertimeiaw.com  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

8 
DISTRICT COURT 

9 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

LAKSIR1 PERERkIndividually and on 	Case No A-14-707425,C 
behalf of others similarly situated, 

12 	 Dept..: V 
Plaintiff, 

1.3 	 DECLARATION OF 
vs. 	 MICHAEL SARGEANT 

14 
WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

15 
Defendant. 

16 

17 

18 

19 	Michael Sargeant, hereby affirms and declares under penalty of perjury the 

20 following: 

21 	1. 1 am a former taxicab driver for the defendant, Western Cab Company. I am 

27 offering this declaration in support of the plaintiffs motion to amend the Complaint to 

23 add me as a named plaintiff and to explain the nature of my work for the defendant, 

24 	2. 1 was employed by Western Cab Company for approximately 3 or 4 months, . 

25 until approximately June 2014 when my employment ended. 

26 	3. Taxicab drivers did not receive an "hourly wage" from defendant at any time 

27 during the time I was employed. My method of compensation as a taxicab driver for 

28 defendant. consisted of a 50% "split" of the fares I collected each day, minus certain 

6 

7 
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deductions known as - "trip charges." Often, that commission split would result in my 

2 receiving less than the required minimum wage of $8.25 per hour for each hour 

3 worked. During my entire period of employment, defendant never furnished me With 

4 any written document stating I was entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly 

5 wage for my work for defendant. Nor did defendant ever orally advise me that I was 

6 entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly wage. 

7 	4. Myself and all of defendant's taxicab drivers were required to work a 11 

8 shift. During most of my employment with defendant, I was typically required to work 

9 6 days per week all though sonic weeks I worked fewer days per week. 

10- 	5. During the entire time I was employed by the defendant, -defendant - mandated 

11 that all taxicab drivers purchase and pay for gasoline : from their own personal funds 

12 for use in the taxicab. At no point did Western Cab Company pay for the gasoline, or 

13 reimburse taxicab drivers for the cost of gasoline. All drivers were required to return 

14 the taxicabs back to defendant's yard with a full tank of gas that was purchased from 

15 the taxicabdrivers' own personal funds. I would estimate that during a typical 'Shift, 

16 the cost of gasoline I paid from my own personal funds was anywhere from . $28.09 to 

17 $35M0 for each shift I worked. 

18 	6. Throughout the entirety Of my 12 hour shift, I was never allowed to be "off 

19 duty" and was instead required to work a continuous shift By that I mean, .I remained 

20 "on car throughout the 'entirety of my shift and remained eligible to pick up a fare 

21 should one be assigned to me. The only regular "break. time" I had throughout my 12 

22 hour shift was for a few minutes to use the restroorn or to pick up fast food. I-always 

23 ate my food in my cab while waiting for a fare , 	I did not turn off my radio (which 

24 dispatch used to get a hold of taxicab drivers) at any time. 

7. While Western Cab gave me a paystub that included a statement of the hours 

26 I worked, I believe that statement of hours worked may not. be  accurate. I believe that 

27 statement of hours worked may not include time I was working that Western Cab...- 

28 treated as non-working break time. • I also believe that Western Cab may have failed to 



ktitiAL  Firtl 

credit to me as "working time" the "show up" time I spent on same days. "Show up 

time would occur when I was required to "show up" to possibly work at 2:00 p.m. but 

there was no taxi available for me to drive. I was required to wait until 4:00 p.m. and 

then was sent away for the day without driving a taxi or earning any commissions. I 

believe defendant Western Cab may not have recorded these 2 hour periods as 

"working time" on my paychecks, 

8. I understand that this case was commenced by the plaintiff as a class action 

for the purpose of collecting unpaid minimum wages owed to all of the taxicab drivers 

employed by the defendant who did not receive at least the constitutionally required 

minimum wage for each hour they worked, I understand that if this ease is certified as 

a class action, and I am appointed as a representative plaintiff for the class, I will have 

a responsibility to take action in this case that is in the best interest of all the class 

members, meaning all of the taxicab drivers who are part of the class. I understand 

that as a class representative I cannot act just in my own interests. I understand that 

responsibility and am comfortable performing that duty. 

I have read the foregoing and affirm under penalty of perjury that the same is 

true and correct. 

441- )0 
Date 
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Case No.: A-14-.707425•C 

Dept.: VII 

DECLARATION OF 
PLAINTIFFS' COUNSEL, 
LEON GREENBERG„ ESQ. 

DEO, 
LEON GREENBERG,ESQ., NSB 8094 
DANA SNIEGOCKI, ESQ., MB 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 
2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite E3 
Las'Vegas, Nevada 89146 
Tel (702) 383-6085 
Fax (702) 3854827 
leon reenbe;g@gmerftmelawecom 
ana(a_overtunelaw.com  

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

LAKSIRI PERERA.  , IRSHAD AHMED, ) 
and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 
Individually and on behalf of others 
similarly situated, 

Plaintiff; 

vs, 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant, 

Leon Greenberg, an attorney duly licensed .  to practice law in the State Of 

Nevada, hereby affirms, under the penalty of perjUry, that: 

1. I am one of the attorneys representing the plaintiff in this matter. I am 

requesting that I, along with my co-counsel, Dana Sniegocki, Esq., be appointed 

class counsel for the plaintiff class in this matter. I .  am familiar with the plaintiffs' 

claims in this case, those claims involving a failure by the plaintiffs and the plaintiff 

class members to receive the minimum wage for each hour they worked as required 

by Article 15, Section 16 of the Nevada Constitution. I am confident that I can 

adequately and properly represent the plaintiffs and the plaintiff class in this 

litigation and am thus requesting appointment as plaintiffs' class counsel in this 

case along with my co-cotmsel, Dana Sniegocki, 

2. I have extensive experience in class actions and wage and hour 

litigation and am qualified to be appointed class counsel in this case. I am a magna 
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21 
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23 

24 

25 

26 
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ourn laude graduate of New York Law School and graduated in 1992, 1 was first 

admitted to practice law in 1993. I am a member of the-Bars of the-StateS ofNew 

York, New jersey, Nevada, California. and Pennsylvania I have -substantial 

experience in litigating class actions, in particular wage and hour class-action 

claims, and have been appointed class counsel in a significant number oflitigations 

in various jurisdictions. These cases include Flores v. Vassallo, Docket 01 Civ. 

9225 (JSM), United States District Court, Southern District of New York; Menfivar 

v. Sharin West et 01,, Index # 101424/96, Supreme Court of the State of New York, 

County of New York; Rivera v. Kedmi, Index # 14172/99,, Supreme Court of the 

State of New York, County of Kings; Burke v. Chiusano, Docket 01 Civ. 3509 

(KW), 'United States District Court, Southern District of New York; Kalvipi v, 

Santorelli, Docket 01 Civ, 5356 (VM), United States District Court, Southern - 

District of New York. In all of the foregoing matters I was appointed sole counsel 

for the respective plaintiff classes. All of these litigations involved unpaid, wage 

claims. I was also appointed class counsel in Maraffa v. .N .CS Inc., Eighth Judicial 

District Court, State of Nevada, Case No. .A504053 (2005), Dept. III, I' was 

appointed sole plaintiffs' class counsel in that case for a class of plaintiffs Seeking 

damages for improper wage garnishments. I was also appointed class co-counsel in 

the following cases: Klemme v. Shaw, Docket CV-S-05-1263 (PMP-Lill...), United 

States District Court, District of Nevada, in that case representing a class of persons 

making claims for unpaid health fund benefits under 1-3RISA; Williams v. Thendwest, 

Docket CV-S-05-0605 (R01.1,RL); Westerfield v. Fail-field Resorts, Docket CV-S-

05-1264 (JCM/PAL); Leber v. Starpoint, Docket CV-S-09-01101 (R.LH/PAL); and 

Brunton v. Berkeley Group, Docket CV-S-08-1752 (PMP/PAL), United States 

District Court, District of Nevada, on behalf of classes of salespersons denied 

overtime wages, minimum wages, and commissions; Allerton v. Sprint Ne.xtel, 

Docket CV-S-09-1325 (RLH/GWF), United States District Court, District of 

Nevada, on behalf of classes of telephone call center workers denied overtime 
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1 wages and other wages; Jankowski Castle Construction, Docket CV-01464, 

2 United States District Court, Eastern District of New York, on behalf of a class Of 

3 construction workers denied overtime wages; Levinson v. Primedia, Docket 02 Civ. 

4 2222 (DAB), United States District Court, Southern District of New York, on behalf 

5 of a class of Internet website guides for unpaid commissions due under contract; 

6 Hallissey v. America Online, Docket 99-CV-03785 (KTD), United States District 

7 Court, Southern District of New York, on behalf of a class of Internet "volunteers" 

8 for unpaid minimum wages; and Elliott v. Leatherstocking Corporation, 3 ;.10-cv- 

9 00934-MAD-DEP, Northern District of New York, on behalf of a class of 

10 hospitality and banquet workers for improperly withheld "service charges" and 

ti unpaid overtime wages; Phelps v. MC Communications, Inc, Eighth Judicial 

12 District Court, A-11-634965-C and Kiser v. Pride Communications; Inc., United • 

13 States District Court, District of Nevada, 21.1-CV-00165 on behalf of two separate 

14 classes -  of cable, phone, and internet installation technicians for unpaid overtime 

15 ,wages; Socarras v. Tamar Cleaning Services Nevada, inc., Eighth Judicial District 

16 Court, A- 13 -675189 on behalf of a class of janitorial workers for unpaid overtime 

17 wages; Girgis v. Wolfgang Puck Catering and Events LLC, Eighth Judicial District 

18 Court, A-13-674853 on behalf of a group of restaurant sewers for unpaid minimum 

19 wages and overtime wages; Gemma v, Boyd Gaming Corporation, Eighth Judicial • 

20 District Court, A-14-703790C on behalf of a class of casino workers. for unpaid 

21 minimum wages under the Nevada Constitution; and most recently in Thomas v. 

22 Nevada Yellow Cab Corp. et al., Eighth Judicial District Court ;  A-12-661726 and 

23 Murray v. A Cab Taxi Service LLC, Eighth Judicial District Court, A-12-669926 on 

24 behalf of taxicab drivers asserting claims for unpaid minimum wages under 

25 Nevada's Constitution. 

26 	3, 	I am also requesting that my co-counsel, Dana Sniegocki, be 

27 appointed with me as co-class counsel. Dana Sniegooki is a cum laude graduate, 

28 has been licensed to practice law for over six years, is admitted to the State Bars of 
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I Nevada at d California, has been an associate attorney at my office for more than 

2 five years, and has . experience in litigating class action cases, .specifically wage and 

hour class action litigations. To date, Dana Sniegocki has been appointed - co-class - 

4 counsel in the following cases: Phelps v. MC communications, Inc., Eighth Judicial 

5 District Court, A-11-634965-C and Kiser v. Pride Cominz Tenications, 	United . 

6 States District Court, District of Nevada, 2:11-CV-00.165 on .behalf of two separate • 

7 classes of cable, phone, and internd installation technicians for unpaid 'overtime 

8 wages; Socarras v. Tormar cleaning Services Nevada, Inc., Eighth Judicial District :  

9 Court, A - 13 -675189 on behalf of a class of janitorial•workers for unpaid overtime 

10 Wages; Girgis v, Wolfgang Puck Catering and Events LLC, Eighth Judicial District 

11 Court, A-13-674853 on behalf of a group of restaurant servers - for unpaid minimum 

12 wages and overtime wages; Gemma v. Boyd Gaming Corporation, Eighth Judicial 

13 District Calla, A-14-703790-C on behalf of a class of casino workers for unpaid .  

14 minimum wages under the Nevada Constitution; and most recently in Thomas v. 

15 Nevada Yellow Cab Corp.et al,, Eighth Judicial. District Court, 12-661726 and . 

16 Murray v. A Cab Tani Service LW, Eighth Judicial District Court, A-12 7-669926 on 

17 behalf of taxicab drivers asserting claims for unpaid minimum-wageS under 

18 Nevada's Constitution 

19 	- 4. 	1 am aware of my duty as counsel to adequately represent the interests • 

20 of the class members in this case. I believe that myself, and my co-counsel, Dana -  • 

21 Sniegocki, are competent to do so, 

22 

23 Affirmed this4.8t in day of March, 2016. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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EXHIBIT "K" 



09,  

Western:CAL, Ccirnpanv.Case ID: -1574184 

case Fi it; 1574184 

Western Quir Company 
801 S. Mani Street 
las VegasW 89101 
Te14; (70 12) 382-7100 

20-8981212. 

RepTesentative: 
Moran Law Finn, LLC 
John T. 1loran, Jr., Attorney Law 

FLSA Narrative Report  

COVERAGE 

Niture of Business & Section 3(4) employer: The subject of thig investigation is a cab company, The•
cbinpany has:been in business since the 1950s. Mr: Tobnian (now &cilGed.) purchased the company in 
1967. The company -became incoipor4led inthe State of Nevada. in September 1950:a Western Cab, 
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Western Cab Company Case ID: 1574184- 

The corporate officers are: Helen Tobman Martin, Director; Marylin Tobman Moran, Director; Janie 
Tobman Moore, President; and Jean Tobman, Secretary & Treasurer. 
Mrs, Jean Taman is retired and mother of Helen, Marylin and Jean, 

The General Manager Martha Sarver and Director Helen Tobman Martin handle all the day to day 
operations of the business; they hire and fire the staff; therefore they're both the 3(d) Employer (see ,  
Exhibit Tab C-I). 

Individual Coverage: The cab drivers do have individual coverage since - they receive credit • card 
payments from the customers. 

203(s)(A)(1)11: The subject com an does meet ADV with gross revenuesof ilk‘7-4,;"74"1.EL,F-4, in 2008, 
t$ in 2009, and Mal 	 YTD dun September 2010 (see Exhibit Tab C-1e). 

4:=4,-Mtg at. M.9RWASWAP 	s'ANSRP-1=v'"' %or:W. 	kimatt4.114-;,': 

Period of Investigation; January 1, 2009 thru September 30, 2010 

MOM Office: LVDO is MODO office. 

EXEMPTIONS 

213(a)(I) applicable to: 
(1) Helen Tobman Martin. Director 

541.100 Exemption 
Manages business, hires  & fires staff, and does the employee scheduling 
EarPnigg W..taraetiad 

General  Martha Sarver, General Manager 
541.100 Exemption 
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Western Cob Col/vomit ase 15741E4 

Managesbusiness, hires & ti:res staff, and does-  the business accounting 
PairinziATMAT ' 	A  
;117. :C,B.Itte5fiag 	VeR5OLt 

(3) :Marylin Tolnuan Moran, Director 
541,100 Exemption. 

Helps manage the busines, has authority to hire & fire staff, and i.ssist both Mattlia & 
Helen. 

',;?::=Wk-MITW4MIUMI 	 .5. 
2I3 (,)(t not app1icab1e to. timw, .mwtvikgmaime.4?-..  

the office staff only 	40 how's per week, -no overtime... 4o 
2.-emensmaft:i51, -; 	 ,..ezr:priPAlarattgaT 

liWaITMLN 

213(b)(1) applicable to: All mechanics servicing the taxicabs al exempt from overtime provisions. The 
mechanics duties affect the safety of operations of motor vehicles in transportation on public highways. 

21300(17) applicable to 'Taxicab drivers are exempt from overt -hue provisions. 

No Other exemptibna were applicable, 

.51 	',AU.1.0,Eaal 

Prior History: No priat:Iiitory was rfct thd jj. Whisatd itadet Westein  Cab Con rtn,3.r.,%.777:Mat7416.-:Ntrigng.. 
WANt$0.41:Ziw,,, 	 4kr 	 tTaqt 

Zkk..1¢itX04:*:•,7,..4:-30A,===.̀..4.-,w5R-dwx,    „ 

Fm.LA violations *ere fOinid and log , A.,-ageS of $459 A& Were canputed and 
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.Western  Cab Company Case ID:15741:84_ 

paid by Western Cab, 
There were two other case:i,: found from More than 10 years ago: 

1) -F.ML4, case #1249824 from 9/26:'9:2 thin 1117102 with no monetary findings; 
*j,) FLSA case ii1046854 from 711198 thm 711100 With Western ILimOusine Senice with 39 .EE!s due 

S24,60334. 

ag„ -zaTRIWAVIWOW ItAUMT 	 , '0Watita, 
4t-m*,,Atimittumkta:WV:Mr&=angnO,Mtatuataa„„....4 ,%,7,7a-:- '4  - , 'MU-. • „, Okalika 

employer was not paying the required minimum 	rate for all. hours Nk'oliked- TziXioaP drivers are Nita 
:a eanmaission and employer wag not verifying the conmiission earned by diivers when divided by the 
number of hours worked in the week was atleast the minimum wage rate or higher, 

.Section200.; The review of  the company!swyroii.mcords confirmed employerv.asnotpaying minimum-
'Wage rate for all holm .worked. When adding 	 and Ii s and.dividingb - -111611.6tilt 
worked  the dtiverc. were ,making less- . t.11,alt-flaMit.1411111111. -Wa0 Tate. ht s.2 : 	 . 

• 	 • 
-..• 	 • (e exhi 	• • orm,...U.akatp :aebit.. D- 1). 40r.‘.Mtli.,:a • , 	 • • 

Cot intitations: All earnings (cemininioriS tips) werodiVided by the average &tuber of hcitirs'worked 
(60 per week)„ and if the rate was below the minimum wage rate, the -difference was cOmputed as back 
wages due emPloyees. However, credit was-ven fOr bonuses einphiy -cos received iithe end of theyear. 
All emp10 ees received bonuses according to the employment peried With company : The first year of 
employment emp1O3,rees received $50, second $,1 -90, third $309 and:up lo a titpc. of 500 
Note that: the bomises were also pro-rated to only -count the 'portion due for the number of WeekS back 
wages were computed. Example: eiriployeerece.k.7es , $509 bonus :for .the y eii  and there were IQ weeks: 
hack wages Were computed; therefore 5.00 *mild be divided by 261glira,41, rf-ft and  
then multiplied by 19 (number of weeks.) and thar$ the portion of the bonus subtracted from the back 
wages computed to give caloyerci-editfor the bontis 

Section '207: NO '0.'012tiotis: •OVeitime woe. found.dno cab chive& Since-they are- -exenipt -  from Overtiine-. 	. 	s . 	. 	. 	 . 	„ 

	

. • • 	 w,.....4rwmtwatm 	 avs 
. 	VikadraPt•x•raWg.., 

Ftr• 

Section 21.1: Record keeping -violations were found since employer failed to keep and maintain aCcurate 
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Western Cab Company Case ID: 1574184 

record of the employees work. hours. Almost all cab drivers work  a  12 hour shift,. 5 days per week for a 

total of (0 hours per week, f.;1;;;'-'4141, 	 tiggya 
..k•AN't 

Section 212: No record of child labor violations were found, employer stated during initial conference 
that they did not hire minors under the age of 18. Minors cannot operate a taxicab, and the insurance Will . 
not insure a taxicab driven by a minor. 

Civil MORey Penalty Assessments: No CMPs recommended, as prior cases found occurred JO years 
ago. Employer has agreed to comply and pay back wages. 

IASIDLIL_CION 

A final conference was held on Nov, 15, 2011 with Owners, Helen Tobman Martin . and Marylin Tobrnan 
, Mth.an; General Manager Martha Sarver, Attorney John T. Moran, WHEEMS-11, and WI JTJ 

rl'he conference was held at employers' establishment. 
When employer was asked why minimum wage violations occurred, their response Was they were not 
checking the employees were making atleast the minimum wage rate by dividing their weekly earnings by 
the hours worked. Since my initial. conference appointment they have started checking for minimum 
wage. 

I discussed the sections of Fair Labor Standards Act that were reviewed in the course of the investigation: 
Sections 206, 207, 211.212 & 213). I explained in full details each section of the ELSA reviewed. 

also explained in full detail the minimum, wage violations found under sections 206, and record keeping 
violations found under Section 211. I then asked how they would conic into compliance and correct the 
problems that lead up to the violations to avoid future violations. The employers Martha Sarver and Helen 
Tobman explained they have added an area in the trip sheets the drivers rill out daily where they must 

document the hours worked in the day, from start to end of shit They are also verifying drivers' are 
documenting the work hours that they don't forget to complete this new setion of the trip sheet. They are 
also closely tracking the work hours, adding them up weekly, and making sure the driver has earned 
minimum wage rate or higher. 
They are also implementing a program to monitor closely the non--productive drivers for potential lay-off if 
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Western Cab Company Case ID: 1574164 

they do not make minimum wage or higher. They are also working on implementing a change for the 
drivers to pay for a percentage of the gas; but have not yet decided what percent the drivers will pay: All 
these changes they stated will help eliminate potential future violations. 

Once compliance Was discussed and agreed upon, I let them know the amount of the back wages found 
due for the number of employees. The back wages found were $402,897.55 for 391 employee& Attorney 
John Moran asked if they could have a few days to look over theSurrirriary of Unpaid Wages, and discuss, 
how back wages would be paid and from where. 1 agreed and we planned to meet back on Wednesday, 
November 30, 2011 at 9:00arn to sign WH-56 Summary of Unpaid Wages. 

On December 1, 2011 I received a call from General. Manager Martha Sarver explaining to me that the 
"wages" I had counted from the payroll records did not include the tips. 1 explained that the payroll 
records has the commission earned and the tips right below and underneath both is a total column for both 
and that is the amount that was counted as the employees total wages. She pointed out to me that the two 
columns were not added to reflect the total underneath them. So I pulled up one of the payroll, to verify 
and indeed she was correct. The total amount was the same as the commission amount therefore not 
adding in the tips the employee had declared. I explained to her I would need a week or. two to add Up the 
payroll records and make the necessary changes on the back wage computations. I also explained that 
although some employees may drop off the back wages computed, others may be added that had not been 
on the summary of unpaid wages before. She stated she understood. After I the added the payroll records 
and made the changes to the back wage computations, the results were: $285,229.89 due 431 employees. 
On Tuesday, December 13, 20111 dropped off the new computations sheets and Summary of Unpaid 
Wages (WH-56) to Martha Sarver, General Manager at employers'. establishment. She explained' the 
owners Helen Tobman and Marylin Tobman as well as Attorney John Moran. Were all on vacation and 
would not return until after Christmas. 1 told her I needed to have the Summary of Unpaid Wages back 
and signed before the end of the year. She agreed to have it to me by Wednesday, December-28th, 

On December 28th the Summary of Unpaid Wages (WH-56) was delivered to the office by courier. The 
owner Helen Tobman has agreed to pay the back wages to employees by Jan. 31, 21012, see signed' 
Summary of Unpaid. Wages in case file. The Receipt of Unpaid Wages (WH-58) for all 431 einployees 
were printed and delivered to employers' establishment on Dec. 29th to be included in the envelope with , 
checks. 
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411 

=me; 

Western. Cab Company .Case ID: 1574184 

No.further action is.nesmsary> 

Reeannuendation: It is recommended that this case he closed adiniuistratively upon receipt of back 
wages paid to employees. 

s- i.Lfaatts$1MIN 

z!r•VAMMIM•21:-SAVMITteiik 

METZR 

41p6SN 
.sie7v.st*MtVAMV.. 

rot-,,m‘swalAwair. 
ez-legaNSITME*s-m 	 ztattmn 

Puhlicationst The employer was. provided With •an I'Sf44 and Handy Reference Guide to the FLSA 
included with the. -appointment letter, At initial confereus,:e, Owner, Helen Tohman Mattin was provided 
with the falowing pubhcations: 1261 &1312. 

	  Date: 	  
▪ 141Wi.P4'41  
W

• 

age Hour Investigator 
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THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

IN A:ND FOR CARSON CITY, NEVADA 

8 

9 CODY C. HANCOCK, an individual and 
resident of Nevada, 	 CASE NO. 	14 OC 00080 .1B 

	

10 
	

DEPT. NO 	II 

.11 
Plaintiff,. 

TI-JE STATE OF NEVADA ex rd. THE 
13 OFFICE OF THE NEVADA LABOR 

(:OMMISSIONER; 'UM OFFICE OF 'MB 
14 NEVAD,..k LABOR COMIVIISSIONER., and 

SHANNON CHAMBERS, Nevada Labor 
15 Commissioner, in her official capacity, 

161 . 	 Defendants, 

17 

18 

19 

DE(.11,5:19,11 44.NI) ORDER. C)lvIPIILSING FINDIN 
LLU1SO OU ION, 

211; 
11 Neva& Labor (:k-irnmissioner, the Office Of The Nevada Labor Commission.; aud Shannon 

22 
chambers, in her official capacity as the Nevada Labor Commissioner (collectively. "Defendanu"), 

23 
seeking to invalidate two administrative regulations—N.A.C. 608.100(1) and N.A.,C, 

25 608.104(2).—putporting to implement article XV, section '16 of the Nevada Constitution the 
•••A 

26 	
If any finding herein is in truth a conclusion of law, or if any conchision stated. is, in troth a 

finding of fact, it shall be deemed so. 

28 

On April 30, 2015, Plaintiff Cody C. Hancock ("Plaintiff"), pursuant to N.R.S. 23313.110, 

filed a complaintl6r declaratory relief against Defendants the State of Nevada ex rel. Office of the 



Stingto invalidate two administrative regulaticms—KA.C. 608.100(1) and RIX. 

608.104(2) purporting to implement article XV, section 16 of the Nevada Constitution (the 

"Minimum Wage Amendment" or the "Amendment"). Plainfiff Mtio sought to enjoin the 

Defendants from enforcing the challenged i .egulations. 

On or about June 25, 2014, Defendants filed a motion to dismiss. After a brief stay of 

2 

3 

4 1  
I 

5 I 
i 

61  Proceedings for the parties to consider Msolution through a renewed ralemaking process, 
- 	I 	' 1 
71 Defendants' motion to dismiss was withdrawn by 3tipulation of the parties, entered 

I . 	, „ ,,,,, „ 	, . , 
8 Mum .5u, 201 :), In which the. parties also agreed to permit Plaintiff to amend the complaint, and. to 

C,) I seek to resolve this action by respective motions for summary judgment. The parties agreed. that no 
I 

101 discovery was necessary in this ease, and that the determinative issitei were matters of law,. 

1 
111   
	 nts On or about June 11, 2015, Defenda 	filed their Motion. for Summary. Judgment on 

121  Plaintiffs claims for declaratory mita On or about Rine 12, 2015, Plaintiff flied his Mahon for 

. , I , 
I.,/ Summary judgment on :Plaintiff's claims for declaratory relief Subsequently., each party responded 

14 in opposition to the other part& motion, and replied in support of their own. Plaintiff had 
I 

151 previously asked the Nevada. Labor Commissioner to pass upon the validity of the challenged 
I 

161 regulations, and the Court finds that all prerequisites under N.R...S. 2338.11 -0 have been satisfied 

17 1 sufficient for the Court to enter orders resolving this matter. 

18 	The Court, having considered the pleadings and being fully advised, now finds and orders 

19 as follows: 

20 	As an initial matter, summary judgment under N.R.,C.P, 56(a) is "appropriate and shall be 

2-1 rendered forthwith when the pleadings and other evidence on file demonstrate that no .genuine issue 

as to any material hurlhurl[remains] and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of 

law," wood v. Seginwo:  121 Nev, 724, 729, 121 P3d 1026, 1029 (2005) (internal quotations 

24 omitted), Further, in deciding a challenge to administrative regulations pursuant to N.R.S. 

25 23313.110„ "(.1]be court shall declare the [ehallenged] regulation invalid if it finds that it. violates 

26 constitutional or statutory provisions or exceeds the statutory authority t ->f the agency," N -.11..S. 

27 2238.110. The burden is -upon Plaintiff to demonstrate that the challenged regulations violate the 

28 )1Minimum Wage Amendment. 



The. Minimum Wage, Amendment was 0,110ZtOd by a vote of the people by ballot initiative at 

the 2006 General Election, and became effective on November 28, 2006, ft is s remedial act, and 

3 will be liberally construed to ensure the intended benefit for the intended beneficiaries. See, 

4 Washoe. Med, etr„ ine. v. Reliance Ins. C, 1.12 Nev. 494, 496, 915 P,2d .288, 289 (1996); .Yee aLco: 

5 .Terq v. Sapphire Gentlemen's Club, Nov 	336 P,2d 951, 954 (2014).• 

6 
	

:Here, in order to determine whether the challenged, regulations conflict with or violate the 

7 Minimum Wage Amendment, the Court will first determine the Meaning of the pertinent textual. 

portions of the Amendment., Courts review an Rd-minium-the agency's interpretation of a statute of 

9 constitutional provision de MVO, and may do so with no deference to the agency's interpretations. 

10 United Slates v. State Engineer, 117 Nev, 585, 589; 27 P.3d 51, 53 (2001) (An _administrative - 

1 1 agency's interpretation of a regulation or statute does not control if an alternate reading is 

12 compelled by the plain language of the provision,"); Bacher v. State .  Engineer, 122 •Nev, 1110,- 

13  1118, 146 P.3d 793, 798 (2006) The district court may decide purely legal questions without 

14 deference to an agency's determination."). 

I 5 	The Kinimuin Wage Amendment raised the mhtimum hourly wage in Nevada, but also 

1.5 established a two  ,,tier vs,.age system by which .4ai t:unployer May pay employees, caurently, $8:25 .  per 

17 I hour, or pay down to $7,25 per hour if the employer provides qualifying health insurance benefits; 

to the employee and all of his or her dependents, at a certain upped premium cost to employee, 

Section A of the Minimum Wage Amendment provides; 

A. Each employer shall Ivy a wage to each employee of not less than the hourly 
rates set Ibrth in this section. The rate shall be-flire dollars and fifteen cents. ($5.15). 
per hour worked, if the employer provides health benefits as described herein, or six 
dollars and Mimi cents ($6,15) per hour if the employer does not provide such 
benefits. Offering health benefits within the meaning of this section shall consist of 
making health insurance available to the employee- for the employee and the 
employee's dependents at a total cost to the employee: for premiums of not more 
than 10 percent of the employee's gross taxable income from the employer. These - 
ptes;01 wages shall be adjusted by the amount of increases in the federal: minimum 
wage over $5,15 per how ;  or, if greater, by the cumulative inomase in the cost of 
living. The cost of living increase shall he measured by the percentage increase as of 
December 31 in any year over the level as of December 31 . , 2004- of the Consumer 
Price Index (All Urban Consumers, U.S. City Average) as . published by the %Irmo 
of- Labor Stalls -tics, US, Department of Labor or the successor index or federal 
agency.. No CP:I. adjustment for any onelear period may be greater than 3%, The 
Governor or the State agency designated by the Governor shall p tbsl a bulletin by 
April- 1 of each year announcing the aginsted rates, hieb shall take effect the - 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 

25 

26 

2:7 

3 



I 

following July 1. Such bulletin will be made available to all employers and to any 
other person who has filed with the Governor or the designated agency a. reouest to 
receive snob notice hat lack of notice Shall oat excuse noncompliance with this 
section, An employer shall provide Written notification of the rate atiLlstmelgs to 
eath of its employees and make the necessary payroll 'adjustments by ,Ittly 
following the pUblication of the bulletin. Tips OT gtatuities received by eniployees 
shall not be credited as being any part of or offset against the wage rates requirid by 
this section, 

5 

6 Nev. Corot. art. XV, § 16(A), 

7 	N A.0 608.104(2) states, in pertinent part: 

2. As used in this section, 'gross -  taxable income of the employee attributable. to,the 
4.tmplo:ver'-` rnimis the amount specified on the Form W-2 issued by the -  employer to 

9 	the-employee arid includes, WittIOUt limitation, tips, bonuses or other' ukmpenSation 
as required tOr purcioses of federal ilidividnal ineOtne tax: 

608.100(1) states, in pertinent part: 

1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and '3' 
h 
 the minimum wage -air,. an 

employee the State of Nevada is the same whether the employee is a frill-time,. 
permanent, part-firno, probationary or temporary employee, and: 

(a) Ii n mployee1 offered qualified health inSurance, -  is $5.15 .per •:• 
hour; or 

(b) Ifau employee is not offered qualified health insurance, is .36.15per 
hour; 

16 jJ  N.A.C. 608.104(2)14  im:a110 

10 

121 

13 

14 

IS 

17 
	

Plaintiff contends that N.A.C. 608,1 04M unlawfully permits employers to figure in tips and 

18 gratuities famished by customers and the general public when establishing the maximum allowable 

19 Premium c;ost to the employee of qualifying health insurance. Fie argues that 1 0% of the 

20 employee's gross taxable income from the employer" can only rneM compensation and wages paid 

21 by the employer to the employee, and excludes tips earned by the employee. 

	

22 11 	Deferldorft argue that the term "gross taxable income" directed. the Labor Commissioner to 

24 1 1Whedwr as direct wages or as tips and grataitieS, because Nevada has no state income tax and State 

23 1intert-int. the entire provision as meaning all income derived from working for the employer, 

21  ii her,  gross  taxable income upon which federal taxes must be paid, in that regard, Defendants 1 

2611 tax law is itppropiate, d 1.  

< 

I I  

	

, I 	 - 	• 	- i 

,I 
law contains no definition of "gross taxable income Therefore, the State arotles resort to federal i 

	

I I 	
I 

	

11 	
an_ oecause tips and gratuities otirly4 by tbe einployee c,onstitute, tor him or 1 

4.. 	 c: 	7 	, 

I 

28 contend that N,A,C, 608,104(2)s definition of "income attributable to the employee best. 

4 



implements the language of the AtTiendment. 

The Court finds the text of the Minimum Wage Amendment which N.A.C. 608.104(2) 

3 purports to imp1ement—"10% of the employee's gross taxable income from the employer"- --- - -to be 

4 unambiguous, As the Court reads the plain language of the constitutional. provision, .h indicates that 

5 the term "10% of the employee's gross taxable income is tiiaitdd to such income that comes "from 
i ! 

6 I ,  the employer," as opposed to gross taxable income that emanates from any other source, including 
11 ,, i, .r, i :ii.rom tips and. gratuities -provided. by an employer's customers. "Mlle language of a statute should. 
11 

8 it be given its plain meaning unless doing so violates the spirit of the act ... [thus) when a statute is I 	 . 

911c:feat On its -face, a court may not go beyond the language of the statute in. determining the 
11 

10 ll legislature's intent.' Unimrsily and Commintly College gown of Nevada V. Nevadans Ibr Sound 

11 Govanmeid, 120 Nev, 712, 731, 100 P.3d 179, 193 (2004), 1 

12 i 	There are no particular difficulties in determining an employee's gross taxable income that 

13 !comes from the :employer, as this figure must be reported to the United. States Internal Revenue 
1 
i 14 !Service as part of the employee's tax. information, including on his or her annual W-2 form, along - 

15 I with the employee's income from tips and gratuities. The Court further presumes that employers 
. 	I 16 i are aware of, or can. easily compute, how much they pay out of their business revenue to each • 

i 
17 !employee, this being a major portion of the business's expenses for -which records are surely 

i  I 
18 I I maintained. by the employer. 

II 19 :1 	The Comt does note tbatNA,C. 608,104(2)' s inclusion of"bonuses or other compensation" 
11 

20 presents no constitutional problem under the Amendment, as long as the income in question comes 
11 

21 ll"from the employer," 9 

2211 	The Court understands Defendants' interpretati on of this portion of the Amendment, and in r 	' 
i: 

ilsupport  of the administrative regulation puiporting to implement and enforce it to em*.tsize .  the . 
l 

24 , I phrase "gross taxable, income" in isolation, at the expense of a thil reading giving meaning to the, 
It' It 	,.., 

2511qualnying term "from the employee' As Defendants note in their briefing, [jr" 	expounding-1 

261 constitutional provision, such conturnetions should he employed. as will prevent any clam, 

27 sentence or word from being superfluous, void or insignificant," Yount v. Re, 9 Nev. 212 

28 ; (1874). To arrive at .Defendants' preferred interpretation of the Amendment, however, the Court 

1
11

1 	 .5 
ti 
ll 



I would :have to first find the provision ambiguous, and then engage in an nt of I 1:0,,tpretation in 

21 .  order to agree that the phrase 'gross taxable income" modifies the term "from the employer," rather - 

3- than the other way around. in that formulation, "gross taxable income from the employer" is 
11  4 p rendered as "gross taxable income earned but for employment by the empleyer,' or "gross taxable 

i income earned as a result of having worked for the employer," and from the employer is rendered 

6dmore or less insignificant to the provision. This is, indeed,, what 608.104(2) attempts to 

711 indicate when it designates "gross taxable income attributable to the employer" as the. measure of 

the Amendment's ten-percent employee premium cost cap calculation, The Court disagrees, and 

9 instead finds the constitutional language plain on its face. 

10 lint even if the Until were to find the pertinent portion of the Amendment to be ambiguous, 
11 

t its context, reason, and public policy wouki still support the conclusion that tips and gratuities 

12 should not be included in the calculation of allowable employee premium costs when tw employer 

13 seeks to qualify to pay below the upper-tier minimum hourly wage. The drafters of the Amendment - 

14 expressly excluded tips and gratuities from the calculation of the minimum hourly wage ("Tips or 

15 I{ gratuities received by employees shall not be credited as 'being any part of or offset against the 

, 	wage rates required by this section"), and gave no other indication that tips and gratuities should 

17
1i 

be allowed as a form of credit against the cost of the health insurance benefits the Minimum -Wage 

z..mt:tridment was designed to encourage employers to provide employees in exchange for the 

191 privilege of paying a lower hourly wage rate. Further, as Plaintiff points out the effect of 

.201 permitting inclusion of tips and gratuities is to inerease i. in some cases precipitously, the coot of 

21 health insurance benefits to employees, a result that is not supported. by the policy and famtion of 

221 the Amendment generally. 

23 
	

Defenditnts argue that permitting tips and gratuities in the premium calculations fin. tipped 

241 employees eliminates an advantage for those employees that non-tipped employees do' not enjoy. It 

25 is not strictly -within the province of the Nevada Labor Commissioner, however, to make stich 

„ „
IIMCOS 

. 
pol icy C 	pace of the Legislature, or the people acting • in their legislative. capacity. Her 

27 charge is to enforce and implement the labor laws of this State as written. MRS: 607.1 . 60(1) In 

28 any event, and apart from the Amendment's express treatment of the issue; Nevada has prohibited 

6 



1 

1 1 
administrative regulation, See N.R.:S. 603.160. 

2 	The Court finds that N.A.C. 608,1040, insofar as it permits employers to include tips and 

A gratuities furnished by the customers of the employer in the calculation of income against which in 

4 measured the 'Minimum Wage Amendment's ten percent income cap on allowable health insurance 

premium costs, violates the 'Nevada Constitution arid therefore exceeds the Nevada Labor 

6 Commissioner's authority to promulgate administrative regulations, The Court _determines the 

regulation in question to be invalid, and will farther enjoin Defendants from ettfbititig.N.A.C, 

8 608,104(2) for the reasons stated herein, 

9 I MAX.:. 608.10a(1) Ts in,yidid 

105 	Plaintiff argues that, in order to qualify for the privilege of paying less than the upper4ier 

hourly minimum wage, an employer must i ,tatually provide qualifying, health insurance., rather than 

merely offer it. He Contends that, read as a whole and giving all parts of the Amendment meaning 

13 1 and function, the basic scheme of the provision is to propose for both employers and employees a 

14.1 set of choices, a oargain: an. employer CU pay down to $7.25 per hour, currently, but the employee 

15 must receive something in return, qualified health insurance. A mere offer of health insurance ,  

16 
1 

which the employee has not played a role in selecting and May not meet the needs of an employee 

17 and his or her family for any number of reasons-permit$ the employer to receive the :benefit of the 

18 jMinimum Wage Amendment, but can leave the employee with less pay and no itiSlitaTIC-0 provided 

19 by the employer. 

20 

the Amendment, are not synonyms, but rather that the basic command of the constitutional 

os.14, Provision- (in order to pay less than the upper-tier wage level) is to provide health benefits, and that 

 

the succeeding succeeding sentence that begins with the term "offering" only dictates certain requirements of 

the benefits that must be offered as a step in their provision to employees paid at the lower wage 

rate. 

23 

 

26 , 	Defendants argue that "provide" and "offering" are synonymous, and that an employer need . 

27 only make available qualified health insurance in order to pay below the upper-tier wage level, 

28 Ilwhether the employee accepts the benefit or not. Defendants argue that the usage, by the 

11. 

12 I 

In support of this interpretation. Plaintiff suggests that "provide" and "offering," as used in I 



1 I Amendment's drafters, of "offering" and "making, available." in the sentence- succeeding those. 

2 employing "provide" modifies and defines "provide" to mean merely "offering" of health 

3 I insurance. 

4 	A further argument by Defendants is that the benefit of the bargain inherent in -  the 

5 Amendment is the offer itself, having employer-selected health insurance made available to the 

61 employee, and that interpreting the Amendment to require that employees accept the benefit in 

- 7 order for an employer to pay below the upper-tier minimum wage denies the value ofthe Minimum 

S 'Wage Amendment to the employer. They deny that "piovitie is the command, or mandate, of the 

91 Minimum Wage Amendment where qualification .ftir paying the lesser wage amount is Concerned,. 

10 	The Court finds that the Minimum Wage Amendment requites that employees actually 

11 j receive qualified. health Insurance in order fbr the employer to pay, currently, down to S7.25 per 

12. hour to those employees. Otherwise, the purposes and benefits of tbe Amendment are thwarted, and 

13 jemployees (the obvious beneficiaries of the Amendment) who reject insurance plans offered by 

.11 their employer would receive neither the low-cost health insurance envisioned by the MininIUM 

15 Wage Amendment, nor -the raise in wages its passaged promised, $7.25 per,.hour already being the 

16 federal minimum wage .  rate that every employer in Nevada must pay their employees anyway. The 

17 lamendmeatt language does not support this interpretation. 

18 	The Court agrees with Pit:drain argument that "provide and "offering are not 

19 synonymous, and that the drafters included both terms, intentionally, to signify different concepts. 
I 

20 II "[Willem the. docututra has used one term in one place, and a. materially different term in another,. 

21 l i the  presumption is that the. different term denotes a different idea." Antonin Scalia and Bryan A. 
it 

22 i  Garner, Reading- Law: The Interpretation of Lega1 texts, 1.70 (2012). It is also instructive that the 

23 drafters used "provide,' a verb, and "offering," a gerund., ostensibly to make a distinction between 
it 

24  their functions as parts of speech within the text of the Amendment. The Amendment easily could 

25 1 have stated that "[Ole rate shall be X dollars per hour worked, if the employer offers health 

26 % benefits as described herein, or X dollars per hour if the employer does not offer such benefits." it 

27 did not so .state Instead, it required that the employer "provide" qualified health insurance if it. 

28 wished to take advantage of the lower wage rate. The Court agrees with Plaintiff, furthermore, That 

1 



1 li the overall definitional weight of the verb phrase "to provide" lends credence to his interpretation 

l that it means to furnish. OT to supply, rather than merely to make available especially when the 

41i 	The distinction the parties here draw between "provide" and "offering" is no small Matter, 

5 1 1A:llowing employers merely to offer health insurance plans rather than provide, furnish, and supply 

6 them alters significantly the flinction of this remedial constitutional provision. The fundamental 
I 

711operation of the Minimum Wage Amendment ,.fairly construed, demands that employees not be left: 

8 I. with none of the benefits of its enactment., Whether they be the hisher wage rate or tlie promised 

9 low-cost health insurance for themselves and their families. 

10 
11 	

Bwause N.A.C. 608.100(1) impermissibly allows employers only to offer health -  insumee 
.„ 	. 

.11 I. benefits, but does not take into account whether the employee accepts these benefits when 

12 I. determining how and. when the employer may pay below the upper-tier plititnlial Wage rate, it 

13 ilviolate the Nevada Constitution and therefore exceeds the Nevada Labor Commissioners 

14 1  authority to promulgate administrative regulations. The Court determines the regulation in question 

5 to be invalid, and will further enjoin Defendants from enforcing N.A.C. 608,104(2) for the reasons 

16 stated herein. 

17 	rr IS REMY ORDERED, therefore, and for good cause appearing, that Plaintiff's 

181 Motion for Summary Judgment is GRANTED and the Defendant's Motion for Summary. I 

19 Judgment is DENIED. 

20 I 	[[iS FURTHER oRDERED that NAX;. 608.104(2) is declared invalid and of no effect, I 

21 I for the reasons sUtted herein;. 

22 	IT I.S FURTHER aRDERED that N,A.C, 608.100(I) is declared invalid arid of no effect, 1 

23 for the reasons stated herein; 

24 /1/ 

,5 //1 

26 11/ 

27 If/ 

28 , 

3 
I 

overall context arid scheme of the Minimum Wage Amendment is taken into consideration.. . 1 

9 



10 

U' IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants are enjoined from enforcbg the challenged 

2 reetilations. 

3 

IS SO ORDERED this 	day of&L 2015, 

Cif el 
„(4,t4,141.44.4P.L.  

DiatucT COURT jUDOE/ 

Submitted by: 

WOLF, RIFKIN, SHAPIRO, 
SCHULMAN & RAMON, LIP 

lC) DON S:PRINGIVIEYER, ESQ. 
Nevada State Dar Na. 1b21 

1 I BRikDLE? SCHRAGER, ESQ. 
liNevnda. State Bar No. 10217 

12 3556 L. Rum]." Road, Sebond Eloo.r 
ilLa s Vegas, Nevada 89120 

13 Attorneys for Piaintifft 
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- hi Brad 
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tcy  S. Sekt„met,, , „ 
Bradley S. Sehral-;er., Esq, 
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MENtrIVAI.Orr.  

larm,s,41.-TAN4cieo 

.STATE Of NEVADA 
IVITINIMUM WAGE: 

.2007 ANNUAL.BULLETOSN 
ApRu.1..2ocrr 

PURSUANT TO-ARTICLE 1 .5..,:SECTION I 6(,4V)OFTHE.coNsTrarnoist -  OF THE.  
NEy.ADA, THE.LQ.OVERNOR, FI,EREIMANNOUN (XS THAT THE 	• 

I=OLLOWING MINIMUM WAGE RATES SHAI.L APPLY  -TO ALL EMPI..,0YEES 
THT; 'STATE OF.NEVADALINLESSPI'HERWIK •EXE'MPTED, 'F.HE;SE .  R\ fl 
SHALL .BECOME EFEECTIVE•dN JULY L 2007, 

FOR EMPLOYEES TO 'WHOM QUALIFIYIN(3 HEALTH BENfTITS HAYE BEEN 
:MADE:AVAILABLE BY THE EMPLOYER: 

NO LESS. THAN $5..30 PER ,HOUR. 

FOR ALL OTHER: EMPLOYEES: -  

NO LESS' THAN 33 PE.g }PIA 

c'pi 	ftih. baCtiil May obtaiRed 6311•Ix 
-rhur ilwwwIliiborconvia&sinor..cfmlidoc, 	-07%2QA; . NtjA  

, 2011U.U.Et INY020for%205.4.(10Q 

Copia may also. b htdI fon) •tho L.aboy cotanomes Of 

675 Fa itVid* Drivi...v,,Sniie 226 
• cam* (ay, Nfwada19701 

075) 67-43f,,11 
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Las Vtgo, Nevada 
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CLOPS Or THE:COURT 

8 DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK, COUNTY, STATE OF NEVADA 

9 

10II CHRISTOPHER THOMAS. and 
aiRISI'OPETER CRAIQ, 

I 11 .apd on behalf of others similarly 
situated, 

12 

13 11 

Case No*: A-12-661726-C 

Dept ;XXVtH 

Order ciranting.PlaintifTs Motion, 
to :Certify Class Attiori Pursuant 

NRCO 210)0) 
Plaintiffs, 

14 
VS, 

NEVADA Y.13f.j.D.. .. -,C.:  . 
isj c.:ORPORAIION;NEVADA 

CHECKER CA ll (ORPORATION, and 
16 "NEVADA STAR. CAB 	 ) 

,CQRIVRATION, 	 ) 

Defendants, 

20 	Plaintiffs filed their Motion to Certify Class Aetion Pursuant to N.RCP 23(b)(3) 

21 0,1Alune 10,  20 .1,5, pekin(*.ITO Re4-poilse in Opposition to. plaittiffs` Motion Wti:$ - 11104 

22 on June -16, 2015, Mind& thereafter flied their Reply. : to defend:ante ResPOrgie 

.Opposition to plaii-itiffs.l motion,on ;fuly 7, 2015. This maitets, having come before the 

24 'CourCfbr hearing on Silty 14., 2.015 and Ontobet 27, 2015, with appearances by Leon 

Givenberg, tsq on behalf of all plainti$:,.and Tarnor13. Botros, Esq., -pp behalf of all 

26 

 

defendants, and following tho argurnents a such eot„wel, and after dud doil§idergion 

27 of thepartiO' respective blielfs ,, and all pleadings and pap onlile liemin, and good 

cau$e  aPPearing, thotefore 



TH COURT 

Upon reviey,7 of the papers and pleadings on filo in this matter, 	-the 

.3  

5 

evidentia.ry record currently-before the Court,. fhp: Coutk hoWs that plaintiffs have 

4 adequately established that the prerequisites ofNevis R, P. Z3(h)(3).art: thet -th 

certify the requested class seeking damages under ,krtiele 15., Seetiou 1(i of the Nevacla 

C. onstitatiOn (*the *tinimum. Wage AMendmenf, and grants the tnOtibm The Cturt 

7 .inakOg detennitiations of. the merits &the claims asserted nor whether any 

tninimarn wages: are actually owed :to any class members as such issues are hot 

9 properly considered on a motion fbr class certification. In coinpliancowith what the 

10 COurtbelieves is required, or at-least directed by the Nettad4SvprOte Coart 

12 

1.3 

14 

15 

16 

1 

1:8 

19 

20 

•e3irnble, the Collo also intik,ts ogroin :finding§ supporting i deeision .  to :gain c-It4.̀ 4.  

Certifnation Under NRCP 	 04.gzerHothgv .  1161diizg Ceip. v. .1:Eighth 

,4,41a41 OW, Court., 29:1 P3.(11:21$, 156 (7,012) gin BOnc) (Citatiering wittpetititt, 

fInIrng distritt court erred ih ilmg to conduct n NRCP..tale 2 ua1ysi and 

hisidiAg.that "tulitimatelY, upon a motion to proceed as a class action, the -district court 

must "thoroughly analy= MRCP 23s. requirements and -dtxumertt its findings:" Citing 

PR Rnon v Eighth AdleialDt C6ziet -.  ("First Light If), 215 pad 697, 704 (..Key: 

Sup Ct. 2009)„ 

4i) mitidi mattet„ . the nature of 	elaims made in this case art of the sort ; fOr 

'which. Class ,aaloa titatriAkmt would, at leagprestirkiptively, likelrbe- available ifhot 

Sensible. A :determination of Whether an employee is owed. unpaid Trrirrin'him hu t  

WagQs requirt;$ :that three things. be  determined: the hours worked, the wages ,paid, and 

the applicablertiouily inmim wn wazo, Oricz Allow three: thitigs ore known ttit Illinin111111 

wages owed, if ally; alt not subject t.0 dimirILitum by the employees conttibh(OtY 

negligence, any state of mind of the pteties5 :Pr anything else-of an individual nature 

that: has .been. identified:to the Qourt. Making those same Miro determinations::: 

invoNing what: is essentially a corraton formula, for a" late group of pei' .Sons.„ Is iery 

i1ky tø 	ah.effIdent. pi:bees§ and common. questions, The mininrunt hourly 

21. 

23 

"14 

2.5 

26 

27 

244 



wage rate is. set at a very modest level, meaning ?the amount S of unpaid minimum 

wagw,likely to be owed to any putative class me rare going to presumptively be 

fairly Small, an additional circumstance that would tend to weigh in favor -Of class 

eertification.. 

In respect to granting the tuOtiOri and the -record preSented This ease, the 

CO finds it persuasive that a priOr United States DepartMent of Labor review of 

defendant& records, applying a uniform methodology, concluded that :over 600 current 

or former taxicab drivers were owed varying amounts of unpaid it i•innim. wages 

totaling in excess of $3,00,000 under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (the 

"PISA") :kr the two year period consisting of the date:ad:it yeas 20 10 and 201, 

While that finding does not resolve the merits:of ale pinintiff& olaimS, since it does not 

dst'ablisti that any class members are actually owed additiOnai Mitn. wages Widest. 

th-Minikrttim Wa 	nem, it.&es ., in the COUrt!8•Ylew., cietutii3Msc11t at least 

twO common questions Warranting clasS. eettification if tbe methOdology used to reach 

those conclusions is later found to be correct 

1.1g.,'• first such question would be Nsiitetherthe class members are owed additional 

mum .wages, beyond that coneluded by the United States Department of Labor, by 

Virtue of the MitiolUIR Wage Amendment imposing an hourly minimum wage rate that 

is S109 an 1101410. ler than.the hourly Minimum wage' mquired by tho•SA for 

20 .jetilPlOY= who do riot reCeive 'qualifYing.health insiranm" The Court concludes  

21 tikt- maul ving. such 'qualifying health insurance" question involves issues common to 

22 all of the class members and defendants. havenotproffCred any moaninglui evidence 

23 tending to contradict such conclusion, The second such question would -be whether 

24 the class members are owed additional minintum wages, beyond -that concluded by the 

United States Del:4011ot at Labot,.hy vittue of the Miniatutn Wage AiVencimett not 

26 alloing. an  etlaPlOYer ''tip Otaker' towards its Miniintun wage requirmetas, 

27  something that th#,FL8A does grant to en-iployers in respect to its minimum wage 

28 'requirements. The United States Department of LAbor La indicated in thatagencys 

3 

4 

7 , 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1:8 

1 9 

3 



10 

1 1. 

12 

1:3 

14 .  

15 

16 

17 

19 

20 

23 

24 

26 

report as having reduced its calculation of defendants FLSAminimuawage 

deficiency by crediting as tips towards that deficiency 9% of the customer fares. 

collected by the class members, The Court concludes that resolving whether 

additional -amounts, of minimum wages are owed to the class members under the 

Minimum Wage Amendment, beyond the amounts concluded by the United States .  

Department ofLabor„ because of such agency's use of a "tip credit,' • involves issues 

common to all of the class members and defendants have not proffered any meaningful 

evidence tending to contradict such conclusion. 

The Court makes no finding that the .foregoing two identified common questions 

are the only common questions present in this case that warrant class certification. 

Such two identified issues are sufficient for class certification as the commonality 

prerequisite of NRCP Rule 23(a) is satisfied when a "single common question of law 

or fact' is identified. Slatette v..Bectzer Mines Holdings Corp>, 121 Nev. 837;  848 

(2005). 

'Fhe Court also finds that the other requirements for class certification under 

IsaCP Rule 23(b)(3) are adequately satisfied upon the record. presented. Numerosity• 

is established as the United States Department of Labor investigation identified. over 

600 potential class members who may have claims for minimum wages under the 

Minimum Wage Amendment. "[A] putative class of fbrty or more generally will be 

fund numerous." Shuette, 122 Nev. at 847. Similarly, adequacy of representation - 

and typicality seem appropriately satisfied upon the record presented, it being 

Undisputed that the two named plaintiffs are or have been taxi drivers employed by the 

defendants and their counsel being experienced in the handling of class actions, The 

Court also believes the superiority of a class resolution of •these claims is established 

by their presumptively small individual amounts, the practical difficulties that the class 

members would encounter in attempting to litigate such chums individually and obtain 

individual counsel, the status of many class members as current employeesof 

defendants who may be loath to pursue such claims out of fear of retaliation, and the 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

27 

28 

4 



&sirability ofcentralizing the resolution of the cOnimon questions presented by the 

211 over 600 claas members in a single proceeding. 

Defendants have not proffemd evidence or arguments convincing the Court that 

4 h should douht the acc4racy of the foregoing findinfics, The Court is Also mindful that 

< Shuette supports the premise that is better for the Court to rnitiaIi grant clas 

6 certikatior4 italTroPtiate, and 'reevalbate the certification in light Of any problems 

7 that appear poSt-discovery Or later in the prOc(,. .edings, 1' Auk= 124 P.3d at 544. 

Therefore 

9 	IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

10 	Plaintiffs' Motion to Certify Class Action Pimnant to NRCP 23(b)(3) 

1 I GRANTED  y The class ='_•thall consist of the. class claims of all persons employed by 

12 defendants as taxi drivers in the State of Nevada at anytime from ,Inly 1..2007 through 

0c4ober 27, 2915, except sudhpettOns -who file with the Court a written stateinent Of 

1 4  tbgir dleajoiA . to P*Jksidethernsely% ,  fr.= the,  (7.16: as provided :below The class 

olitiri* art all Clainis for darriages that the class members possess against the 

dc&ndatits. Under :the Minimum Wage An 	arising from unpaid Minimum 

17 .Wages: that are owed to the class men,ihers. for work they performed for the defendants, 

from. Itilyt, 2007 through October 21, 201$ Leon .  Creenberg ndDma Spitgopki. of 

Leon Greenberg Professional Corpora -0On are appointed as Wass counsel and •the 

named plaintiffs Christopher Thomas and Chriatopher Craig are qpointod as class 

representatives. The -Court 1.1 .L1IdW diswveij, pertaining to:the dass members and 

the class' clairm, 

IT IS RIMER ORDERED: 

(.1) Dthridants' counsel are to produce: to plaintiffs counsel, within 10 days 

of the service of Notice of .Entzy of this Order, the names and last brown 'addresses of 

all persons ettiployaas taxicab drivos byth, de:fen -dab:0 in-the State oiNevada 

july 1, 2007 through October 27, 2015; 

1.8 

19 

21 

22 

23 

25 

26 

27 

28 

5 



16 Dated thiS; 

17 I 

18 
Submitted: A. 19 

(2) PI4intifIV copmel, Ijimil:reeeipt of the -names -and addresss described in 

(1) aboye, shall hai,:e 40 days. thereaftir (and  if such 40th day is a Saturday, Sunday ar 

holiday the first following business..day) to mail a Notice of Class .Action in the .form, 

4 [anncxed:bereto as Exhibit -"A" to 846: persons to notify them of the certification Of 

this oase as a class action pUrsuatit toNav.R. Civ. P. 240(3) aid 434 promptly 

with the Court a Suit4ble dedaration confirMing that stich 	has.beent)erforined; 

(3) The Class niembett areenjOined from the data of entry of this 01:.der„ .  until 

8 or urik- s: a fiiAber Ordri issued by this Court, from prosecuting or compromising 

ny of the class claims' except. as part of this action and. only as pursuant to such Order; 

19 and 

.11 	(4) Cis 	soking e?:;:lutiOrifrott the class Must file a written 

1:21 .StateMent4ith the 65tart setting forth their name, addreSs„.and eleCtion to be .  exclUded 

13 from tho-tAas.,110 tatoi,than:. 45.days'afte the mailing Of the Notice of Clas. Aaiun as 

1 

111 
--atarear- 

istriet Court fudge, 
J' 

20 If 
L-A1-1 3tyreenberz. Esq. 

21 	Dana Srii,e-oocki.,-  R3ft 
LEON GREENBERti- PROF. CORP, 

22 II 	2965 S„ Jones F,nvd., Ste. E,:,3 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 

23 	Attorneys for Plaintiff 

24 Approved as to form :and. content: 

25 By: 	Not Approved 	 
Marc C.. -Gordon, Esc', 

26 

	

	Tfirli..0 3 3Dirosi ESC!, 
rflil.OW CHECKER STAR 

27 1 TR.ANSPORTATION CO. LEQAT, DEPT. 
5225. W. Post Road 

28 I 

	

	1.4$ VeriaS NV 8911 
Attorneys tor•Dcfondants 

14 provided for in .(2),. above, 

151a IS 0RD:0:Ea. 

day ofNovember, 2 

A t 
•-4 til l 

jitj .4‘.. 	ZefT 	: 1'4, , , 
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ci-ERS OF TH8 'COURT 

MICHAEL MURRAY and 	1 ruse No..: A424i69926,C 
MICIIKEL RENO individually and i 
on behalf of all others similarly 	1 DEPT. 1. 
situated, 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 Plainti ffs„ 

Ele.o.trorticatiy Filed' 
02110/2010-015'.31 PM 

ORM 

2 LEON GREENBERG, ESO. 
Nevada Bar No„.  8094 

3 DANA SNIEGOCK1, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No.: 11115 
Leon -Greenberg Professional Corporation 
296$ South Jones Boulevard Suite &3: 

Vegas, Nevada 89146 
(702) 33-6085 

6 I.  (702) 385482lflak) 
leonoreenbergOovertitnelaw.conn 

7 1Zandtiogrtim4y.1-...‘ozn: 
Tttorneys kr -Flatatir 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

-le  1A. CAB 'TAXI: SERVICETIC„ A. 
CAB LLC, and CREIGHTON J, 

17 NADY, 

18 11 

19 11  

20 I 

21 

Defertdants. 

Order Granti at,  Plaintiffs' Motion to Certify Class Action Pursuant to NRCP 
Rule 2301)0 ad NRCP Rule 23 1, (3) and Deuvino Without PrebElict 
Plaintiffy et:ion to A 	t a S veial Master Under NCRP Rule 53 

Plaintiftc.tfiled thei:rMotiori toGeri* this Case afs. •a.-Ciam,) Action Pursuant to 

NRCP .23.(h)(3) and NRCP 23(b)(2..); and appoint' a Special.Master,:on May 19, 2015. 

13eferidante Itesponse in Oppos.ilion ta plaintiffs' motion was filed 4:111 June 8, 2015. 

Plaintiffs thereafter•filedIteie Reply to defendants RespOnse in Opposition to 

plaint:if& motion on july 13, 201.5. This matter,. baving:eorne before the Court for 

hearing on oveinbtr 3, 2015, with appearanees: by 	Greenberg, Esq. and Dana 

22 

23 

24 

25 

27 

28 



Stiegol;ki, Esc, on behalf of all plaintiffs, and Esther Rodripcz i3sq., on behalf 614 I 

defendants, And following the atgaillents of suCh counsel, and after.due consideration 

of the parties' respective brief% and all pleadings and papers on file Imein i. and good 

5  I (isatite appearing, thpr6fbrp 
6 

TUE COURT FINDS: 
7 

8 
	

ttLf.'1,..eg2Pot todth:PAMINst fy,TSFas.:Cutiliatzt 

Upwi, revieW of the papers and pleadings on file in this matter, and the 

10 

11 - 
 evidentiary record currently before the Court, the Court holds -  th*:plainitiffsliave 

12 1.  adegtiately established that the. prerkruisites of Nev. R. Ciy, P. 2:3N(3) and 23(h)(2) 

13  I are met to certify the requested classes seeking: damages and -sUltahle injunctive relief - 
; 

1. under Articit 15, Section 1:6 ofthe Nevada Cons:WM.1On (the "Minimum Wage 	•: ii 

of 

 

I3. 	asserted nor whether any minimum wages are actually owed tr.l. any Clas i 
i 
I 

methhers, or whether ar6. ,_ injUriative relief should aCtU ally he granted, as such issues 1 , 
'I 

are not properly (Alasidered on :a motion filr class certification. in compliance .with 1 

iWhat the Oourt believes is required,: or ay:least directed by tNt:NeNa4a awreme  •cOLut 
-I i 1 
i 

. i 
class certification under NR.CP Rule 2:.. $eg, Beazer HoMes Holding cow, v. Eighth I 

1 

28 441k.i.a1D1.9.t -Cowl., 291 1:1: .3d 128, 136 (2012) (En Banc) (Granfina writ petition, 
2. 

4 

17 

18 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

15 
Ii 

1.6 AttiE!ndetttit"): and,NRS 608:040. and the elairne.aSseited-againstdefendant...Nadv in 	1 

thethird and Fourth Claims for P.,:elief in-OieSecond Amended ._and:$Upplemental 

Coniplah$: and. gl-,arrts the Motion. The COurtroakes: no . deterrninations Of the merits: .1 

as. desirable, the Court.also,makes certain fulding ys supporting its decision to grant 



finding district court erred in Ailing to conduct an. NRCP Rule 23 analysis, and 

holding that "[ujitimately, upon a motion to proceed as a class action, the. district 

court trtua "thoroughly analyze MCP 23's requirements and document its findings.' 

Citing DJ?. Horton v. Eighth Judicial Dist Court ("First Light 179, 21$ P.3d 697, 

704 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 2009). 

As an initial matter, the nature of the claims made in this case are of the sort for 

which class action treatment .would, at least presumptively, likely he available if not.. 

sensible. A determination of whether an employee is owed unpaid minimum hourly 

wages requires that three things be determined: the hours worked, the wages paid, and 

the applicable hourly minimum wage. Once those three things are known the 

minimum wages owed, if any, are not subject to diminution by the employee's 

contributory negligence, any state of mind of the parties, or anything elk of an 

individual nature that has been identified to -the Court. Making those. same three 

determinations, involving what is essentially a common .formula, for a large group of 

persons, is very likely to involve an efficient process and common. questiOns. The 

minimum hourly wage rate is set at a very modest level, meaning the amounts of 

unpaid minimum wages likely to be owed to any putative class member are going to 

24 presumptively be fairly small, an additional circumstance that would tend toweigh in 

2_5 favor of class certification. 
26 

27 
In respect to granting the motion and the record presented in this case, the 

II 

28 Court finds it persuasive that a prior United States Department of Labor ("USDOL") 

2 

3 

4 

5 

8  
7 

12 

13 

14- 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 



1  littgatIon .mittated againat the defendants resulted in a on 	Judgment o ItaR ing the 

defendants to m;:t $139,834,80 in unpaid ,mininnim wages to the USDOL for 

distribution to 434) taxi drivers underthe &der& Fair Labor 8tatidards Aet(the 

"PISA") tbr the two year period from October I, 2010:through October 2, 2012 The 

parties dispute the collateral Moppet significance of that .cormnt judgment n thi:i 

litigation, The Court does not determine tat issUe at this time., inasmuch as \ Nth** 
the .plaiatiffs are actually owed minimum wages (the "merits" of their claims) is not a 

finding that this Couitneed make, nor presumably one 'itsbould make, in the eOntext 

of granting or denying a Motion-. for class certiftion, The I.J,51)0L, as:a pailic Iav 

enforcement : agency has a dtity inuelt like. a prosecuting Attorney -in .the criminal law ' 

A..)titet, to on . titut iv il litioetioti against employers- when 0 -3:edible eVidoice 

exists that. such enipioyers have committed .vidtations:olthe FBA, Acoordingly„ 

Whether or not ibes  consentindgment is: &cried as a binding:admission by dpfeAdartt$ 

that they: 0-We i.3934,8O:.in unpaidminitaum wages. under theTLSA for distribtition 
19 

20 to 430 taxi drivers >  it is appropriate: for the Court to find that:the Consent judgment 

Constitutes,  subStantial evidere that;at log at this' abgein these prooeedings.,, 

crommoll .queitions exist that warrant the granting. of dasa"cortificakion. The Court 

03m/tides that the record -presented POTS uasively estab1iSh6 That there fti'e-at least two 

common questions•warranting class certification in this case for the: purposesof 

MCP :',R0e 23.(b)M (d aces class' certification) that are coexten_sivewith the 
27 

23 petiod covered by the cf.SDOL. (* .sent judgment and for the period prior to. Aine Of 
4, 
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7 

8 

9 

11 I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

.21 

23 

24 

. 25 
94) 



201 ,t 

The fifst such question Ai.ould be Whether the class members•are, owed 

additional minimum wages, beyond that agreed to be paid in the USDOL, consent.. 

judgment, and fbr the. petiod covered by the consent judgtnent, by virtue of the 

Minimum Wage Arriendment imposing an hourly minimum. wage rate that is $1.00 an 

hour higher  than the.hourly minimum wage required by the 'PISA for erckSoYees who 

do -1.1ot rezei've "qualifying health insumnee," The Court concludes tliat resolving 

such "giaali1yix4 health fa:ism-al-we" question involkies issues common to all.otsthe. class 

:members and .  derendattijyho proffered 	meatinoliti eyidence tendiag 

contradict such conclusion; The second such question would be . whether the clas s  

members am'owed addit.ional ,Lnininwrn wag,:a 5 . beyond that alleged by LI$D01., for 

the petiod cakted by the consent ;judgment, '14-'firtne tlie..Miriiirimn Wage 

Amendment not ..111owirig an employer 	credit r towards. 4s In:mita= wage 

requirements; something that the EISA does grant to ernployer$ iti respect to its 

minimum wage -requirements. It is Wiknown whether the USDOL consent judgment 

calettlatiOns inelnde Or exclude the application of° anY "tip credit' tow,stds the VLSI. 

minimum wage deficiency alleged by thellSOOL, against the defendants, 

reSpectm,the tip credir i.ssUe plaintiffs have also dernonstra*, and 

defendam do. not dispitte, a Violation of Nevadas COnstitutten etistirie prior to June 

2 
of 2014, Plaintiff has provided to the Cow payroll -records from 2014. for .  taxi. tiriver 

2B ernployeeand class mbet Nrichael Sarp.;eant Indicating .11-iat he wa.s paid $7,25 an 

4 

9 

IC 

12 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 



7 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

20 Nev. 837, 848 (2005), in addition, there also appear t() be 	 moxiftctuai.andi gai d le 

•?.1 

22 

23 

24 can be found,. personally liable, as alleged in the Third and Yourth Claims for R.elief 

2 

3 

hour hut:orily when.his tip earnings are included, Def.Want does ,tit dispute the 

accuracy of those rem& Nor has it produced any evidence (lor even asserted) that 

the cpeuence of Michael Samant ih respect to the same was isolated and not 

common to many of its taxi driver etnployees The Nevada. Constitution's minim:um 

wage requirements, unlike the FLSA, prohibits an employer from using •tip credit": 

•8 	 fl and applying a 

Tlie Sargeant payroll mortis, on their face,. establish a Violation of Nevada's 

minimum wage standards fOr a certain time period and strong' sup p0 :  

of The requested Wass certification, 

The Court inakes no finding that the: foregoing tWo identified common 

questions are the:only oommon questions present in this case that -warrant class 

certification: Stic,h . twO identified issues ate sufficient for class certification as the 

commonality prerequisite of NRCP Rule .23(a) is satisfied when a "single common 

question of law or face is identified: $huottotz,cea-er Homo ,f16ktirws Corp., 121 

issues presented by. theclaims made tinder MRS 608.040 for Statutory "wai nig time" 

penalties for fbljner taxi driver eiroloyees of defendants and Whether defendant Nady 

employee's tips towards any portion of its minimum wage f..ihligation. 

t the Wanting 

25 the Second Amended and SuppIeinainnl Complaint, thr antinomies -qwed:19‘ the  class 
26 
27 members that would otherwise be just the responsibility of the corporate defendants. 

28 Such tonumm question's' are readily aPparent as NRS 608..0.40. is a silitt 
6. 



statute and the conduct alleged by Nady that would impose liabilit y  UpOn him is 

common to  the class, as it iilvolves his direction and-control of the 'corporate 

defendants and Ilet KIS actions. towar.ds any class mernbttr 

The Courralso find Oat the other requirements for el-ass .cettl1 i°ati°1-113nde± 

is 	
.1 

NRCP Rule .23(11)(3) are-scie quately  satisfied upon the record presented,. .Nutnerosit:', ./ 

establiShed as the United StateS Departr.aent of LabOr imetigatico icipn,l.i1i:6d over 1 

43:0.  potential class  •mettibers in the consent jud gynent who may  have claims for 

1 
Minimum s,vages :alder the Minimum  Wage. Amendment. ( 4Altlitiative class of fortY 

9r more generally will be found numeroOs." $hueite, 122 N.ev atS47:. 

adequacy of tepresentation and typicality seem appropriately satisfied upon the,reeord 

Presented. it iS undisputed that the two named plaintiffs, .. ,vho were.fetind in the 

US:DM consent judgment to be owed unpaid minimum wa ges under the FLK and 

additional class representative Michael Sargeant, who payroll rivorids 	0n: 1 	I 

face, a violation of Nevada's minimum wage requirements, are or have been taxi 

dtivers cnIployed by  the defendants. Counsel for the plaintiffs have also 

denionstrated their significant ekj)eti enc,e in the handling of claSs ActionS. Tbe Court 

.23 
 also believes the:superiotity  of a class it5olution Of these claims is eStablished by their I 

24 I presumptiVely  sMail md 	Jwnn.ts, the pr4cticadifficultie4that the elass 

26- I members v,,ould enotminter in atlmrIting  to litigate such claims individually and obtain 

individikil counsel, the status of many class .members as current-employees of 
• 	' 	 :1 

2a defendants who may be loath to pursue .such claims cut of fear of retaliatim and the 

3 

4 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
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desirability of centralizing the msolution of the common quesOons presentod by the 

over 430 class members in a single proceeding 

In respect to Cia5 ct fiuiticm under MRCP Rule 23 (b)(2) for qpropriate 

wide injunetive relief be Court makes-no anairigOat any Such. Mlief shall be.grOttCd, 

only that it will grant mai class certification aftld consider at an appropriate- time the 

form mid manner, if any, of stleb. injunction. The ex*rict of common policies by 

defendants that either directly .  ViOlate The rights of the lass: :members to,rective the 

minimum wages.ml•ired by Nevada' s, Cmstitittion, or that impair the enforc:etnea of 

those .right dfid are otherAe illegal ., are siiWattialWstlriPoritd the Vviderme. 

proffratti by the.plaintiffs, That evidence includes a written policy of defendants 

rotrvipa the right to  uni laterally deetn certain tin* 'during &14X1 Oliver's - slat-as On* 

Componsable abd nOn-workitut "personal tithe! DelendantS have also failed to keep 

records of the hours worked by their taxi drivers' for eat% pay petiod ibra-on Tibet 

Years, desPite having an obligation to main' in such records under NU 608,215 and 

being advised by the USDOL in 2009 to  keep. such records. And as documented by 

the.Michael Sogearit payroll. records, the defericklit4., for 4 period °him.after 

Court's Order :entered (31 February 11, 20.13 finding that. theNevada Constitution's. 

minitnuit wage provisions apPly to lefendants' taxicab drivers ;  :faited to pay such. 

Minimum. 

 

wages, such failkIr 	tint g 	ught. leaSt hilt of 2014, Plaiutiffs 

have also alleged in SWIM &Clare:kw; that: detendatAs liavo. -a policy of fOreitig their 

taxi dOem to Usify thole Working rinie'records, .l t1oi wde:hiitrtemay alo 
8, 
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wamot the granting ofinjunctive relief. 

The Court Dotes that Nevada's Constitution commands this Court to grant the 

plaintiffs "all remedies available under the law o 	equity's that are•"approptiate 

4'rernedy any violation' of the Nevada Constitution's triininium:vvo 'e mitlirements.  Iii 

taking note of that command the Court dm:not, atthiatime, ,sitictilate what form, if 

any, an injunction:may take, :  only that it is: uo(prectuding any oftheforlm of 

injunctive yetio. proposed plaintiffs, ineltiding Ordering &feudal% to pay 

minimum wages to its taxi drivers in the future; .  Ordering„defimdant to mointalti 

proper recordS a their tp?ti &Nem Outs of work; Orisig6tig hatificatio to the 

defendants' taxi driVers ;of:their rights to minimum .wages underNevada's 

Constitution;: and Ordering -the appoint/tient f a Special Milfst.prip mbnitoy. 

deAtidants' tornplikeice with .such injunction. 

Defendants have not proffered evidence or arguments convincing the Court that 

it shoto doubt the accuracy 	fOregoing :findings; The Cdtat is;also....rdindful that 

Shyette, SUpports the :premis• that it is better for the Courtio initially grant class 

offi.iticgtio, if Appmpriw, and:"rentaluate -the :o<trtifwatiOti in light of any problems. 

that appear postdiscovery or later in the proceedings? Shuate 124 P.3d at 544. 

:r= to- t.,.__INIt,ug§t.t',1r- the Angintim 

P-14.  intift ba*e•alsO :reci:u.ef0d thett.OPOiritin -entof4'S,00 -641 Mast.e.t tulda NRCP 
26 

Rule 51, to be paid by defendants. to compile Infotrnation on the hours of work of the 

28 class mentbers as set fbrth in ttLeit oaily 'trip awes. The Coirt, ivtpersuaded that 
9, 
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the •underlying reasons advanced by .plaintiffs provide a sufficient basis to placethe 

2 
3 entirety of the financial burden of such a process upon. the defendants. ACcordingly, 

4 the Court denies that request without prejudice at this time. 

Therefore 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
7 

8 
	

Plaintiffs' Motion to Certify Class Action Pursuant to NRCP 23(16(3) is 

9  GRANTED. The class shall consist of the class claims as alleged hi the Second 

10 

defendants as taxi drivers in the State of Ne6.6tda at anytime from july 1, 2007 through I 

December 31, 2015, except such persons who file with the Court a written statement' 

of their election to exclude themselves from the class as provided below. Also 

- excluded from the class is jasminka Dubrie who has tiled an individual lawsuit 

against the ..defendant A CAB :1,1,C seeking unpaid minimum wages and alleging 

conversion by such defendant, such case pending before this Court under Case No. A 62  

21 possess against the. defendants under the Minimum Wage Amendment arising from • 
22 

23 
unpaid minimum wages that are owed to the class members for work they performed 

24 for the defendants from July 1, 007 through December 31, 2015; all claims they may 

possess under NRS 608.040 if they are a former taxi driver employee of the 
26 
27 " defendants and are owed unpaid minimum wakes that were not paid to them upon 

28 their employment terrnination as provided for by such statute; and the claims alleged 
10, 

8 



against defendant Nady in the third and fourth clans for relief in the Second 

.1-merided and Supplemental Compliant. Leon Greenberg and Dana Sniegocki Of 

4 Leon Greenberg Professional Co oration are appointed as class counsel and the 

named plaintiffs Michael Muriay and Michael Reno, and class member Michael 

Sargem, are appointed as class representatives. The Court Will allow discovery 

8 pertaining to the class members and the class 

9 	IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 
10 

11 
	Plaintiffs' Motion to Certify Class Action Pursuant to NRCP 23(b)(2) for 

12 appropriate equitable and injunctive relief as authorized by Article 15, Section 16 of 

13  Nevada's Constitution is GRANTED and the named plaintiffs Michael Murray and 
14 

11  Michael Reno, and class member Michael Sari,1,,eant, are also appointed as Class 
15 

16 representatives for that purpose_ The class shall consist of all persons employed by 

defendants as taxi drivers in the Slate of Nevada at any time from July 1, 2007 

through the present and continuing into the future until a further Order of this Court 
19 

issues, 

IT IS FURTITER ORDERED: 

(I) Defendants counsel is to produce to plaintiffs' counsel, within 10 day 

7 

of the service of Notice of Entry of this Order, the names and last known addresses of • • 

28 11all persons employed as taxicab drivers by any of the defendants in the State of 

18 

20 

21 

22 0 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 



1 Nevada from July 1, 2O07 through Decembe 31, 20.  glob. it:OM:tag -On to be 

2 provided in an Excel or CSV or other agreed upon computer data file, as agreed upon 

4 by cothisel for the parties, containing separate fields for name, street address, city, 

state and zip code and suitable for use to mail the Notice of Class Action ; 
6 

7 
(2) Mai:miffs' g,puhsel, upon t eeiptof. the names andaddresses deseriW in 

(li) above, shall nave 40 days. thereofiet ,  (and ifh 40' 11 -day is a Saturday, Sunday or 

holiday the first folloWirig bushness .  day) to mall a Xotice a Class Action .in 

SubStabtiallY•the thrill annexed hereto as Exhibit "A" to Such persons to notify them of 

the .e atifloation of this 0.5e:as.a class tiction porsuatit to Nev. A, 	230(3). tmd,  

slill prOmptIy file with Mt.  COurt. áIsdtabie deOlaratiOn COrifirtri Mg that Snob, thailing 

hil:s been. pertbrited; • 

(3) The class' members-  are: enj oited.fmm the date :of tntry this Order, until 

20 or unless a fiirth6rs Older is issued Court, fronn. prosecuting or compromising 

any of, The class claims except as part of this action and only as pursuant to such 
22 
23 Order; and 

24 

2$ 	(4) Class members seeking,-  exclusion frornth.dantffl.Witten 
26 

27 
statement with the Court setting_ fOrtb. their name, address, and election to be excluded 

from the class, no later than 55 days after the mailing of the Notice-of Class Action as 
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Hon : Kenneth -Con? 
District Court :fudge 

provided for in (2), above, 
2 

4 
	U. S FURTHER OkRERED: 

5 11, 

6 
	

Plaintiffs motion to appoint a Special Master under NRCP Rule 53 is denied 

.8 ft  without. prejudice at this time, 

9  IT IS SO ORDERED% 
IQ 1: 

Dated this .... 	day Of :IA 
11 

12 11  

13 11: 

14 Submitted-, 

15 II 	"17.  

1,e'on Greenberg..., .F.q, 	— 
Dana Sniegoeld, Esq.. 
11.:ON (..iREEMi13RG PROF CORP. 
2965 S, jones Blvd,, Ste., B-3 
La Vegas, NV 89146 
Attorneys for PlaintifTh .  

AtTroved as to forin and content 

21 1 13y: 	03  
22 ii ESTHER. C. ROIXIGUEZ, ESQ. 

NV Bar 006471 	: 
23 RODRIGUEZ LAW OFFICES!. P.C. 

10161 Park Run Drive. 
24 SOp.150' 

Las Vegas, NV 89145 
25 Tel; (702020440.0 

Fax 002) .,,20-8401 
26 	drignez aw„com 

Attot'nev:or. e clic ants 
41-7. 
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EXHIBIT ‘0" 



DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

2 

3 and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 
Ilidiyidually and on behalf of others 

4. similarly situated, 

5 	. Plaintiff, 
VS. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: VII 

NOTICE OF CLASS ACTION 
CERTIFICATION 

LAlcSIRI PERERA. IRSHAD AHMED, ) 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

You are being sent this notice because you are a member of the class of 
current and former taxi drivers employed by WESTERN CAB COMPANY that has 
been certified by the Court, Your rights as a class member are discussed in this 
notice. 

NOTICE OF CLASS ACTION CERTIFICATION 
On [date] this Court issued an order certifying this case as a class action for 

all taxi driver employees of WESTERN CAB COMPANY (the "class members") 
who were employed at anytime from July 1, 2007 to [date of order]. The purpose of 
such class action certification is to resolve the following questions: 

(1) Does WESTERN CAB COMPANY owe class members any unpaid minimum 
wages pursuant to Nevada's Constitution? 

(2) If it does owe class members minimum wages, what is the amount each is owed 
18 II  and must now be paid by WESTERN CAB COMPANY? 

The Court has previously ruled in this case that WESTERN CAB COMPANY does 
not have to pay punitive damages to class members as a result of any non-payment 
of minimum wages and is not subject to any claims under Nevada Revised Statutes 
608.040 that are alleged to arise from any such minimum wage non-payment. 
The class certification in this case may also determine other rights that class 
members have under Nevada's Constitution and may be revised in the future and the 
Court may not answer all of the .above questions or may answer other questions. 

NOTICE OF YOUR RIGHTS AS A CLASS MEMBER 
If you wish to have your claim as a class member decided as part of this case 

you do not need to do anything. The class is represented by Leon Greenberg and 
Dana Sniegocki (the "class counsel"). Their attorney office is Leon Greenberg 
Professional Corporation, located at 2965 South Jones Street, Suite E-3, Las Vegas, 
Nevada, 89146. Their telephone number is 702-383-6085 and email can be sent to 

19 

20 

21. 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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27 

28 



them at leongreenberg@overtimelaw.com . Communications by email instead of 
telephone calls are preferred.. 

You are not required to have your claim for unpaid minimum wages owed to 
you by WESTERN CAB COMPANY decided as part of this case. If you wish to 
exclude yourself from the class you may do so by no later than [insert date 45 days 
after mailing] properly filing with the Court, which is located at 200 Lewis Avenue, 
Las Vegas, Nevada., a written statement setting forth your name and address and -- 
Stating that you are excluding yourself from this case. If you do not exclude yourself 
from the class you will be bound by any judgment rendered in this case, whether 
favorable or unfavorable to the class. If you remain a member of the class you may 
enter an appearance with the Court through an attorney of your own selection. You 
do need not get an attorney to represent you in this case and if you fail to do so you 
will be represented by class counsel. 

THE COURT IS NEUTRAL 

2 	No determination has been made that WESTERN CAB COMPANY owes - 

13 
any class members any money. The Court is neutral in this case and is not advising 
you to take any particular course of action. The Court cannot advise you about .  what 

14 you should do. 
IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION 

You are encouraged to go to the website [TO BE PROVIDED] if you want 
to find out more information about this case. Or you can-contact class counsel at 
702-383-6085 or by email to [EMAIL TO BE INSERTED] or consult with another 
attorney 

NO RETALIATION IS PERMITTED IF YOU CHOOSE 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS LAWSUIT 

Nevada's Constitution protects you from any retaliation or discharge from 
your employment for participating in this case or remaining a member of the class, 
You cannot be punished by WESTERN CAB COMPANY or fired from your 
employment with them for being a class member. WESTERN CAB COMPANY 
cannot fire you or punish you if this case is successful in collecting money for the 
class members and you receive a share of that money. 

IT IS SO ORDERED 
Date: 
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IS/  

28 DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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